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ABSTRACT

GENDERED LAW:

A DISCOURSE ANALYSIS OF LABOR

LEGISLATION, 1890-1930

February 1993

LORI

ANN KRAN,
M.A.,

Ph.D.,

B.A.,

SUNY-BINGHAMTON

SUNY-BINGHAMTON

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS

Directed by: Professor Kathy Peiss

This dissertation studies the discourse of legal scholars and reformers,
exploring the

ways

arguments

relation to shorter hours

in

in

which

their

assumptions about gender shaped

their

and minimum wage laws.

Examining seemingly abstract terms such as "freedom of contract" and
"citizenship," this

work shows how

laissez-faire legal scholars

employed

a

discourse embedded with gender assumptions, linking manhood, work, and
citizenship to ideals of individualism and competition, to argue against
legislation for

men. Yet

logical inconsistencies arose

these concepts, especially citizenship, to deny

vii

when they

women

tried to

use

protective legislation.

In

contrast, paternalist legal scholars concentrated on the needs of
the

public welfare, asserting that legislation would enable

men

to

become

better

fathers, husbands, and citizens.

Reformers and progressive

women

legislation for

legal scholars united to gain labor

in particular.

Employing

a discourse of maternalism,

they argued that shorter hours and good wages preserved

motherhood and protected
Although

this strategy

arguments

for

wage

well for hours laws,

women

entire families

fit

on

their

full

in

meager wages. The

idea of

as daughters and mothers.

when women

fell

gained the vote.

apart as a rationale for

Some

challenge sex-specific legislation on the grounds that
attaining

foundered

well with the primary identification of

Reformers' language of motherhood also
securing legislation

it

legislation, especially as labor studies reported that

the female breadwinner did not
earning

for

their morality, thus benefiting the nation.

worked

some women supported

wage

women

equality with men, fomenting a division

it

feminists began to

kept

among

women

from

feminists and

reformers that remains with us today: the "equality-versus-difference-

debate."

Although most

activists could not reconcile this

debate and ended up

either supporting equality or difference, social researcher and reformer

Van

Kleeck, an avid

supporter of labor legislation,

moved beyond

the

biologism of difference and instead focused on the commonalities that

viii

Mary

workers shared, especially

in

their opposition to

employers. Rather than

divide male and female workers, and design special legislation
for each.

Kleeck moved toward a non-gendered view of

focused on the idea that

exchange

all

workers had a

women

the workforce and

right to labor legislation in

for their productive relation to the state.

ix

in

Van
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INTRODUCTION

This dissertation
legislation for

an analysis of arguments

is

men and women from

Studying the discourse of

which

their

the

legal scholars

minimum wage

laws.

and reformers,

and

their

Reformers agreed on
beginning of the 1920s,

arguments

ways

in relation

women

and men also

this strategy of securing legislation until the

when women were

granted the vote and a vocal

Amendment. These

feminists began to challenge sex-specific legislation on the grounds that

women

division

from attaining

among

to

crafting legislation.

minority of feminists called for an Equal Rights

kept

in

and citizenship. Reformers

legal scholars interested in labor legislation for

when

explore the

embedded with gender

rights of contract

highlighted gender-specific needs

I

Legal scholars opposed to

protective legislation employed a discourse

assumptions concerning the

and against labor

1890s through the 1920s.

assumptions about gender shaped

shorter hours and

for

full

equality with men.^

it

This attack fomented a

feminists that remains with us today: the "equality-versus-

difference-debate."^ Opponents of protective legislation claimed that these

^

Nancy

Cott,

Modern Feminism (New Haven: Yale University
"Equal Rights and Economic Roles," pages 117-142.

The Grounding

Press, 1987), Chapter Four,

of

,

Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the Politics of History (New
York: Columbia University Press, 1 988), chapter 8, "The Sears Case," pages 1 67-1 77
^

See,

in

particular,

,

1

laws hindered

women

in their

legislation claimed that

biological

and social

quest for equality.

women's

roles,

made

Proponents of protective

differences to men, especially their
legislation for

women

they highlighted legislation as a means to preserve

and protect

their morality.

imperative.

women

for

At

first,

motherhood

By the nineteen-teens and twenties some

reformers began to reject this language of maternalism, arguing
instead that

women

needed

legislation to

Although most

make them economically equal

activists could not reconcile this

to

men.^

debate and ended up

either supporting equality or difference, social researcher and reformer

Van Kleeck, an

avid

supporter of labor legislation,

moved beyond

Mary

the

biologism of difference and instead focused on the commonalities that

workers shared, especially

in

their opposition to

employers. Rather than

divide male and female workers, and design special legislation for each,

Kleeck looked at the working-class as a whole and argued that
state protection from capital.

and Martha Minow, Making

Law

,

^

She

tried to redefine

it

Van

deserved

democracy and

equality

the Difference: Inclusion. Exclusion, and American
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990).

On

All

the division between feminists and "civic-minded reformers" over labor

legislation see,

Nancy

Cott,

The Grounding

of

Modern Feminism pages 120-129;
,

134-142.
For details concerning those feminists who rejected the maternalist
language see, Sybil Lipschultz, "Workers, Wives, and Mothers: The Problem of
Minimum Wage Laws for Women in Early Twentieth Century America," (PhD
dissertation. University of Pennsylvania, 1 986), and "In Defense of Industrial Equality:
Feminism and the Supreme Court in the Twenties," Legal History Program, series 2,
Institute for Legal Studies, University of Wisconsin, Madison Law School, (October
1988): 1-39.
2

to include this analysis.

view of wonnen
had a

in

In

the process, she

the workforce

moved toward

non-gendered

a

and focused on the idea that

workers

all

right to labor legislation.

This dissertation focuses on

how competing gender

four decades of struggle for shorter hours and

examines how proponents and opponents of

ideologies shaped

minimum wage

legislation.

It

labor legislation invoked their

conceptions of male and female gender when arguing over the nature and
extent of a given piece of legislation.

This examination of the discourse of

reformers and legal scholars has benefited

in

particular

post-structuralist viewpoint of gender analysis.

gender as "knowledge about sexual difference,"
relative, in flux,

their

same

and contested.'^ Reformers and

I

from Joan Scott's

employ her

which knowledge

in

ways

legislation reveals that

as they did.

is

legal scholars, relying

understanding of gender, assumed workers organized
gender-specific

definition of

on

their lives in the

Yet their disagreements over

competing gender ideologies existed within the

middle-class.

Attention to gender illustrates

how

roles that

appear to be

tied to

biology indeed change over time and are class, race, and ethnic-specific.

example, housework

performed

work

in

considered women's work largely because

the private sphere and closely tied to

of childrearing.

Joan Wallach

is

Scott,

Before

women

Gender and the

women's

it

3

,

page

is

other traditional

could control their reproductive

Politics of History

For

2.

capacities this division of labor

women

have access

made some sense. Yet

to birth control,

children, or seek to have both,

Focusing on the ways

in

and many

housework

careers over

seen as women's work.

which concepts of gender are contested reveals the

responsible for childrearing and housework
is

women choose

is still

connection between knowledge and power. ^

those roles

today, even though

Why

are

when any

women

still

primarily

biological necessity for

long past?

This project uses gender as a category of historical analysis to

examine seemingly abstract terms such as "freedom
"citizenship."

A

of contract" and

close analysis of the language of legal scholars and

reformers reveals that they, perhaps unwittingly, used these terms
concrete, gender-specific ways.

Historians

and the related

who have

very

Their use of these terms shifted depending

on whether male or female workers were being considered
legislation.

in

for labor

studied the concept of freedom of contract,

free labor ideology, for example, found that these concepts

had gender, class, and race-specific meanings.^

For other examples of the use of gender to analyze concepts see, Ruth Bloch,
"The Gendered Meanings of Virtue in Revolutionary America," Signs 13 (Autumn
1987): 37-58; Sybil Lipschultz, "Workers, Wives, and Mothers," and "In Defense of
Industrial Equality,"; and Stephanie McCurry, "The Two Faces of Republicanism:
^

Antebellum South Carolina," Journal of American
(March 1992): 1245-1264.

Gender and Proslavery
History 78, 2,

Politics in

See Nancy S. Erickson, "Muller V. Oregon Reconsidered: The Origins of a SexBased Doctrine of Liberty of Contract," Legal History 30, 2, (Spring 1 989): 228-250.
^

4

Freedom

of contract

employees enter

is

based on the notion that employers and

and equally

freely

into

business relationships.

Court

records and legal articles reveal that legal scholars disagreed
over
interpretations of this term.

Theoretically,

and working class men cherished the

men were

legal equality

equal before the law,

they shared with

employers.

When

equality

many working men, and most working women,

left

extended

into the marketplace,

however,

this theoretical

at a distinct

disadvantage. Freedom of contract implied that workers and employers

possessed equal bargaining power, and that

amount

of leverage

in

in

War, the ascendant

fact another

way

workers enjoyed the same

the marketplace.

Reality belied this notion, however.
Civil

all

for

As

free labor ideology

Foner argues, after the

Eric

and freedom of contract became

powerful employers to exploit the labor of powerless

employees. Foner's focus on newly freed black men and

how

women

gender, class, and race mediated the seemingly abstract free labor

ideology.

Rather than assisting freedmen

in

their efforts to find

freely enter into contractual relationships with employers, the

Bureau forced black men to sign yearly contracts
their

highlights

for

work, and to

Freedman's

themselves as well as

wives and children. This highlights the state's concept of

racial

difference and suggests, specifically, that the Bureau failed to see black

as independent citizens.

The Bureau's insistence

5

that

men

husbands sign work

contracts for their wives suggests that the Bureau recognized

wives and mothers rather than as

The

identification of

women

Amy

as wives and mothers shaped legal

women's

Dru Stanley demonstrates

marriage laws and freedom of contract

in

relationship to the

how

independence, yet they

governed married women's status

of

the post-bellum era "express a

rights as the

failed to include

freedom

the contradictions between

profoundly gendered conception of freedom."^ After the

lawmakers proclaimed contract

as

and independent wage earners/

free

scholars' views concerning working

contract.

women

fundamental tenet of

women because

identified

War,

Civil

the legal rules that

them as dependents

of their

husbands.

The characterization

of

women

as dependent and

weak

left

them

excluded from the definition of citizenship. As Eileen Boris argues,

in

the

post-bellum era a "workingclass version of Republicanism championed the
rights of

man and

equality."^

linked the notion of virtuous citizenry with

Rather than think of

women

economic

as citizens, they were associated

with the preeminent female virtue of domesticity.

Finally, the

Fourteenth

America's Unfinished Revolution, 1865-1877, (New
York: Harper and Row, 1988), pages 78, 155-156.
^

Eric Foner, Reconstruction:

^

Amy

^

Eileen Boris, "'A

Dru Stanley, "Conjugal Bonds and Wage Labor: Rights of Contract in the
Age of Emancipation," Journal of American History 75, 2, (September 1988): 473.

Man's Dwelling

Is

Tenement House Cigarmaking
Work Engendered: Toward a New

His Castle':

and the Judicial Imperative," in Ava Baron, ed..
History of American Labor (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991), page 117.
,

6

Amendment

contained a "gendered dichotomy" that counterposed
slavery,

dependence, and womanhood

to

freedom, independence, and manhood.

During industrialization the state and capital supported
the free labor
ideology while they simultaneously denied African-Americans
and

women

independent status. The free labor ideology assumed that white
and

their

Black, male and female shared the

become independent.

Yet

in

same

interests,

and that

the economic realm, workers

all

workers could

competed not

only with employers, but with each other for satisfactory jobs, reasonable

work days, and
As

not.

could attain these goals, others could

a rule, skilled male workers preferred union contracts over labor

legislation to secure a shorter

when

Some

higher wages.

skilled

men

work week and

asserted their

ability to

a family

wage. To be

sure,

negotiate with employers, they

simultaneously proclaimed their independence and manhood, and affirmed
the collective potency of their unions.

^°

Eric Foner,

" See

With the introduction of

new

Reconstruction page 156.
,

example, Bruce Laurie, Working People of Philadelphia. 1800-1850.
(Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1980) and David Montgomery, Fall of the
House of Labor (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987). For scholars who
pay overt attention to the ways in which industrialization influenced gender
constructions and the class dimensions of gender definitions see Elizabeth Faue,
Community of Suffering and Struggle: Women, Men, and the Labor Movement in
Minneapolis. 1915-1945. (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1 991 ), and
Ava Baron, ed.. Work Engendered: Toward a New History of American Labor (Ithaca:
Cornell University Press, 1 991 ), especially the following: Ava Baron, "An 'Other' Side
of Gender Antagonism at Work: Men, Boys, and the Remasculinization of Printers'
Work, 1830-1920," pages 47-69, and Mary H. Blewett, "Manhood and the Market:
The Politics of Gender and Class among the Textile Workers of Fall River,
Massachusetts, 1870-1880," pages 92-113.
for

,

.

7

machinery, scientific management, and the assembly
jobs were eliminated or deskilled.

Given

many

line,

male workers began

this situation,

to redefine the concept of manliness to include
aspects of

work, such as sports.

than with their
the

work

place:

workers had more

skilled brethren.

little

life

From an economic stance, however,

paid, non-unionized male

common

in

craft-based

apart from

low

unskilled,

with

women

workers

Both groups experienced similar problems

job security, long hours, and low wages.

This dissertation examines the

and female gender shaped labor

ways

in

legislation.

which assumptions about male

In

the past, studies of labor and

gender have focused almost exclusively on women. This has resulted
problems:

and

it

it

impedes the

obscures the ways

roles for both

society.

Joan Scott

utilization of

in

is

in

two

gender as a broad analytic category;

which the dominant ideology defines acceptable

men and women, and how

Gender

in

not merely

these roles fundamentally organize

what women

or

men

do, but

is

rather, as

asserts, "the articulation (metaphoric and institutional)

in

specific

contexts of social understandings of sexual difference. "^^ Scholarly
attention to

women

has revealed that accepted roles and images change

Elizabeth Fox-Genovese, "Placing

Review 129-134 (1981-1982):

Women's

History

in

History",

New

Left

15.

Joan Scott, "On Language, Gender, and Working-Class
Labor and Workinq-Class History 31 (Spring 1987): 3.
8

History," International

over time, and that class, race, and ethnicity mediate
what

woman.

who wrote about

believed that legislation could enable

John

R.

Commons, John

B.

women

to be a

Andrews wrote

legislation benefited

development

in

fulfill

their

gender

Andrews, and Elizabeth Brandeis wrote

Principles of Labor Legislation

"Labor Legislation"

labor legislation

and men to

histories of labor legislation from this perspective. ""^

in

While

Commons and

1916 and Brandeis wrote

1936, they shared the opinion that sex-based labor

all

workers, and indeed reflected the progressive

of activist government.

These scholars

when

means

This interpretive framework can be applied equally to
men.^'*

Progressive era legal scholars

roles.

it

uncritically

accepted the dominant gender ideology

debating the proper role of the state

Their separation of the history of working

in

male and female workers'

men from

that of working

lives.

women

^'^

See, for example, Elizabeth Faue, Community of Suffering and Struggle and Ava
Baron, who scrutinizes rather than assumes male gender ideology. Ava Baron, ed..

Work Engendered and "Women and
Study of the Proletarianization of

the Making of the American Working Class:

The Review

A

Economics
14, 3 (Fall 1982): 23-42. Other scholars have investigated middle class men's
conceptions of masculinity and manhood. See, for example, Peter Gabriel Filene,
Him/Her Self: Sex Roles in Modern America (New York: Mentor Books, 1974);
Elizabeth and Joseph Pleck, ed.. The American Man (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1980); E. Anthony Rotundo, "Body and Soul: Changing Ideals of American
Middle-Class Manhood, 1770-1920", Journal of Social Historv 16 (Summer 1983):
23-38; and Margaret Marsh, "Suburban Men and Masculine Domesticity, 18701915", American Quarterly 40 (June 1988): 165-186.
Printers,"

of Radical Political

.

,

John

R.

Commons

revised edition,

(rpt.;

and John B. Andrews, Principles of Labor Legislation 4th
Elizabeth
1916. New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1967).
.

Brandeis, "Labor Legislation", in J.R. Commons, History of Labor
V. Ill, (New York: Augustus M. Kelley, 1936), pages 399-700.

9

in

the United States

.

reflected Progressive era views on
the efficacy of special legislation for

wonnen. These studies

failed to

recognize

how some

legislation restricted

women

from participating

through

their biological ability to bear children,
their physical

relative to

men, and

their social roles as

defined wage-earning

books

the labor market.

in

women

after the United States

They

also defined

women

weakness

wives and mothers. They never

primarily as workers.

Supreme Court

case, Muiler v Oregon (1908), that stated

Indeed they wrote their

ruling in the

precedent setting

women's freedom

of contract

could be compromised because of their special role as
childbearers and
childrearers.

argued that

They shared the opinion

women

needed special

of defense lawyer Louis Brandeis,

legislative protection

because of

who

their

primary roles as mothers and wives.

Although scholars today disagree with Commons, Andrews, and
Brandeis over the benefits of protective legislation for
conceptualization of this history

Susan

is

similar.

women,

Judith Baer,

their

Ann Corinne

Lehrer, and Alice Kessler-Harris focus exclusively on

women's

Hill,

labor

^®

After Muiler, the Illinois Supreme Court reversed its earlier ruling that hours laws
for women were unconstitutional. See Ritchie v Wavman 244 III. 509 (1910). The
United States Supreme Court also backed legislation for women, and on some
.

occasions for men. See, Riley v Massachusetts 232 U.S. 671 (1914) (working hours
posted); Miller v Wilson 236 U.S. 373 (1915) (eight hour law); Bunting v Oregon
243 U.S. 426 (1917) (included hours regulations for men); Stettler v O'Hara 243
U.S. 629 (1917) (minimum wage); Radice v New York 264 U.S. 292 (1924)
(prohibition of night work); Goesaert v Cleary 335 U.S. 464 (1948) (prohibition
against women bartenders).
The court found minimum wage legislation
unconstitutional in Adkins v Children's Hospital 261 U.S. 525 (1923), but reversed
itself in West Coast Hotel v Parrish 300 U.S. 379 (1937).
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

10

and conclude,

legislation

legislation hurt

women.

albeit for different reasons, that
protective labor

Each author presents a useful theoretical

framework and provides important
of working

women

with that of working men.

Kessler-Harris, these scholars

of labor law to

Baer and
legislation

women's

insights, but

new
Hill

fail

With the exception of Alice

connect the simultaneous development

to

attitudes about gender roles and state functions.

both focus on the

legal

aspects of protective labor

from the 1870s through the 1970s.
labor legislation

became

explores the question of whether

in

Baer examines

how

"constitutionally legitimate. "^^

women

protection as a class apart from working
struggle for equality

none integrates the history

the labor force. "^^

Hill

workers can "seek or accept

men without compromising

their

Both examine court decisions

over the past one hundred years and analyze the motives of the Court

in

17

Judith Baer, The Chains of Protection (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1978);
Ann Corinne Hill, "Protection of Women Workers and the Courts: A Legal Case
History", Feminist Studies 5, 2 (1979): 247-272; Alice Kessler-Harris, "Protective
.

Labor Legislation", Chapter 7

Out to Work: A History of Waae-Earnino Women in
the Unites States. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1 982); Susan Lehrer, Origins
of Protective Labor Legislation for Women, 1905-1925. (New York: State University
of New York Press, 1987).
in

While Alice Kessler-Harris does not discuss the attitudes of reformers, legal elite,
and workers toward legislation for men, she does demonstrate how competing
constructions of female gender roles influenced the development of protective
legislation for
19

women.

Judith Baer, Chains of Protection page 5
,

the 1 920s the National Women's Party asked this question. Ann Corinne Hill,
"Protection of Women Workers and the Courts", Feminist Studies 5, 2 (1979), page
^° In

248.
11

adjudicating protective legislation.

women's

political

They conclude that court

impeded

rulings

progress by solidifying their second class
status

the

in

labor force.

Susan Lehrer argues

that while

economically benefit some of

women's

recipients

its

it

segregated labor force and aided capitalism.

protective legislation did

also solidified the gender-

She focuses on the

interests of

organized labor, manufacturers, and the state, and
argues that each

recognized the

work

force,

vital role

women

played both as producers of wealth

and as reproducers of the

childrearers.

All

capitalist

three groups had an interest

marginal to the work force and

in

in

the

system as childbearers and

in legislation

that kept

women

non-waged housework. Lehrer's analysis

ignores the possibility that competing gender ideologies existed

simultaneously and she does not assess the gender assumptions of
reformers or legal scholars.
Alice Kessler-Harris persuasively argues that reformers and organized

labor joined forces to pass protective legislation for

asserted that

women

needed protective

physiology and their primary

role

additional reason for promoting

to keep

21

women

women's

from competing with men

Susan Lehrer, Origins

12

their

weak

Organized labor had an

legislation: restrictive

for jobs.

of Protective Legislation for

19.

because of

legislation

as mothers.

women. Both groups

laws tended

Kessler-Harris's

Women, 1905-1925. page

attention to the theory of labor market segmentation
has prompted her to

conclude that protective labor
desirable jobs and "confined
exploitation.

them

women

to those jobs

out of the most

most conducive

to

more recent work, Kessler-Harris demonstrates how

In

intangible factors such as
rates.

legislation kept

custom and

tradition played a role in setting

wage

She demonstrates how assumptions about gender were embedded

these practices.

domestic

role

For example, society has traditionally assigned

more worth than

their role as

Kessler-Harris, this has resulted

in

in

women's

wage-workers. According to

lower wages for

women

working

at

comparable and even the same jobs men perform.
Eileen Boris

examines how gender shaped arguments against

tenement house manufacturing. She focuses on the
Appeals case.

In re

New

York Court of

Jacobs (1885), and argues that gender shaped male and

female workers' strategies to improve the conditions of tenement house
cigarmaking.

work

She explains how female workers simultaneously denounced

conditions, but also accepted the patriarchal family structure that

organized tenement house labor.

tenement house manufacture as

22

Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to
Alice

.

"a

new form

Samuel Gompers

identified

of slavery," refusing to

Work page 214
,

A Woman's Wage:

Meanings and Social
The University Press of Kentucky, 1990), pages 6-7.

Kessler-Harris,

Conseouences

Similarly,

(Louisville:

Historical

Man's Dwelling Is His Castle': Tenement House Cigarmaking
and the Judicial Imperative," in Ava Baron, ed.. Work Engendered: Toward a New
History of American Labor (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1991), page 120.
Eileen Boris, "'A

.

13

recognize

women

as workers, he used patriarchal arguments
to bolster

efforts to abolish this work.^^
Finally, Sybil Lipschultz

for

minimum wage

addresses the specific

politics of the

legislation in the early twentieth century.

split

between feminists and distinguishes those who clung

that

women needed

legislation for protection of the

and motherhood, from

a

new group

needed only minimum wage
with men.
specifying

of feminists

legislation to help

This group took into account

women's "double burden"

argued that

this situation

of

She uncovers

to the

who argued

that

health,

women

ensure their future equality

women's

difference from men,

waged work and housework,

made women's

women's work

but

special legislation necessary to

loads.

In

contrast,

saw

industrial

Mary Van

Kleeck proposed industrial democracy as a model on which to structure

new

state

in

which workers would have equal power

This dissertation

shows how

legal scholars

different strands of gender ideology to

Eileen Boris, "'A

Man's Dwelling

Is

a

argument

home, women's

achieve "industrial equality. "^^ These middle-class feminists
equality as a panacea for

campaign

make

relative to

a

employers.

and reformers used

their

His Castle,'"

arguments, drawing upon

in

Ava Baron,

Work

ed..

Engendered page 116.
,

Sybil Lipschultz, "Workers, Wives, ad Mothers:

Laws

for

Women

in

The Problem

of

Minimum Wage

Early Twentieth Century America," (PhD dissertation. University

of Pennsylvania, 1986), and "In Defense of Industrial Equality: Feminism and the
Supreme Court in the Twenties," Legal History Program, series 2, Institute for Legal

Studies, University of Wisconsin, Madison

Law
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School, (October

1

988), pages

1

-39.

and reworking concepts of masculinity and femininity
protective legislation.

discussions of

in

they addressed biology and reproduction. They

First

confused the biological fact that most

women

have the

ability to

bear

children with the argument that this "female condition" warranted legislation
for

women.

all

physical

weakness

for maintaining

When

Next, legal scholars and reformers addressed
relative to

women's

women's

men. Here they tended to connect the need

health to their potential role as future mothers.

arguing for men's labor legislation, legal scholars and reformers

argued that overwork would render men too fatigued to perform
as husbands and fathers.

Finally,

they referred to

wives and mothers, arguing that society needed
than

the factory.

in

men's

in

the

home more

need

for reasonable hours.

chapters are topical but also move forward chronologically from

to 1930.

Chapter One charts the disagreements among

concerning the proper

language of

shaped

women

social roles as

supporting legislation for men, they argued that

social role as citizens warranted the

My
1890

When

women's

their duties

role of the state in labor relations.

legal scholars

and reveal

their interpretation of

hours cases. Chapter

Two

specific

freedom of contract

considers the

concept of the public welfare

and women. Attention

how

to

way

in

I

legal scholars

analyze the

gender and class biases
in

the context of shorter

which reformers used the

propose shorter hours legislation for men

to their ideas about gender reveals that they focused

15

on motherhood as rationales

for

women's

legislation, while

they focused on

fatherhood and citizenship to advance shorter hours legislation

for

men.

Chapter Three examines the relationship between gender assumptions

and rationales
articles

for

minimum wage

Here

legislation.

analyze reformers'

I

and public testimonies as well as two minimum wage cases,

Stettler

V Q'Hara and Adkins v Children's Hospital and argue that most progressive
,

reformers remained within the parameters of the traditional ideology of the
family, relying

on

a maternalist discourse to

women. Moreover,

muddied
living

was

rationale for a family

women

wage

for

this neat division

wage. However, increasing

supported entire families on

their

meager wages

between the man's family wage and the woman's

wage. The economic

at

a living

they related workingmen's responsibility to their families

and to the nation as the
evidence that many

demand

reality of

many working-class women's

lives

odds with the gender assumptions of most middle-class reformers.

The recognition
responsibilities to

that

many women had

men caused some

similar

reformers to rethink sex-specific

new arguments on which

minimum wage

legislation.

labor legislation

became even more urgent when

Supreme Court

ruled

in

minimum wage because
Amendment.

economic

The search

for

in

1923, the United States

Adkins that the state could not grant
of their

This search

is

new

to base

status as guaranteed

the focus of Chapter Four,

in

in

women

a

the Nineteenth

which

I

examine

the thought of Mary Van Kleeck, who, representing the radical wing of

16

reformers, advocated labor legislation for
"industrial

all

workers as a means to attain

democracy." The movement away from an emphasis on

gendered rationales

for legislation to industrial

Kleeck to demand the creation of

a

new

workingclass.

17

state

democracy enabled Van
in

the interests of the

CHAPTER

1

SHORTER HOURS CASES AND FREEDOM OF CONTRACT:

AN ANALYSIS OF LEGAL DISCOURSE

Legal scholars often held the fate of labor legislation

in their

hands

and therefore determined the terms and conditions under which workers
labored.

They debated and

interpreted legal doctrine while courts decided

the constitutionality of specific pieces of legislation.^
into their decision-making processes?

assumptions about gender, work,
discourse.

An examination

What

criteria

entered

This chapter contends that their

class,

and citizenship shaped

their

of legal scholars' use of seemingly abstract or

neutral terms such as "citizen," "police power," and "freedom of contract"

American Life
1909; rpt. New York:
Capricorn Books, 1964), especially Chapter Five, the section entitled
"Government by Lawyers," pages 131-137. The term legal scholars includes
law students, law professors, attorneys, and judges.
^

See Herbert Croly, The Promise

of

18

.

(

reveals the relationship between legal, cultural, and class-specific
meanings
of

manhood and womanhood.
Although these terms appear to be abstract and

neutral, close scrutiny

of legal scholars' reasoning and language reveals that their definitions

derived from deeply

embedded assumptions about gender and work.

Indeed, disagreements concerning the constitutionality of labor legislation

when opposing

arose

concept.

legal scholars battled

over the "correct" use of a legal

Legal scholars professed that these concepts had clear and well

understood definitions, but

this

chapter demonstrates the

falsity of that

Interpretations of these concepts hinged on a variety of factors,

belief.^

especially gender, class, and job description.
legal scholars

decisions

used these concepts

we must

understand

their

in legal

In

order to understand the

way

journal articles, briefs, and court

unexamined assumptions about

gender.^
This chapter explores the writings of legal scholars
either a paternalistic or laissez faire philosophy.'*

Until the

who promoted
second

half of

See Martha Minow, Making All the Difference: Inclusion, Exclusion, and
American Law (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990), page 10.
^

,

Joan Scott's use of gender as an analytic category to study language has
influenced my work. See her collection of essays in Gender and the Politics of
History (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988).
^

,

Sidney Fine, Laissez Faire and the General Welfare
State (Ann Arbor Paperbacks: University of Michigan Press, 1964). Laissez
faire legal scholars questioned the beneficence of state activism, whereas
realize that
paternalist legal scholars tended to favor progressive reforms.
many historians have interpreted paternalism and paternalists negatively, most
See,

in

particular,

,

I
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the nineteenth century, American's generally eschewed
government
intervention into private

"protestant work ethic."

more pronounced,

life

and instead favored "self-reliance" and the

Yet, as the grim side of industrialization

social organizations

ameliorate conditions connected to
health.

Female volunteers

1890 and 1930 witnessed
the proper role of the state

led the

and charity groups emerged to

diet, sanitation,

way

in

work, and general

a major transformation in popular opinion
in

private

life.

profession mirrored the larger controversy

debated

in

The years between

these efforts.

about

Philosophies of social welfare and

paternalism competed with individualism and laissez

legal theorists

became

in

their philosophies in

faire.

American

The

legal

culture, as

law schools,

opposing

legal journals,

and

courtrooms.^

often referring to businessmen who instituted reforms in order to quell worker
unrest. The legal scholars whom call paternalist shared many sentiments with
I

progressive reformers, while laissez faire legal scholars tended to side with
businessmen. It could be argued that paternalist and laissez faire legal scholars
represented opposite tendencies within the dominant culture, with the laissez
faire wing trying to hold onto older relationships between the people and the
state, and the paternalist wing siding with the emerging welfare state.

"The Gender Basis of American Social Policy," in Linda
Gordon, ed., Women, the State, and Welfare (Madison: the University of
Wisconsin Press, 1990), pages 36-54. Other works that document the rise of
^

Virginia Sapiro,

,

American paternalism

or social welfare include Walter

I.

Trattner,

From Poor

America (New York: Free
Press, 1974); James Leiby, A History of Social Welfare and Social Work in the
United States (New York: Columbia University Press, 1978); Peter Flora and
Arnold J. Heidenheimer, ed.. The Development of Welfare States in Europe and
America (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Books, 1981); Michael Walzer,
Sphere of Justice (New York: Basic Books, 1983); Robert Goodin, "SelfReliance versus the Welfare State," Journal of Social Policy 1 4 (January 1 985):

Law

to Welfare State:

A

History of Social Welfare

.

.

,
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in

.

Three basic issues underpin
legislation:

legal scholars'

discourse on labor

conceptions of gender, the concept of the

citizen,

and the debate

over whether the constitution guaranteed wonnen
the same equality as men
before the law.

First

I

examine how

their ideas

about manhood and

government shaped each group's opinions about
close analysis of Lochner v

New

determine the

demonstrate

I

Jacobs (1885) and

real

life

situations.

scholars created
to

men

when

before the law.

language of

lawyers and judges used gender to

Ritchie v People (1895).'

"citizen" reveals the disjuncture

and

how

constructs guided their legal

two precedent-setting

validity of

I

between the

shorter hours cases.

theoretical application of

words

also discuss the logical inconsistencies legal

they employed legal doctrine to label

women

as equal

Together, these three analyses demonstrate that the

unacknowledged

assumptions about gender that guided interpretations of

legal

concepts and

of labor legislation.

Increasing calls for protective labor legislation

schism within the

In re

Close scrutiny of the concept

legal scholars contained underlying,

shaped the history

men. A

York (1905) and Holden v Hardy (1898)

shows how assumptions about gender
reasoning.^ Next

labor legislation for

legal profession.

Legal scholars

in

who

the

1890s caused

disparaged such

25-47.
^

'

Lochner v
In re

New

York 198 U.S. 45, Holden v Hardy
,

Jacobs 98 NY 98.
.

Ritchie v People

21

.

1

55

III.

,

169 U.S. 366.

98.

a

legislation held steadfast to the
least,

maxim

governs best. They argued

that the

for the

government that governs

preeminence of freedom of

contract, asserting that every worker had an individual relationship
with his
or her employer.^

Although

philosophy of laissez

this

considered enlightened and even

deemed

laissez-faire

faire

by the 1890s

radical,

had once been

many Americans

economics archaic and out of step with the demands

of

a modernizing society.

Among

these, legal scholars

who

supported protective legislation

believed that the technological and industrial revolutions called for a more
activist

and paternalist

role for

government. They supported labor

as a direct response to the harsh
to the laissez faire doctrine that

realities of industrial capitalism.

assumes an

and employee, the paternalist ethos

rests

equality

In

contrast

between the employer

on a reciprocal relationship

which the stronger member protects the weaker member
labor. ^

legislation

in

in

exchange

for

Paternalist legal scholars argued that the state should enact labor

legislation in order to insure a base level of security for workers, enabling

For background on the post Civil War emergence of the freedom of
contract and laissez faire philosophy see Eric Foner, Reconstruction: America's
Unfinished Revolution. 1863-1877, (New York: Harper & Row, 1988); Amy Dru
Stanley, "Contract Bonds and Wage Labor: Rights of Contract in the Age of
Emancipation," Journal of American History 75, no. 2 (September 1988): 471500; and her dissertation, "Contract Rights and Wage Labor," (diss., Yale
^

,

University, 1990).

Jordan Roll: The World the Slaves Made (New
York: Vintage Books, 1972), pages 3-7.
^

Eugene

D.

Genovese,

Roll

,
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them

to

improve themselves and society.

Rather than focus on the

individualism of Americans, these legal scholars
focused on the

interdependence of the classes. Yet more was

at stake, for these legal

scholars expected certain gendered obligations from male
and female

workers that had nothing to do with work and instead rested on
citizenship,

ideals of

motherhood, and fatherhood.

When

writing about the role of

government

in

regard to the capital-

labor relationship, legal scholars referred to the related doctrines of
liberty of

contract and the police power.

Section

1

of the Fourteenth

They

cited the Fifth

Amendment

to the United States Constitution as

the foundation for the doctrine of liberty of contract.
state that no person shall be "deprived of

due process

of law."

Amendment and

life,

Both amendments

liberty, or

property without

Within the context of the labor contract, laissez

faire

ideologues and businessmen interpreted these words to mean that employer

and employee

alike

must be

free to bargain

without outside interference.

^°

Virginia Sapiro,

Gordon,

ed.,

Women,

and contract with one another

contrast, paternalist legal scholars and

In

"The Gender Basis of American Social Policy,"
the State, and Welfare page 41.

in

Linda

,

This chapter's conclusions are based on a reading of every article in the
Index to Legal Periodicals between 1890-1930 that dealt with the police
power, liberty of contract, and the labor contract. found 52 articles from 27
I

examine briefs, court decisions, and legal
treatises, as well as a number of secondary books and articles on particular
legal scholars, the Courts, and the general milieu of the legal profession in these
different journals.

In

addition,

I

years.
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progressive reformers, searching for a legal basis to
restrict the freedom of
contract, looked to the doctrine of the police power,
or the
federal

government

power

of state or

to restrain the natural rights of a citizen for the

preservation of the health, welfare, and morals of societyJ^
Legal scholars accepted the validity of the police

over

when

should be invoked

it

in

the

power but divided

employment sphere. Perceived

threats to the health, welfare, and morals of society depended quite often
on
their

assumptions about

a given occupation

performing certain jobs.

When

women, both

and

paternalist

and the sex of the workers

discussing labor legislation for

men and

laissez-faire legal scholars often related

workers' need for state protection to conceptions of masculinity and
femininity.

Gender

roles,

so embedded

natural extensions of biology.

Briefs

the public psyche, appeared to be

in

and

judicial

cases often hinged on biological arguments.

decisions on shorter hours

Men

could withstand

workplace strains and hazards, yet women, with bodies especially designed
for reproduction, could not sustain the rigors of long hours.

This,

that

women

however,

did not

mean

that legal scholars always maintained

deserved protection and men

scholars wrote

some

decisions with

little

did not.

As we

shall see, legal

explicit discussion of the

sex; yet they argued, perhaps unwittingly,

in

workers'

gender-conscious ways.

In

Oscar Kraines, The World and Ideas of Ernst Freund: The Search for
General Principles of Legislation and Administrative Law (Alabama University:
Alabama University Press, 1974), pages 15-16.
,
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these instances legal scholars based their claims
on the Constitutional
definition of citizenship,

which excluded women. Furthermore, they

on contract doctrine that presumed an equality between the
two
entering into an agreement.

and class

inequality.

the workers

in

These

relied

parties

This presumption ignored both gender inequality
legal scholars ignored the

economic

situation of

question and analyzed workers' plight through legal doctrine

infused with gender and class biases.

By the turn of the century,
nature of work but the workforce
deskilling of

many

jobs, the

wages, and the acceleration
workforce.

As

industrialization

of

With the factory, came the

itself.

assembly

line,

women's

a result of these

had changed not only the

changes

in

participation

hours of work and
in

the industrial

economic changes many

reassess their understanding of womanhood, expanding

women began
it

to include

waged

work.^^

Many

years

in

the workforce found themselves financially unable to leave their

jobs.

At the same time, more married

whereas

single, working-class

women who

earlier their sole responsibility

household.

In

1890,

five million

women

had formerly spent

had to work

for

to

a

few

wages,

had been the maintenance of the

women

worked; by 1910, over eight

million

Wage-Earning Women: Industrial Work and
Family Life in the United States. 1900-1930, (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1979) explains that single, working-class women included waged work
Leslie

in their

Woodcock

Tentler,

otherwise traditional conception of womanhood.
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women,

or

23.4%

women

all

women

majority of these
old,

of

in

the United States, held jobs.^^ The

workers were

single, less

than twenty-five years

and poorJ^

The dramatic changes
the workforce caused

many

in

the nature of

working-class

work and the composition

men

to question their

of

worth as

workers and as family breadwinners. Working class men had long coupled

work with manhood. The requirements
a

man's work as

truly masculine.

employers decreased the pay and
deskilling process

identity."^''

of

skill

As some
hired

and physical strength defined

jobs

women

and job loss made some men

became

to replace

feel

deskilled,

men. The

"emasculated, bereft of

Working men had prided themselves on being able

the entire family.

Now

their daughters,

and sometimes

to support

their wives,

had to

Meredith Tax, The Rising of the Women: Feminist Solidarity and Class
Conflict. 1880-1917, (New York: Monthly Review Press, 1980), page 29.
Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work:

(New York: Oxford
^®

A

History of Wage-Earning

Women

,

University Press, 1982), pages 98, 153.

On workingmen's

coupling of strength and masculinity, albeit for a later
period, see, Elizabeth Faue, Community of Suffering and Struggle: Women.
Men, and the Labor Movement in Minneapolis. 1915-1945. (Chapel Hill:
University of North Carolina Press, 1991).

Modern America (New
An Economic History of

Peter Gabriel Filene, Him/Her/Self: Sex Roles in
York: A Mentor Book, 1974), page 73; Julie Matthaei,

Women

in

America:

Women's Work, The Sexual

.

Division of Labor, and the

Development of Capitalism (New York: Schocken, 1982), pages 105-106,
121-122, 194; Virginia Sapiro, "The Gender Basis of American Social Policy,"
,

in

Linda Gordon, ed..

Women,

the State, and Welfare
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,

page 44.

supplement the family income.

do piecework and

rent

rooms

Industrialization also

men, and therefore

Many wives who remained home had

to boarders.

changed the nature

jarred their conception of

of

work

manhood, through the attainment

for masculinity.

of

in

mental strength
terms,

in

business, as well as

men

in

sport,

embraced

part verified their

became metaphors

interpreted "strength" as a tenet

their physical strength with actual sports

the business and professional world.

men fought each

strategists

in

of non-manual, professional and business

Indeed, middle-class

manhood. They tested

for middle-class

manhood. Middle-class men

distinguished themselves from working-class men, and

careers. ^° Competition

to

The best

individualism, and trusted no competitor.

On conceptions of manhood

their

Using war-related

other on the economic battlefield.

business world "jungle" few rules applied. Middle-class

and

men

In

the

fancied

see, for example, Peter Filene, Him/Her/Self

:

Man (Englewood Cliffs,
Be A Man!: Males in Modern

Elizabeth H. Pleck and Joseph H. Fleck, The American

NJ: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1980); and Peter Stearns,
Society (New York: Holmes and Meiers Publishers,
60-77.
,

Inc.,

.

1979), pages 39-47,

Work: A History of Wage-Earning Women in
the United States (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1982), pages 124, 149150.
Alice Kessler-Harris,

Out

to

.

Stuart Blumin, The Emergence of the Middle Class: Social Experience in
the American City. 1760-1900. (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1989),
especially Chapter 8, "White-collar worlds: the postbellum middle class," pages
^°

258-297.
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themselves as
class and

"self-reliant, strong, resolute, courageous.'"'^

Exigencies of

economic transformations, then, created contradictory versions

of

manliness and womanliness.^'

Conceptions of gender also guided
legal

concepts.

For example, they

a negotiated settlement of

legal scholars' interpretation of

commonly thought

of the labor contract,

wages, hours, and work conditions between

employer and employee, as an agreement between male
cases arose involving

because
fully,

women

or children workers, this

legal scholars did not ordinarily

independent

conceive of

citizens.

model

women

fell

obfuscated

apart

and children as

citizens, or as the equals of their employers.

legal scholars often

When

Laissez-faire

this fact with abstract discussions of

Peter Filene, Him/Her/Self page 69. Clearly class mediated the gender
identities of women too.
will not discuss middle-class women now since this
chapter deals with the way in which legal scholars perceived working class
,

I

women

and men.

work of Ava Baron has helped me articulate how class
mediates the concept of manhood. See "Women and the Making of the
American Working Class: A Study of the Proletarianization of Printers," The
Review of Radical Political Economics (Volume 14, 3, Fall 1982): 23-42; Ava
Baron, ed. Work Engendered: Toward A New History of American Labor (New
York: Cornell University Press, 1991). A good deal of outstanding work has
been written on the ways in which class as well as race and ethnicity mediate
gender. See for example, Dolores Janiewski Sisterhood Denied: Race, Gender,
and Class in a New South Community (Philadelphia: Temple University Press,
'' In

particular the

,

,

985); Jacqueline Jones, Labor of Love. Labor of Sorrow: Black Women, Work,
and the Family form Slavery to the Present (New York: Basic Books, 1985);
Mari Jo Buhle, Women and American Socialism. 1 870-1 920. (Illinois: University
of Illinois Press, 1 983); and Kathy Peiss, Cheap Amusements: Working Women
and Leisure in Turn of the Century New York (Philadelphia: Temple University
1

,

.

Press, 1986).
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citizenship and

children

came

freedom of contract. As more cases involving

women

and

before state courts, paternalist legal scholars devised

arguments that placed

women

and children

from male workers. They highlighted

a

in

women

category apart and distinct

and children's

inferiority

before the law and contrasted independent male workers with dependent

female and child wards of the state, those
of contract restricted from those

scholars, searching for

ways

dichotomy to bolster

this

to

their

who

defied an

working

in

Utica,

New

circumvent most labor

arguments

him

in

York

in his biscuit,

legislature

legislation, also

used

cases involving male workers.

New

York (1905). The case

"required and permitted an employee

bread and cake bakery and confectionery

establishment ... to work more than sixty hours

New

Laissez-faire legal

York, where master baker Joseph Lochner had

1895 ten-hour law and had

for

could not have their freedom

possibly could.

Consider, for example, Lochner v
originated

who

had enacted, and

New

in

one week."^^ The

York's two highest courts

upheld, a ten-hour law for bakers "to safeguard the public health [and

safeguard the health of those engaged

in

bread, cake and confectionery."^"^ They

to]

the occupation of making biscuit,

knew

that bakers

worked

in

hot

"

Lochner v New York 198 US 45 (1905), page 46. See also Sidney G.
Tarrow, "Lochner versus New York: A Political Analysis," Labor History 5 (Fall
1964): 277-312.
Brief

45

(1

Div.

905),

(New

on Behalf of the Defendants

in Error,

Lochner v New York 198 US
See People v Lochner 73 App.

Court, No. 292, page 8.
York, 1902) and People v Lochner 177

US Supreme

29

NY 145

(1904).

cellars with poor ventilation

from white lung,
flour.

and that chronic

illness

and even death resulted

a disease contracted fronn long-term inhalation
of air-borne

Unsatisfied with the rulings of

New

York's Court of Appeals,

Lochner's lawyers appealed to the United States Supreme
Court, which
ruled

in

Lochner's favor.

In a five to

that,

"There

to

men

in

in

other trades or manual occupations."

denunciation of labor legislation for

away from

Peckham declared

no contention that bakers as a class are not equal

and capacity

intelligence
his

is

four decision. Justice Rufus Wheeler

men he

skillfully shifted

In

emphasis

the health hazards of baking to the intellectual capabilities and

competitive acumen of bakers to bargain effectively with employers.

doing so he implied that
self-reliance

New

and strength,

in

In

York's legislation called into question bakers'

essence, their masculinity.

Peckham noted

sardonically that bakers were able "to assert their rights and care for

themselves without the protecting arm of the State." He
distinguished

them from female and

no sense wards of the State
review, limiting the hours

earn their

living, are

in

.

.

.

child

clearly

workers by stating, "[bakers] are

Statutes of the nature that are under

which grown and

intelligent

men may

mere meddlesome interferences with the

individual.

Lochner v

New

York 198 US 45 (1905), pages 57, 61.
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labor to

rights of the

in

Peckham

Justice

typified the conservative, laissez-faire

profession.

Pronninent

seat on the

Supreme

According to

in

New

York Democratic

Peckham

Court,

his philosophy,

these grounds he proscribed

Peckham thought about bakers
of

legal

politics before taking his

ardently defended property rights.

workers owned property
all

wing of the

in their

labor and on

state interference with the labor contract.
in

terms of

his

own

middle-class conceptions

manhood. He characterized workers and businessmen

alike as strong,

independent, intelligent citizens, equally capable of fending for themselves

He contrasted bakers with wards

the marketplace.

would

of the state,

follow, possessed no such masculine traits.

meaning women,
protecting

arm

who,

in

it

Instead, wards,

and the mentally handicapped, needed "the

children,

of the State" presumably because of their weakness,

dependency, and incompetence.^^
In

contrast, bakers,

like

individualist ethos of every

other workers, did not accept the middle class

man

for himself.

Instead, as David

Montgomery

has argued, workers shunned rugged individualism and embraced an ethic of

On Peckham's

allegiance to the laissez-faire doctrine see, Benjamin
and the Constitution: How Laissez Faire Came to the Supreme

Twiss, Lawyers
Court (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1942); Edward Corwin, Libertv
Against Government (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University, 1948); Richard
Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought (New York: G. Braziller,
1959); and Sidney G. Tarrow, "Lochner versus New York," Labor History 5
(Fall 1964): 292.
.

,

.

2^

Lochner v

New

York 198 US 45 (1905), page 57.
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mutualism.

Such workers demanded safe work conditions, reasonable

hours, and good
of

wages on

the premise that these were fundamental rights

men. Thus when bakers demanded the

right to a ten

hour day, they did

so not as an admission of weakness, but consistent with their
manhood.

They had been

calling for shorter hours, better

conditions since the 1880s.

union efforts generally

mother of labor

As attempts

wages, and safer work

to secure these

demands through

the bakers began to argue "Unionism

failed,

legislation."^^

To be

gendered vision of the law, yet

it

sure, bakers also

embraced

is

the

a

contrasted with the specific definition of

the court. ^°

Peckham argued

Laissez-faire legal scholars like

had no

role in the labor-capital relationship.

state intervention, they found

between

it

difficult to

a valid exercise of the police

individual rights. "^^

They

all

that state legislatures

Although they accepted some
determine the "dividing

power and an infringement

line

of

agreed, however, that the labor contract

David Montgomery, The Fall of the House of Labor: The Workplace, the
State, and American Labor Activism, 1865-1925, (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1987), pages 4 and 171.

Sidney G. Tarrow, "Lochner versus
1964): 280-285.

New

York," Labor History 5

(Fall

Be A Man! Males in Modern Society pages 73-74. He gives
examples of working class men who refused to scab or work under bad
conditions "because this would be contrary to manhood."
^^'Stearns,

,

Cyrus Chase Miller, "Conflict Between the Decisions of the State and
Ffirieral Tribunals Concerning Police Power." Columbia Law Times 5. 1 (October
1 891 ): 2. Also see W.A. Coutts, "State Regulation of the Payment of Wages,"
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should be

left

employee.
1910s,

solely to the negotiations of the individual

employer and

Laissez faire ideologues, especially from the 1890s through
the

glorified

Democrats,

workers' rights to freedom of contract.

legal representatives of large corporate

Often wealthy

and banking interests,

and disciples of the Social Darwinist Herbert Spencer, they blessed the

right

of contract as a sanctified law, and refused to consider economic,
political,
or social factors that created unequal bargaining relations

and worker. They
fittest to

linked Spencer's

between

capitalist

concept of the economic survival of the

competitive individualism and to a middle-class version of American

manhood.

work and

They deprecated and replaced the
artisan pride with the claim that

early republican ideology of

manhood would now be measured

by the accumulation of wealth, property, and power.
capitalists

occupied

their seats of

It

followed that

wealth and power because they possessed

superior intelligence and had the gumption to work harder than their social
inferiors.

Christopher G. Tiedeman, professor of law at the University of
Missouri, agreed wholeheartedly with this sentiment.

respected book,

A

So when

his highly

Treatise on State and Federal Control of Persons and

Michigan Law Journal 4 (1895): 218.
For information on the commitment these legal scholars had to laissezfaire, Herbert Spencer, and social Darwinism, see Edward Corwin, Liberty
Against Government page 138; and Richard Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in
American Thought page 46. See also, Herbert Spencer, Social Statics (New
,

,

York: Appleton

&

Co., 1892).
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went through

Property,

a

1886 preface because he
thought

it

unwise

favor of workers.

second edition
believed

it

in

1900, he decided to retain

had proven prescient. Tiedeman

for the state to harness the activities of
In

his

stark Spencerian prose he

businessmen

denounced the trend

in

to call

on the state "to protect the weak against the shrewdness of the stronger,
to
determine what wages a workman
daily hours he shall labor."

From

shall receive for his labor,

his theoretical

and

how many

viewpoint workers and

businessmen stood equal before the law and possessed the Constitutional
right to bargain with

each other. However,

like

Peckham,

his

choice of the

adjectives "weak" and "shrewd" betrays his middle class definition of

manhood. Workers who sought

protection from unions or the state were

dependent and therefore unmanly. "We give
possible

amount

to the individual the

of personal liberty, and, with that guarantee to him, he

treated as a person of responsible judgement, not as a child

and

is left

utmost

free to

work out

his destiny as impulse,

in his

is

non-age,

education, training,

heredity, and environment direct him."^^

Tiedeman equated "the encroachments
and

liberties of the individual,"

power

and more

of

government upon the

specifically, the

to grant workers shorter hours and higher

use of the police

wages with

Communism, and Anarchism," economic systems

rights

"Socialism,

that thwarted the strong

Christopher G. Tiedeman, A Treatise on State and Federal Control of
Persons and Property v.1, (1900; rpt. New York: AMS Press, 1975), page 7.
,
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and strengthened the weak. He placed businessmen

a positive light by

in

equating them with independence, strength, and capitalism.
portrayed those workers

who demanded

them as weak and dependent on

contrast, he

In

legislation negatively, describing

state assistance.

He

also associated

them

with economic philosophies opposed to capitalism and even the American

way

of

life.^'*

Yet Tiedeman recognized that an inequality of economic bargaining

power existed between
concept of

and

capital

"legal equality,

which

labor.

He

relied,

however, on an abstract

declared to exist between an employer

is

and an employee," though he offhandedly asserted that
fact "legal fiction."

Nonetheless, Tiedeman's faith

equated progress with weeding out "superior" from
reject

all

in

Spencerian ethics that

"inferior"

men

led

him to

labor legislation, not because he wished to see workers suffer, but

because he believed that employers were
their

in

was

legal equality

truly superior, as

evidenced by

wealth and power over workers.
Society would progress best

"legislative interference."

"seek

.

capitalists

remained unfettered by

the inferiority of workers led

In fact,

legislative interference in

if

.

.

Tiedeman associated manhood with

A

to

contractual relations with the employer."
capitalist

ownership and independence

and thus maligned the worker "who has not the wherewith

Christopher Tiedeman,
and Property page vi.

them

to provide

Treatise on State and Federal Control of Persons

,
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himself with food and shelter for the current day."^^
the guise of labor legislation,
Constitution.

If

was

at

Paternalism, under

odds with capitalism and the

constitutional theorists

left

the police

power unchecked,

capitalism would crumble and Americans would lose the rugged individualist

ethos that, Tiedeman believed, made the United States strong. The effect

would be

to string along incapable workers and thereby hinder America's

quest for greatness.

Many

legal scholars joined

paternalism.^^

They embraced

Tiedeman

in

a Spencerian

disparaging governmental

economic theory that included

Christopher Tiedeman, A Treatise on State and Federal Control of Persons
and Property page 315. See Peter Filene, Him/Her/Self Chapter three "Men
and Manliness"; Peter Stearns, Be A Man! Chapter 3 "Manhood and the
Challenge of Industrialization"; Chapter 4 "The Emergence of the Working-Class
,

.

.

Man"; and Chapter 5 "The Emergence of the Middle-Class Man,"
of this middle class definition of manhood.
^® In

Lawyers and the Constitution:

How Laissez

Faire

Came

for

evidence

to the

Supreme

Court (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1942), Benjamin Twiss argues
that legal scholars, such as, Michigan judge Thomas M. Cooley, Wall Street
attorney Joseph H. Choate, New York State Court of Appeals Judges William
M. Evarts and William Earl, and Supreme Court Justices David J. Brewer and
Rufus W. Peckham read the doctrine of laissez faire into the law. See pages 1 5,
91-93, 106, 199. The following books also discuss the economic philosophies
of preeminent legal scholars and jurists: Edward Corwin, Liberty Against
Government (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1948); Clyde E.
Jacobs, Law Writers and the Courts: The Influence of Thomas M. Cooley,
Christopher G. Tiedeman. and John F. Dillon upon American Constitutional
Law (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1954); Ruth Locke Roettinger,
The Supreme Court and State Police Power: A Study in Federalism
(Washington, D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 1957); Robert McCloskey, Ihe
American Supreme Court (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960);
Michael Tigar and Madeleine Levy, Law and the Rise of Capitalism (New York:
Monthly Review Press, 1977); Archibald Cox, The Court and the Constitution
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1987). For the view that progressivism
.

,

.

,

,

,

.
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a class-based

concept of manhood. They redefined manliness as having

independence from the state as well as

Judged by

this standard,

financial

and business success.

working men, and especially the unskilled, did not

measure up. Legal scholars saw workers who

advantage over

tried to gain

capital through legislation as accepting

government

workers

and the freedom to contract.

for not accepting individualism

"The paternalist theory of government

Supreme Court
individual

Justice Brewer

and the

in

1891.

is

to

charity.

me

They

odious," stated

"The utmost possible

fullest possible protection to

ridiculed

him and to

his

liberty to the

property

is

both the limitation and the duty of government. "^^ Another author argued
that the police
individual

who

power had

to be understood "from the standpoint of the

has been given certain rights by the State and

constitutional guaranties shall not be impaired. "^^

The

insists that the

federal

pervaded state courts as well as the Supreme Court see Charles Warren, "The
Progressiveness of the United States Supreme Court," Columbia Law Review
13 (1913): 294-313; Melvin L Urofsky, "State Courts and Protective
Legislation during the Progressive Era: A Reevaluation," Journal of American
History 72 (June 1 985): 63-91 and Ann Allen, "Women's Labor Laws and the
Judiciary: Reaction to Progressive Philosophy," South Carolina Historical
See the National Cyclopedia of
Association Proceedings (1985): 75-85.
American Biography (Ann Arbor, ML: University Microfilms, 1967), for
biographical sketches of the elite of the legal profession.
;

,

,

Ray Brown, "Police Power - Legislation for Health and Personal Safety,"
Harvard Law Review 42 (1928-1929): 868. Quote from Budd v New York
(1892).

Cyrus Chase Miller, "Conflict Between the Decisions of the State and
FpHpral Tribunals Concerning Police Power." Columbia Law Times 5, 1 (October
1891): 2.
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government's

first

was

responsibility

encroachment. Theoretically,

to protect the citizen

from state

Americans possessed inalienable

all

granted them equality before the law.

It

rights that

followed, then, that American

citizens required nothing of the state, other than to be
free to interact with

other citizens.

While laissez

faire legal writers

adhered to a

strict

construction of the

police power, legal scholars favoring paternalism advocated a looser

construction of this doctrine.

Paternalists argued that changing

and social conditions warranted an invigorated,

They believed

that those workers

become obsolete

legislation

seemed

some form

without jobs or

to the industrial

of state assistance.

to social welfare and a belief

Americans and the state

men

activist role for the state.

whose

skills

had

and technological
Effective labor

to be a realistic first step.

A commitment

attributes of

due

or superfluous

revolutions deserved

left

economic

manhood

in

the interdependence of

led paternalist legal scholars to

assess certain

differently than their laissez faire brethren.

These

critiqued the dominant culture that glorified unbridled competition and

began

to reassess this central attribute of middle class masculinity.

shunned
grounded

individualistic materialism

in

social justice,

and advocated an economic philosophy

"which climaxed

Peter Filene, Him/Her/Self

,

They

in

pages 73-75.
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progressive reforms.

"^^

Many
in legislative

economic

of these legal scholars

They believed

matters.

situation of

effectively

when

Oliver Wendell

His dissent

in

its

in

Holmes favored
Lochner v

that each legislature understood the

New

the labor contract.

York

He chastised

most

Supreme Court Justice

a restricted judicial role in legislative affairs.

general, and the liberty of contract

adamant disapproval

to thwart the role of the judiciary

state best and therefore could decide

to interfere

Social Statics.'"^"

wished

,

criticized the infusion of legal

in particular,

his laissez faire

theory

in

with "Mr. Herbert Spencer's

colleagues for their

of progressive reform through legislation.

Students of Holmes such as Louis Brandeis,

Felix Frankfurter, Ernst

Freund, and Roscoe Pound spoke for an expanded use of the state's police

power

in light

class.

They argued

of

what they perceived
for

to be the urgent

needs of the working

an end to a cut-throat competition and a realignment

of law and legal philosophy with the economic realities of the day.'*^

Lochner v

New

They

York 198 US 45, (1905), page 75.

was

prevalent and can be found in the following articles:
Conrad Reno, "The Wage Contract and Personal Liberty," The Popular Science

This attitude

Monthly 41

(May-October 1892): 644-652; M. Anatolie Beaulieu, "State
Intervention in Social Economy," The Popular Science Monthly 41 (MayOctober 1892): 463-468; W.A. Coutts, "State Regulation of the Payment of
Wages." Michigan Law Journal 4 (1895): 217-223; Roscoe Pound, "Liberty of
Contract," Yale Law Journal 18 (1908-1909): 454-487; and S.J. Wettrick,
"The Police Power in its Application to the Regulation and Limitation of Hours
of Labor," The Green Bag 21 8 (August 1 909): 375-383. Also see Samuel J.
Konefsky, The Legacy of Holmes and Brandeis (New York: Collier Books,
1961), pages 82-83.
,
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did not believe that liberty of contract gave license
to a barbaric

struggle for the "survival of the fittest"
calculating enjoyed a decent

in

which only the shrewd, tough and

Recognizing that unregulated

life.

and urbanization had rendered many

industrialization

economic

in

the working class

unable to support themselves, these so called "Young Turks" sought
to

assuage what they believed
such as

woman

and

to be

child labor,

dangerous machinery

some

and

injury

They believed

humane workplace, which

of the

more egregious

injustices,

caused by noxious fumes and

that through legislation a

more

included an eight-hour day, a living wage, and

safe, sanitary working conditions could be achieved.

Paternalist legal scholars aligned themselves with others

advocated progressive reforms, including Republican

such as Chicago factory
Goldmark, and

Hull

in

politicians,

legislation activists Florence Kelley

reformers

and Josephine

House settlement co-founder Jane Addams. They

contributed to reform journals
Legislative

who

like

Review and belonged
,

labor legislation, including the

The Survey and the American Labor
to

committees and organizations interested

New

York Factory Investigating Commission

See, the New York Factory Investigating Commission. Reports, (Albany,
NY: Argus Co. Printers, 1912-191 5), and David Rosner and Gerald Markowitz,
eds., Dvinq for Work: Workers' Safety and Health in Twentieth-Century
America (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1 987). Oscar Kraines refers to
the paternalist wing of the legal profession as "Young Turks" "because they
brazenly rejected the social, economic, and legal theories of Herbert Spencer,
W. Graham Sumner, and T.M. Cooley." Kraines, The World and Ideas of Ernst

Freund, page

5.
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and the American Association
this ideology

by allowing

wanted

to ease the

men,

women

Legal scholars sharing

burdens of the unskilled and unorganized

for state intervention

legislation for

Labor Legislation.

for

on labor's behalf. They championed

and children.

Traditionally the debate over the exercise of the police

labor contract hinged on

two separate questions,

first

power

whether

a

in

the

worker

could be characterized as independent or as a ward of the state, and

second, whether a legislature deemed an occupation so hazardous
that

ward

it

warranted regulation. The dichotomy, independent

of the state, contained the logical extension of

child or mentally handicapped).
legislation for

negotiation with capital.

versus

man versus woman

(or

Paternalist legal scholars, advocating

men, rejected the gender

individually with employers.

citizen

to health

ideal that "real

They recast manliness

They saw

men" only bargained

to allow for collective

labor legislation as a tool that

would

assure mutual obligations between the employer and employee and between
the employee and the state.

Paternalist legal scholars believed that

long run reform would benefit workers as well as the country.
that denying workers a decent

life

would

encourage radicalism. On the one hand,
worker and

capitalist

Many

the
feared

lead to violent strikes and
a paternalist relationship

would protect workers from severe

41

in

between

exploitation.

On

the other, a paternalist relationship between the worker and
the state would
"legitinnize class rule"

and thereby ward

off revolution.^^

The United States Supreme Court case, Holden

v Hardy (1898),

provides a compelling example of the paternalist stance.
the

Supreme Court upheld

Because of

.

.

.

and

Holden v Hardy

a Utah law that granted miners an eight-hour day

because of the dangers and health hazards inherent
mine "proprietors

In

in

mining, and because

their operatives did not stand

this lopsided relationship miners

upon an

had to be protected. ^'^ The

attorneys for mine owner Holden contrasted male miners with
children and argued that adult

in

women

and

could not have their freedom of contract

Holden's lawyers equated manhood with the freedom to contract

violated.

work

men

equality."

mines even

the notion that

if

this

proved hazardous to

men handled

their affairs

their health. '^^

Adhering to

on a one to one basis, lawyers

the plaintiff stressed that the labor contract

was

a private affair

for

between

employer and employee.
Paternalist legal writers rejected rugged individualism as a tenet of

manhood and
protection

in

instead heralded the intelligent working
a

dangerous

job.

man who demanded

The Supreme Court entertained

Eugene Genovese discusses how the paternalist
master and slave insured both of these outcomes. In
World the Slaves Made pages 6-7.
'^^

,

Holden v Hardy,

1

69 US 366, pages 395, 397.

Holden v Hardy,

1

69 US 366, page 370.
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this line of

between
Jordan Roll: The

relationship
Roll

argument
have

Holden v Hardy. The court argued that the Utah miners
could

in

their liberty of contract

underground mining to be

may be

compromised because they perceived

particularly

dangerous; therefore, "the act

sustained as a valid exercise of the police power.

must have contrasted the popular image

jobs.'^^

mining

was perceived

known

to be

life

.

.

justices

of miners working "beneath the

surface of the earth" with popular images of other workers,

seemingly innocuous

The

.

For example,

in

who

labored at

comparison to baking bread,

as rough and physically challenging men's work,

threatening.

Underground explosions, dangerous

passageways, poisonous gases, and dreaded black lung disease caused high
death rates.

Under the progressive,

who

paternalist definition of

manhood, those miners

fought for legislative reforms against employers represented the best of

working class men. The Supreme Court never questioned the manhood of
the miners.

Indeed, the Court acknowledged that even though both the

miners and owners "are of

full

age and competent to contract

[this]

necessarily deprive the State of the power to interfere where the

operative
foul

is

deprived of fresh

atmosphere and

air

and sunlight, and

is

.

.

does not
.

frequently subjected to

a very high temperature, or to the influences of noxious

Holden v Hardy 169 US 366, page 395.
.

Holden v Hardy, 169 US 366, page 396.
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gases.

Still

laissez faire legal scholars clung to their
belief that a capital-

labor relationship

between men should remain

off-limits to state intervention

Their strict interpretation of the concept citizen
provided them with the
rationale necessary to bolster, and usually enforce,
their views.

How

did legal scholars

concerned with labor

term citizenship? Did the concept

citizen include

legislation interpret the

women? Theodore

Roosevelt, although not a legal scholar but certainly a prominent
figure,

had a

lot

to say about labor legislation.

address that "the

essential for a

first

man's being

possession of the home virtues of which
the emphatic adjective manly."
notion of the ideal citizen.

To the contrary,

husband and

a

good

think

a

good

48

citizen

when we

his

is

call a

women

man by
in his

aspect of

and provider as the private

citizen

who

is

not a good

Theodore Roosevelt's focus on the duties

of the citizen further reveals his belief that only

The vote was an aspect

an 1893

his patriarchal vision of

role as family protector

father. "'^^

good

in

role as citizen as the public

"No man can be

aspect of manliness.

we

a

Roosevelt did not include

manliness caused him to see a man's
manliness and a man's

He asserted

political

men

could be true citizens.

of citizenship, but for Roosevelt by far the easiest

Holden v Hardy 169 US 366, page 396
,

American Citizenship," Address to
the Liberal Club, Buffalo, New York, January 26, 1 893, in William H. Harbaugh,
ed., The Writings of Theodore Roosevelt (New York: The Bobbs Merrill Co.,
Inc. 1967), page 3.
'^^

Theodore Roosevelt, "The Duties

of

.

44

duty to perform.

More

crucial

served the public through

something

Amendment

in

civic

life.

Good

citizens

they were "willing and able to do

politics,

practical for the

Along with duties

was involvement

pronouncement

of better

government.

citizens claimed certain rights.

to the United States constitution assured to

The Fourteenth
all

citizens the

franchise, equality of opportunity, and "the right of an individual
to an

independent and
in this definition.

scholars

in

self-fulfilling life."'^

Although

particular,

and society

had public roles and

in

public sphere.

Rather than see

their political role to be

women's

public

women

women

women

as

full

into the formal political,

as active citizens, society

deemed

concerned wives and mothers. As long as middle-

work

for the

poor and for children remained within

acceptable boundaries, no one complained. But
prostitution or joined

women

civic duties, legal

general, did not recognize

Society only grudgingly welcomed

citizens.

class

women

Yet, society did not include

workingwomen's

when they

strikes they

publicized

were labeled boisterous

and unwomanly.

^°

Theodore Roosevelt, "The Duties of American Citizenship,"
Harbaugh, ed., The Writings of Theodore Roosevelt pages 8-9.

in

William

,

analyzes the thought of Elizabeth Cady Stanton and
shows how she incorporated the attributes of citizenship into her radical
demands for woman suffrage and equality. In The Radical Future of Liberal
Feminism (New York: Longman, 1981), page 148.
Zillah Eisenstein

.

Ryan calls for an expanded definition of the term "public" in
order to account for the work women have done in the public sphere.
Historians' limited definition of the "public" has rendered women's public work
unseen. In Women in Public: Between Banners and Ballots. 1825-1880,

Mary

P.
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Although many
failed to define

women worked

them as

full

citizens.

for

In

the judiciary completely ignored them.
therefore

subsumed under

could easily be forgotten.
often earned

wages

at

their

wages

some

in

instances public officials and

Without the

husband's

the public realm, society

right to vote,

legal identity,

For example, working-class

home

flowers, and rolling cigars.

taking

in

women

Doing piece-work

in

In re

This

is

illustrated in the

Jacobs (1885). A

classic

famous

example of

denied the use of the police power to

tenement houses.

In his

New

women

and children

laundry, sewing, making

artificial

the privacy of one's

could obscure the actual amounts of work performed by
children.

working

and

women

home

and

York Court of Appeals case

laissez-faire ideology, this

restrict the

case

manufacture of cigars

in

decision for the Court, Judge Robert Earl wrote

that, as citizens, cigarmakers controlled the property

in

their labor,

an act restricting that property constituted an infringement of

so that

their liberty of

contract."

(Baltimore:

Johns Hopkins University

page 9. See also Paula
Baker, "The Domestication of Politics: Women and American Political Society,
1780-1920," American Historical Review 89 (1984): 620-647.

"

Press, 1990),

Jacobs 98 NY 98 (1885), page 105. Eileen Boris focuses on the
gendered views of the cigarmakers, the American Federation of Labor, and the
courts and legislatures. In "'A Man's Dwelling House is His Castle': Tenement
House Cigarmaking and the Judicial Imperative," in Ava Baron, ed.. Work
Engendered: Toward a New History of American Labor (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1 991 ), pages 114-141. For background on the cigarmaking
industry see Patricia Cooper, Once a Ciqarmaker: Men. Women, and Work
Culture in American Cigar Factories, 1 900-1 91 9. (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1987), and Dorothee Schneider, "The New York Cigarmakers' Strike of
In re

,

46

By adhering

to an abstract definition of the citizen,

the reality that the workers to

not only

men

whom

overcrowded tenement houses.
be able to choose

for

in

Still,

women

and children

who worked

poorly ventilated, dim and

Judge

Earl

argued that workers must

themselves where to work.

His decision "allowed"

entire families to eat, sleep, and breath poisonous, tobacco-filled
air

and day

out.^^

He

insisted that the police

protect cigarmakers even
to those

who

have to be

are

if

engaged

for the

life

Judge

Earl

these wretched dwellings as models of Victorian

how

the cigarmaker

1877," Labor History

See Jacob

,

Riis,

is

ignored

in

to

injurious

it

would

how economic

working poor. He ignored the poverty,

squalor, and fetid conditions of tenement houses.

perceived

may be

preparation and manufacture ...

injurious to the public health."

conditions determined

day

power could not be invoked

the "manipulation [of tobacco]

in its

ignored

Earl

he had ensured liberty of contract were

but also destitute immigrant

long hours, for abysmally low pay,

Judge

improved

to be

Rather, he characterized
bliss.

"It

cannot be

health and morals by

in his

26 (Summer 1985): 325-352.

How

Tenements of New York
Gompers, Seventy Years

the

Other Half Lives

(New York:

:

Among

Studies

the

1892); Samuel
of Life and Labor: An Autobiography ed. by Nick
Salvatore, (1925; rpt. New York: ILR Press, 1984), pages 58-62; Rosalyn
Baxandall, Linda Gordon, Susan Reverby, eds, America's Working Women: A
Documentary History. 1600 to the Present (New York: Vintage Press, 1976),
,

C. Scribner's Sons,

,

.

page 91
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forcing him from his

home and

hallowed associations and beneficent

its

influences, to ply his trade elsewhere. "^^

The

New

based on two

home

life in

false presumptions,

First,

worked

Victorian
at

home

it

culled from a distorted

in

view of

many immigrant women

the judges viewed tenement houses as clean, safe, and

dwellings.

and overlooked the
also

which

the tenements and the working lives of

and children.

wholesome

York Court, then, decided not to invoke the police
power

They described them as places where

fact that families

crowded

into

families lived,

one or two small rooms,

them. The court superimposed an image of the comfortable

home onto

the tenement and thereby ruled that those

who worked

faced no dangers, and were even fortunate. Tenements posed no

threat to the health, welfare, or morals of their inhabitants.

Second, the

judges ignored the actual age and sex of the cigarmakers, never mentioning
that the cigarmakers were

decision

seemed

middle class
the children.

women

justifiable.^^

home

and children of

family

together the bare necessities of

ages.

As

a result their

the eyes of the court, the tenement

In

that needed a full-time

In reality, all

all

homemaker

members worked

to run

it

was

and care

a

for

incessantly just to scrape

life.

On

the conditions of tenements see, Robert W. DeForest and Lawrence
Vieller, The Tenement House Problem (1903; rpt. New York: Arno Press,
.

1970).
In re

Jacobs 98 NY 98

(1

885), page

48

1 1

3.

1895, Ritchie v

In

Peofije

came

before the

stretched this abstract reasoning to absurdity.^^

owner William

women

Ritchie violated an

workers

for

more than

1893

sustained his conviction.

Supreme

Court, and

lawyers accomplish

in

Still

eight hours a day.

women

certainly dictated that

February 1894, factory

Found

guilty

and

fined,

Cook County, where the Court

unsatisfied, he appealed to the Illinois

1895 they decided

this feat?

In

Supreme Court and

law when he employed

Illinois

Ritchie appealed to the Criminal Court of

Illinois

in his

favor.

How

did Ritchie's

Late nineteenth century Victorian mores

should not overly exert themselves

upset their physiology and possibly harm

their reproductive

lest

they

system. Yet

middle class businessmen, imbued with the Victorian ethos of competitive
individualism, pushed their workers to the limit with impunity.
to

do about

a case

Lawyers

in

which

for the state

woman. They wanted
legislating their

actual help

reformers

in

in

the

women

What

then,

workers demanded shorter hours?

focused on a biological and social definition of

Illinois

government

to guard factory

women

by

workday. The People's attorneys received support and

the construction of the brief from

Chicago, including the

women

40

of the

most active

of Hull House, labor unions,

Governor John Altgeld, and especially Florence

155

many

Kelley, Chief Illinois Factory

454

(1895). See Frances Olson,
"From Paternalism to False Equality: Judicial Assaults on Feminist Community,
Ritchie v People

Illinois,

III.

98,

N.E.

1869-1895," Michigan Law Review 84 (1986).

49

Inspector and primary author of the 1893 Factory Act then
under

The lawyers

scrutiny.

relied

between women and men
primary role

is

is

to reproduce

must be exercised on

their

on one major premise: "the distinction

part of our civilization," and since

and nurture the population the police power

account.

The

state's lawyers,

John W.

and Andrew Alexander Bruce, pointed out that "on account of

more

delicate physique" the police

women. They
hour law

for

cited

women.

power could be exercised

labor bureau reports to
Ela

women's

and Bruce

of factory labor to overall health.

show

sex and

to protect

the necessity of an eight-

on the general detriments

did not focus

Lawyers had

their

Ela

little

luck arguing that

workers' health concerns warranted interference with society's mode of
production.

Instead they focused on the state's interest

society's

mode

biological

and

of reproduction.

social differences

protective legislation for

Ela

between men and

girl

regulating

and Bruce emphasized that the

women. They presented

conclusively that the injury to a

in

or a

woman

women

warranted

reports that "will

in

show

her sexual functions, the

Josephine Goldmark, Impatient Crusader (Urbana: University of Illinois
Press, 1953), pages 46, 144, 161, 162, 166; Ray Ginger, Altaeld's America
the Lincoln Ideal versus Changing Realities (New York: Funk & Wagnalls Co.,
1958), page 133; Sandra D. Harmon, "Florence Kelley in Illinois," Illinois State
Historical Society Journal 74, no. 3, (Autumn 1981): 163-178; Kathryn KishSklar, "Hull House in the 1890s: A Community of Women Reformers," Signs
10 (1984-1985): 658-677.
,

.

:

and Argument of Defendant
(1895), pages 11-13.
Brief

50

in Error,

Ritchie v People

155

III.

98

down

breaking

not only of her

own

health and the shortening of her

and productive power, but the

injury to society in the

and often mentally degenerate

offspring, for

care ... are dangers which the state

in

whom

own

life

form of a physically

society must afterwards

the exercise of

its

power

police

should carefully guard against.

and Bruce substantiated

Ela

evidence by including

in their brief

their novel

the writings of constitutional scholars and

by citing precedents. They quoted

M. Cooley, who wrote, the
exists

in

excluded

use of social and medical

laissez faire legal theorist

(between man and woman) which

"distinction

the nature of things has been recognized. "^^

women

their sex.

from mines,

Judge Thomas

military duty, street

The courts

work, and

legally

juries

based on

According to the People's attorneys, the courts should also

legislature regulate factory

work

for

women.

In

Commonwealth

let

the

v Hamilton

Mfq- Co. (1876) the Massachusetts Supreme Court had held that a statute

which prohibited

women

from working

in

any manufacturing establishment

and Argument of Defendant in Error, Ritchie v People 155 III. 98
(1895), pages 11-13. In "Muller v Oregon Reconsidered: The Origins of A
Sex-Based Doctrine of Liberty of Contract," Nancy S. Erikson notes that the
brief for the People in Ritchie and not the famous Brandeis brief of 1908,
initiated the use of medical and sociological reports for evidence in briefs. In
Labor History 30, 2 (Spring 1989), page 229.
Brief

,

Brief

and Argument

for

Defendant
51

in Error,

page 12.

for

more than

sixty hours per

week

to be constitutional as a "health or
police

regulation. "^^

While

and Bruce's

Ela

brief

portrayed

context, Ritchie's lawyers maintained that

as men.

women

essence, the attorneys interchanged

In

with man.

women

a social

and biological

had the same

legal rights

their definition of

woman

This tactic provided them with a rich collection
of legal

precedent. They presented three major points

women

in

had

full

citizenship rights; second,

it

in their brief: first,

was

that

unconstitutional to deny

only a section of the female workforce their liberty of
contract; and third,
that a legislated eight-hour day would
sufficient for self-support.

two page

brief, leaving a

among women's

mere

women

example, they argued that

peculiarly

fit

Points one and
six

pages

women

the ability to earn

two took up

fifty-six of

for a discussion of the

men, but they also cast

them

for certain

the sixty-

When

they conjured up contradictory images.

women were

wages

connection

hours of work, their wages, and their livelihood.

attorneys did mention

different from

deny

the

For

independent citizens and no

women

as workers

whose nature

types of factory work, such as sewing and

candy making.

120 Mass. 383, page 383, from

Statute of 1874, c.221. Ela and Bruce

mention that this statute failed to prohibit women who had completed
sixty hours of work a week from working at another job for "as many hours per
day or week as she may see fit."
did not

52

Nevertheless, lawyers for Ritchie, the
heavily on their claim that

women

possessed

men, and therefore could not have the

They

behalf.
political,

They
police

woman

in

that clouded

society.

all

cited Christopher G. Tiedeman,

power and freedom

had no "voice
breaking

down

contract

.

.

in

women's

actual social,

Instead they clung to an abstract

who had

Ritchie

their

When

women

faced.

written extensively on the

preparing the second edition

and stated that even though

women

the government of the country," given the "gradual

of [legal] restrictions on the right of married

there

.

power exercised on

the legal inequities that

of contract.

Tiedeman included

of his book,

police

most

identical citizenship rights to

did not concern themselves with

and economic position

definition of

plaintiff in error, relied

seems

to be

women

to

no escape from the conclusion that the

constitutional guaranty of the liberty of contract applies to

women,

married

or single, as well as to men."^^
In his

branches of

argument, Tiedeman attempted to combine two separate
legal doctrine: contract rights

and marriage law. He rationalized

that since earnings laws allowed most married

wages,

it

contracts.

women

to control their

followed that they also gained equality with employers

But as historian

consideration to

women's

Amy

rights.

in

work

Dru Stanley argues, these laws gave

little

While state assemblies passed earnings

Christopher Tiedeman, A Treatise on State and Federal Control of Persons
and Property pages 335-336.
,

53

laws they simultaneously reconfirmed patriarchal
"marital
Laissez-faire legal scholars intended that

women

rights.

have equal bargaining

with their employers and, therefore, any legislation
protecting

women

rights

had to

be unconstitutional.^^
Ritchie's attorneys, Moran, Kraus, and

Mayer mixed the

of contract rights with constitutional theory to

call

cited as precedent the dissenting opinion of Justice

women

legal doctrine

citizens.

Joseph Bradley

They
in

the

Slaughter-House cases (1873). Justice Bradley dated the meaning of

American
this

citizenship back to "the rights of Englishmen,"

country brought with them to

English

jurist. Sir

William Blackstone,

personal security, personal

liberty,

shores."

its

who

which "people of

He quoted the famous

claimed that without the right to

and private property the individual

citizen

cannot "be a freeman." From Blackstone, Justice Bradley moved to the
Declaration of Independence, which guaranteed "that

all

men

are created

equal" and cannot be prohibited "from adopting a lawful employment. "^^
Ritchie's lawyers used Bradley's dissent to reinforce their point that the

Amy

Dru Stanley, "Conjugal Bonds and Wage Labor: Rights of Contract
in the Age of Emancipation," Journal of American Historv 75, 2 (September
1988): 482.

Stephen Skowronek argues that

nineteenth-century United States
courts infused the constitution with laissez faire ideology and actively affirmed
"the prerogatives of property owners in the marketplace." In Building a New
American State: The Expansion of National Administrative Capacities. 1877(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), page 41.
1 920
late

,

®® Brief

III.

and Argument on Behalf of
98 (1895), pages 20-22.

Plaintiffs in Error. Ritchie

54

v People

1

55

state could not "prohibit a large
class of citizens from

employment," because

it

"deprives them of

the constitution implicitly disregarded
Indeed,

women were

As

in

following a lawful

definition of citizenship.

denied one central right of citizenship, the suffrage.^^

Women's dependent and
her status

in its

.

and 'property. '"^^ Yet

'liberty'

women

.

.

subordinate status

in

the constitution contradicted

the area of contract doctrine.

further precedent, Moran, Kraus, and

^'q^^^ri (1886),

in

Mayer

cited Godcharles v

which the Pennsylvania court found unconstitutional an

1881 statute that compelled

all

"businesses engaged

in

mining coal, ore or

other mineral ... or manufacturing iron or steel ... or any other kind
of

manufacturing to pay

their

employees

'at least

once

each month'.

in

.

.

in

67

16 Wall. 36 (1873), taken from Lawrence Friedman, A History of
American Law, (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1973), page 300. In the
Slauqhter-House cases the Supreme Court ruled constitutional an 1869
Louisiana law that gave the Crescent City Live-stock Loading and Slaughter-

House Company the exclusive right to slaughter cattle in New Orleans. The
Supreme Court decided "that the Constitution had nothing to say about the
killing

of intrastate pigs."

freed black

The Louisiana statute

effectively excluded

all

newly

men from

entering into the slaughtering business. Justice Bradley,
a Republican, believed the statute was unconstitutional because it deprived a
large class of citizens (namely blacks) their Fourteenth Amendment rights, just

as Ritchie's lawyers argued that a 10-hour law for women denied them their
constitutional rights. Also see the reference to the Slauqhter-House cases in
Holden v Hardy 169 US 366, page 382.

Joan Jensen argues that Americans understood women as having

a

"specialized citizenship," a definition that centered on and overdetermined

women's

wives and mothers. In, "Representations of Gender: Policies
to "Protect" Women Workers in France and the United States before 1914,"
in Linda Gordon, ed.. Women, the State, and Welfare
page 165. See also
Norma Basch, In the Eyes of the Law: Women, Marriage, and Property in
Nineteenth-Century New York (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1982).
roles as

,

,
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cash or

legal tender."^^

from making

juris

their

The court wrote,

own

to "prevent

persons

who

are sui

contracts ...

is

an insulting attempt to put the

laborer under a legislative tutelage, which

is

not only degrading to his

manhood, but subversive

of his rights as a citizen of the United States.

Ritchie's lawyers invoked cases that dealt exclusively
with male workers

because they established precedent. But how could cases dealing
with men
and manhood be used

to

deny

legal belief proclaimed that

women

women

shorter hours

had an

when

the predominant

inferior legal status to

Furthermore, Ritchie's lawyers bordered on the absurd

made an analogy between "man
scholars did not include

and

women

his relationship to the state

school graduate Myra Bradwell

as citizen" and

workers

in their

"woman

privileges as

asserting that sex
bar.^^

Susan

"MIS

B.

as citizen."

Legal

1872, law

in

admission to the bar by arguing

that the Constitution used "universal terms" that entitled

same

when they

theories about the citizen

and the republic. Indeed,
tried to gain

men?

women

to the

men. The Supreme Court decided against Bradwell,

was

a legitimate reason to exclude

Anthony used the same argument

Pa. St. 431, 6 Atl.

354

(1886).

In

women

from the

justifying her

attempt to

Lawrence Friedman, A History

of

American Law page 315.
,

^°

III.

and Argument on Behalf of Plaintiffs in Error. Ritchie v People
98, p. 26. Godcharles v Wiqeman 113 Pa. St. 431, page 437.
Brief

,

1

55

.

Bradwell v State 83 U.S. 130 (1872). See Martha Minow. Making
Difference page 56.
,

56

All

the

vote

in

1872.

lawmakers
political,

And

called

her right

women

economic and

name and

not

in fact.

society identified

social exigencies that rendered

women

Perhaps

them

citizens only

in

The constitution barred women from voting, and

men

as wives and mothers.
at

Supreme Court sustained
that

the basis of sex.'^

no one could deny the myriad

citizens, but

women

subordinate roles to

was denied on

home and

society.

in

Women

occupied

Yet the

the argument of Ritchie's lawyers.

workers shared

full

rights of citizenship with

Illinois

They asserted

men.^*

72

United States v Susan B. Anthony The transcript of this argument
has
been reprinted in Miriam Schneir, Feminism: The Essential Historical Writings
(New York: Vintage Books, 1972), pages 132-136. See also, Martha Minow,'
Making All the Difference page 56.
.

.

,

73

There exists a plethora of scholarship on the connections between
women's role as wives and mothers and their subordinate status in all facets
of society. See, for example, Kessler-Harris, Out to Work: A History of WageEarning

Women

the United States (New York: Oxford University Press,
1982); Rosalyn Baxandall, Linda Gordon, and Susan Reverby, eds., America's
Working Women (New York: Vintage Books, 1976); Philip S. Foner, Women
and the A merican Labor Movement: From the First Trade Unions to the Present
in

.

.

.

(New York: Free Press, 1 979); Leslie
Work and Family Life in the United

Wage-Earning Women: Industrial
States. 1900-1930. (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1979); Martha Blaxall and Barbara Reagan, eds.. Women and
the Workplace: The Implications of Occupational Segregation (Chicago: The
University of Chicago Press, 1976); Alice Amsden, ed. The Economics of
Women and Work (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1980); and Susan Strasser,
Never Done. A History of American Housework (New York: Pantheon Books,
1982).
Tentler,

.

.

.

Susan Moller Okin argues that women had never been considered equal
citizens with men. She asserts that society had excluded women from the
"great tradition of political philosophy ... of writings by men, for men, and
about men." If one measures the status of women against "characteristics
traditionally valued in citizens such as education, economic independence, and
occupational status," women clearly ranked behind men. Okin shows that
philosophers such as Aristotle, Rousseau, and Kant excluded women from their
57

An
concept

analysis of the

ways

that the

Jacobs and Ritchie cases mixed the

citizen with that of contract rights also
yields a fruitful analysis.

New

Jacobs, the

York Court denied cigarmakers legislated hours based
on

workers' right to contract. Yet workers had the

on

their status as citizens.

who

right to free contract

As we have seen, however, the

of citizenship evoked a particular conception of

Roosevelt,

certainly expressed popularly held beliefs,

The judges never

the cigarmakers.

questions of

If

specifically

rights

based

and duties

manhood. Even Theodore

define citizenship as manliness, thus explicitly excluding
children.

In

went so

women

far

as to

and

mentioned the sex and ages of

they had, the court would have been forced to address

women's physiology and

educational issues for children.

proper gender

role,

and health and

Instead they focused on the legal rights of

citizenship that the constitution afforded only to men, thus erasing child and

female labor from the picture.

definition of the citizen.

She

further asserts that, although the United States

Constitution and the Declaration of Independence "are phrased in universal
terms
they have frequently been interpreted in such a way as to exclude
women." Law schools based their curricula on the major contributors to
.

.

Western

.

thought, and legal doctrine had not sufficiently, by the late
nineteenth century, expanded the definition of citizen to include women. In

Women

political

Western Political Thought (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1979), especially pages 3-6.
in

.

Linda Gordon points out that Theodore Roosevelt used opposite
representations to distinguish the qualities of womanhood from manhood. He
believed the duties of citizenship should concern men, while the duties of
motherhood should be the primary concern of women. In Woman's Body,
Woman's Right: A Social History of Birth Control in America (New York:
.

Viking, 1978), pages 140-143.
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Legal scholars

themselves

in

a

who advocated

tough spot.

On

laissez-faire principles

found

the one hand, they denied

women

protective legislation through the use of the police
power because of their

status as citizens, but on the other hand their
understanding of the concept
citizen implicitly

advice of

excluded women. These

woman's

who

rights activists

definition of citizenship to include

contradiction, which the courts

legal scholars did not

called for an

women.

tidily

heed the

expansion of the

This presented a profound

ignored.

The tenor

of

Judge

Earl's

discourse leads the reader to believe that the cigarmakers were male
citizens

who

shared an equality of bargaining power with

of deceptive language afforded the

women

New

their

employers. This type

York Court the opportunity

to

deny

protection through the police power without bolstering their rights as

citizens of the United States.

Like Jacobs's lawyers, Ritchie's lawyers also

employed

of political rights based on masculine attributes to deny to

protection from the state.

men and women

^®

Throwing

women

any

the wind, they argued that

shared the same entitlement to the freedom of contract.

Linda Gordon argues that

and

reality to

a philosophy

many

feminists asserted their right to

full

based on their maternal and nurturing
qualities that distinguished them from men. In Woman's Body, Woman's Rioht
page 142. Nancy Cott argues that early twentieth century suffragists were as
likely to argue "that women deserved the vote because of their sex ... as to
argue that women deserved the vote despite their sex." In Nancy Cott, The
Groundina of Modern Feminism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987),
page 29. See also, Jane Jensen, "Representations of Gender," in Linda
Gordon, ed., Women, the State, and Welfare pages 1 63-1 71
citizenship,

in

particular the vote,

,

.

,
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Concentrating on
Tiedennan

in

his

political, social,

this singular

aspect of citizenship, they ignored, as had

commentary on

protective legislation for

and economic context of work

life

women,

the

women

for factory

the

in

nineteenth century.

late

Laissez-faire legal scholars relied on the

both

men and women

contract

freedom of contract

the right to labor legislation.

was secured on

Yet workers'

the basis of their rights as citizens.

to

deny

right to

Legal scholars

characterized the employer-employee relationship as one between
equally

competent, independent men. Even
term,

women

recognize

still

women

did not

as

politically, socially,

full

fit

courts.

momentum
Many

The constitution

women

Indeed, society considered

citizens.

did not

and economically dependent on men.

as more

reified

women's

women's hours

biological

of labor cases

and social

came

roles

before the

scholars have argued that the immediate gains of an eight or

ten hour day for
in

they meant "men" as a universal

this description.

Reliance on arguments that

gained

if

women were

in

the long run detrimental to

the workforce and the social definition of woman.'''' As

the next chapter, reformers fighting to shorten

woman's

we

women's hours

shall

place

see

in

of labor

^''Kessler-Harris, especially chapter 7, "Protective Labor Legislation"; Judith

Baer The Chains of Protection: The Judicial Response to Women's Labor
Legislation
(Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1978); Ann Corinne Hill,
"Protection of Women Workers and the Courts: A Legal Case History," Feminist
Studies 5, 2 (1979): 247-272; Susan Lehrer, Origins of Protective Labor
Legislation for Women, 1905-1925. (New York: State University of New York
Press, 1987).
.
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through legislation hinged

their efforts

biology and reproductive capacities.

work long hours endangered
general welfare of society.

They argued that allowing

not only

This

on an argument based on women's

women,

line of

debate about working women's proper
to argue

on behalf of

all

workers

for a

to

but more importantly, the

reasoning not only circumscribed
roles but

it

also hindered their ability

reasonable workday.
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women

CHAPTER

2

TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC WELFARE:
REFORMERS' RATIONALES FOR SHORTER WORKING HOURS

1915 the

In

editor of the

New

Republic brought more attention to an

already heated topic: the connection between the workday and the
nation's
health.

"The shorter working day should be enforced by law

deal radically with this issue, the

instances
stock.

is

bound

to lead to a

modern

industrial

system

In

.

.

Unless

we

many

pronounced degeneration of our national

The independent agreed:

"It is

the function and the duty of the

legislature to determine the need, the expediency

and the wisdom of [an

eight-hour day] law as a protection of the public welfare."^

working to establish an eight or ten hour day
their

.

arguments on the claim that

for

a reasonable

women

Reformers

and men based

work day benefited not only

the individual worker, but far more importantly, the entire community.

Known

^

as both the public and general welfare, reformers popularized this

"Hours of Work Must Be Limited,"

New

Republic

5,

(November 1915):

308.
2

"Women Who Work," The

Independent 82, (April-June 1915): 96.
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legal

term

their battle for a legislated eight-hour

in

of the twentieth century.

Much

of their rhetoric,

day

duririg the first third

however,

the shorter workday campaigns of the
nineteenth century.

is

attributable to

In

the post-

bellum period, workers argued that shorter
hours would reduce physical

exhaustion and

wage

illness

due

to

overwork. Shorter hours would also enable

earners to "comply with the public duties which

upon us

.

.

we

are having thrust

[and allow time] for the exercise of any personal gifts
or

.

longings for refined pleasures."^

Yet twentieth century reformers added some
list

of reasons

why workers needed

a shorter

new arguments

workday.

In

to their

particular they

stressed the connection between increased leisure time and increased

consumerism. Women's expanding
reformers,

who

labor force participation also

generally believed that

needed protective

legislation.

if

women

concerned

had to work, they also

Finally, the introduction of

new

machinery,

the Taylorization of the workplace, and the deskilling of numerous jobs

persuaded many reformers of the need

These newer arguments

for shorter

reflected

changes

hours of labor.

in

the

economy and

the

workforce. The decades surrounding the turn of the century witnessed

Mass. BLS, 1872, pages 246-247. Quote from David Montgomery,
Beyond Equality: Labor and the Radical Republicans. 1862-1872. (New York:
Vintage Books, 1967), pages 237-238. Montgomery explains that nineteenth
^

century reformers especially publicized these reasons for shorter hours. For
more background on the fight for the shorter workday see Philip S. Foner and
David R. Roediger, Our Own Time
A History of American Labor and the
Working Day (New York: Greenwood Press, 1989).
:

,
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tremendous booms and busts. The economic upsurge

of

1898-1903

expedited the growtfi of urban commercial centers
and the

birth of

America's major corporations. But the economic downturns
of 1903-4,

1907, and 1911 caused severe unemployment and widespread

The economy continued
declaration of

to rise

and

fall

distress.

through 1916, and then with the

war unemployment dropped and some workers' incomes

rose.'*

These decades

also

saw

technological developments and the

continued expansion of women's labor force participation. As the
introduction of

new machinery

often fired well paid, unionized
unionized,

women. Although

the deskilling process

led to the deskilling of

men

many

jobs,

order to hire poorly paid, non-

in

these jobs

may have become

less strenuous,

made them more monotonous. Furthermore,

machinery combined with new efficiency standards designed
the

work process created

Finally,

employers

a host of

new

even as some men workers saw

most women workers, found

to

the

new

speed up

work-related health concerns.^
a reduction in their

in "textile mills,

laundries,

hours of labor,

and the garment

David Montgomery, "The 'New Unionism' and the Transformation of
Workers' Consciousness in America." Journal of Social History 7. (1974): 509514.
^

^

Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to

Work pages 142-143.
,
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industry

.

.

.

still

averaged twelve-hour days, and five-and-a-half or
six-day

weeks.
Faced with these conditions, reformers promoting
labor

legislation

had

to convince legislators and the courts that
a particularly hazardous labor

practice had ramifications beyond the individual
worker and could

Reformers related the needs of the public welfare

public.

the police power.

power

They urged the

to protect the health

and welfare of society.

expose toxic fumes, unsafe machinery,
Nor was

it

government

federal

or disease

sufficient to argue that long hours

injured individual workers.

between the health
government

Some

in

It

to the

harm the

concept of

to use the police

was not enough

places of employment.

and subsistence-level wages

Clearly articulated connections had to be

of workers and the health of the nation to

move

drawn
the

to action.

threats to the public welfare

seemed

quite obvious.

For

example, tenement house workers, often sick with infectious diseases
tuberculosis, used their teeth to crack nuts that were sold
shops.''

pipes,

^

to

Bakers prepared and baked bread

in

in

cellars next to

fancy sweet

open sewage

and sickly cats fed on benches "upon which bread dough [was]

Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to

like

rolled

Work page 184.
,

New

York State Factory Investigating Commission, 1912 v.1, (Albany
The Argus Company, Printers, 1912), pages 86-87. Hereafter cited as NYFIC
^
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As the National Consumers' League and

out.

Investigating

the

New

York Factory

Commission exposed these conditions consumers
became

increasingly concerned.

Disregarding public sentiment, however,
the courts

refused to equate obvious threats to the
consumer with threats to the
general welfare.

Thus, they found legislation to eradicate
these conditions

unconstitutional.^

How
and

could reformers demonstrate the

injury to the public welfare?

hours reveals that

An

link

between long work hours

analysis of their arguments for shorter

understanding of sex roles determined whether or

their

not they believed the public welfare would be harmed
as a result of workers

spending the better part of

their lives

on the

job.

By exploring the

connections between concepts of gender and work

demonstrates

how

chapter

reformers constructed arguments that they hoped would

lead to labor legislation.

primary gender

this

role,

First,

it

examines

how motherhood, women's

determined the debate over women's shorter hours

shows how reformers won hours

laws.

Next,

relying

on gender-specific arguments that included the concepts of

it

fatherhood and citizenship.

Finally,

it

legislation for

men by

explores reformers' arguments for

NYFIC, 1912, V.I, page 220. This volume contains an
devoted to the study of the hazards of cellar bakeries.

entire section

Jacobs 98 N.Y., 98 (1885) and Lochner v New York 198
U.S., 45 (1905), the courts refused to see a public concern with tenement
house work and cellar bakeries.
^

Both

In re

.

.
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shorter hours legislation during World
to define the relationship of

women

War

I

and finds that gender continued

and men to work.

Reformers argued that modern industry was
harmful to male and female workers than
the
the nineteenth century.

monotonous and

Scientific

tedious.

As

in

many ways more

earlier factories

management tended

Alice Kessler-Harris argues, "employers
failed

and occasional days

tired, stressed,

off."^°

and more prone to serious

Many observers saw

injury.

man and woman. Reformers commonly

would incapacitate enough workers

to

more frequent

Workers quickly became nervous,

supposedly "progressive" aspects of modern industry the
century

mills of

make work more

to

to balance pressure to produce with
shorter days, longer and
rest periods,

and

in

the

ruin of twentieth

feared that

modern industry

pose a serious threat to the United

States.
In

the

first

decades of the twentieth century, reformers worked within

a milieu of hysteria over race suicide, the fear that unless the native-born

white population began reproducing

non-Aryan races.

at a faster rate

Many Americans

it

would be overcome by

praised Anglo-Saxons as "the source

of national greatness," and blamed other ethnic groups for

10

Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to

economic

Work page 147.
,

" Linda Gordon, Woman's Bodv. Woman's
Books, 1977), page 135.
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Right

.

(New York: Penguin

recessions and "for lowering the standard
of Arr^erican intelligence."^^
The

demise of the nation's health

lay in degeneration,

supposedly

slums and immigrant ghettoes of the
nation's inner

visible in the

cities.

These Americans embraced the pseudo-scientific
theory of eugenics,
the belief that the nation could be
"saved" from degeneration, and even

improved,

if

middle and upper-class, native-born white
Americans had

children, while couples from undesirable
races, ethnicities, and classes bore

no children. They feared race suicide and
focused on the

and upper-class

women

to reproduce.

Some

and higher education as the reasons why

failure of

middle

eugenicists cited birth control

women

Others focused on the poor and working class.

bore fewer children.

Francis A. Walker, president

of M.l.T. and an economist, believed that the
flood of immigrants to the

United States caused white native-born couples to have
fewer children

because they

did not

desirable jobs.^'*

want

Many

to

compete with the poorer classes

for less

eugenicists advocated using both force and

persuasion to stop blacks, immigrants, and poor whites of "degenerate

John Higham, Strangers in the Land, Patterns of American Nativism.
1860-1925, (New York: Atheneum, 1 972), page 9. Richard Hofstadter, Social
Darwinism in American Thoucht (New York: George Braziller, Inc., 1944),
pages 162, 172.
.

Linda Gordon,

Woman's Body. Woman's

John Higham, Strangers
Alexander Saxton, The Rise and
^'^

Mass

Culture

in

the Land

Right

,

pages 131, 136.

pages 142, 147.
See also
Fall of the White Republic Class Politics and
Nineteenth Century America (New York: Verso, 1990).
in

.
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,

breeding stock" from raising families
rising rates of poverty, crime,

they

saw

as inherent

in

in

the United States.^^

They blamed

and prostitution on a feeblemindedness
that

certain races.

Prejudiced attitudes toward blacks and
immigrants guided opinions on
a vast array of social policies.

Paul

Popenoe and Roswell

Applied Eugenics a popular book on social
policy.
,

Johnson wrote

Hill

Among

other things,

these authors wanted to abolish child labor and
institute compulsory

education because, they rationalized, immigrants,
the poor, and the generally
"unfit"

would have fewer children

if

they became a burden instead of an

asset to the family economy. They opposed

minimum wage

legislation

and

trade unions because, as Richard Hofstadter assessed,
they believed both

"penalized the superior by fixing

wages

in

industry without regard to

individual merit. "^^

Nativist sentiment

Americans

combined with eugenicist

to call for immigration restrictions.

belief

caused many

Indeed, this hysteria

15

John Higham, Strangers in the Land page 151. According to Higham
Jews and Italians faced the most prejudice and hatred from eugenicists and
their followers. See pages 161-168.
In Linda Gordon, Woman's Bodv.
,

Woman's

Right, see Chapter 6, "Social Purity and Eugenics," and Chapter 7,

"Race Suicide."
Richard Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought page 164.
Linda Gordon points out that although feminists "tried to win more political and
social power for women" with the eugenics argument, that in the end the
antifeminists gained control of the issue, especially as the eugenics movement
,

began
Bodv.
17

to

emphasize heredity

Woman's

Right

,

at the

expense of environment.

In,

Woman's

pages, 121, 128, 131, 134.

Richard Hofstadter, Social Darwinism

69

in

American Thought page 165.
,

influenced Americans across the

political

spectrum.

century, Walker's paranoia had gained popularity
and

By the early twentieth

men

of distinction

such as Edward A. Ross, Jack London, and Theodore
Roosevelt feared that
unrestrained immigration would lead to the
"extinction of the American
people.

"^^

"campaign
have

Roosevelt dealt with
for fecundity"

in

his fear of race suicide

which he

at least four children.

called

Roosevelt

by drumming up a

on every native-born couple to

saw

"preserving the 'racial stock'

as a means of national salvation.

Although Theodore Roosevelt was

Anglo-Saxon

race,

in

some

other authors meant the
that the eugenics

instances

human

movement, as

it

specifically

was

concerned about the

difficult to

race or the white race.

discern whether
It

is,

however, clear

well as the publicity of race suicide and

race degeneration, brought out contradictory actions from reformers.

Feminists had used the eugenics argument to
in

the 1870s and birth control

in

demand voluntary motherhood

the 1890s. They argued that higher

John Higham, Strangers in the Land. page 147. See, for example,
Edward A. Ross, "The Lower Immigrant Groups in America," The Century
Magazine 88. 1914, pages 634-640.
,

Richard Hofstadter, Social Darwinism in American Thought page 189.
See also, Theodore Roosevelt, "Race Decadence," Outlook 97, January-April
1911, pages 763-769; Theodore Roosevelt, Presidential Addresses and State
Papers (New York: Review of Reviews, 1910), 3, pages 282-291.
,

.

^°

Hofstadter, Social Darwinism

American Thought pages 163-164.
According to Linda Gordon, those Americans concerned about race suicide used
an exclusionary definition of the concept race. They distinguished "Yankee
'stock' [from] immigrants, non-whites, and the poor." Linda Gordon, Woman's
Body. Woman's Right: A Social History of Birth Control in America page 137.
in

,

,
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education

for

women would

healthier babies.

promote healthier motherhood and thereto re

Jack London demanded

social justice for the exploited,

but also glorified "the ruthlessness of supermen
and master races. "^^

Muckrakers and mainstream

journalists called attention to the deficient

health and mental capacities of the working poor
as they wrote of the

shocking conditions

in

factories, laundries, bakeries,

and tenement

houses.

The eugenics movement
degeneracy and race

They

this milieu.

suicide.

linked the

1910s and 1920s fueled

of the

Reformers worked

hours legislation within

for

power and prominence

fears of race

of the United States to

the mental and physical health of the working-class. They

demanded

shorter hours of labor because exhausted, overworked employees threatened

the "vigor of the race" and therefore the nation. As they drew sex-based
distinctions

in their

arguments, reformers often peppered

rationales from eugenicist theories.

eugenicist claim that long hours of

In particular

toil

scientific

and medical community

Linda Gordon,

in

women

the Land

,

for their

Reformers asserted, with the

at their side, that excessive

Woman's Bodv. Woman's

John Higham, Strangers

reformers supported the

would incapacitate

primary roles of childbearing and motherhood.

their claims with

Right

,

hours of labor

pages 129-131.

page 175.

See, for example, Harvey Swados, ed.. Years of Conscience, The
Muckrakers (New York: Meridian Books, 1962).
,
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women

for

women's
The

directly

harmed the general welfare because overwork drained

physical and mental capacities.

evil of

long hours

is

physical;

According to Mary Van Kleeck,

also moral; and

in every aspect it is
concerning others besides the individual. An overworked
factory girl
IS a vantage point for disease
which finds already an all too easy access to
the tenement population and through them to all
other classes. A worn out
factory worker exhausted by standing throughout long
days-or by operating
swift machines, is unfit to be a wife and mother.
If we believe in laws to
protect children who toil, we must believe in laws to
protect them in their
birthright of health and strength, not handicapping
the children of one
generation by failing to care for the health and strength of the
generation
before them.^"*
it

is

social,

Van Kleeck's argument represents
dealt with the issue of

women's

women

the concerns of

and overwork.

many

reformers

who

They often highlighted

responsibility for bearing and rearing future generations for society,

thus enabling them to demand that the courts invoke the police power

in

the

interests of the public welfare.

The

Victorian

woman's "essence was

reproductive."

As Cynthia

Russet argues, "maternity defined womanhood. "^^ This conception of

woman
as

is

remained relevant well

into the first quarter of the twentieth century,

evident from reformers' language and arguments.

Mary Van Kleeck, "Working Hours

of

Women

in

During the 1910s

Factories," Reprinted

from Charities and the Commons October 6, 1 906, pages 10-11. In Mary Van
Kleeck Papers, Sophia Smith Collection Smith College, Northampton, MA. Box
26, Folder 504.
.

.

By the nineteen-teens Van Kleeck had moved away from
discourse. See Chapter 4 of this dissertation.
^®

Cynthia Russet, Sexual Science
Press, 1989), page 43.

.
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(Cambridge,

this maternalist

MA: Harvard

University

and 1920s the

political

Victorian mores; yet

in

demands
a social

of

modern

combined the views

political

feminism.

to usurp

and cultural sense nineteenth century

assumptions remained powerful.
legislation

modern feminists began

Reformers

who promoted

labor

of nineteenth century social feminism

While they demanded

political equality

and

between

the sexes, they also acknowledged that the sexes had different
biological

and social

roles

This point

the

and therefore had gender-specific needs.
central to the brief that Louis D. Brandeis presented to

is

Supreme Court

for Muller v

League asked Brandeis
a laundry
in

to represent the State of

owner who had

"harmonizing law with

immerse themselves

in

Oregon (1908).^^ The National Consumers'
Oregon against Curt

defied the state's ten-hour law.
life,"

Muller,

Brandeis believed

and to do that judges and lawyers had to

the "study

of

economics and sociology and

which embody the facts and present the problems

of to-day. "^^

reputation for advocating "a socially aware jurisprudence,"

made

politics

His

him,

in

the

William P. O'Neill, Evervone Was Brave: A Historv of Feminism in
America (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1969); William H. Chafe, The American
.

Woman:

Her Changing Social. Economic, and Political Roles. 1 920-1 970. (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1972); J. Stanley Lemons, The Woman Citizen:

920s (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1 973); Mary
P. Ryan, Womanhood in America
(New York: Franklin Watts, 1975); and
Nancy Cott, The Grounding of Modern Feminism

Social Feminism

in

the

1

,

.

.

Muller v Oregon

,

208

U.S.,

412 (1908).

Konefsky, The Legacy of Holmes and Brandeis: A Study in the
Influence of Ideas (New York: Macmillan Co., 1956), page 83. quotes by

Samuel

J.

,

Brandeis.
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eyes of the League, the perfect attorney
sister-in-law,

for the job.^°

women

because of

he,

and

his

Josephine Goldmark, recording secretary of the National

Consumers' League and an expert on the health
on

Thus

workers, persuaded the Court that
their

gender

praised the Brandeis

Speaking

roles.

He noted,

brief.

"It

effects of

modern industry

women needed

a ten-hour

day

for the Court, Justice

Brewer

may

the present

not be amiss,

in

case, before examining the constitutional question, to notice
the course of
legislation as well as expressions of opinion

Rather than define wage-earning

from other

women

judicial

sources. "^^

primarily as workers,

Brandeis and Goldmark

relied

wives and mothers.

the late nineteenth century the scientific

In

community's research on
to argue that since

many

on the Victorian ethos that defined

biological difference

women

between the sexes

Samuel

J.

them

of

104 pages

to medical

and

Brandeis and

scientific

evidence

Konefsky, The Legacy of Holmes and Brandeis page 84.

Muller V Oregon

On

led

as

had not evolved as quickly as men they lacked

of the physical and psychological capabilities of men.^^

Goldmark devoted 102 out

women

.

.

208 U.S. 412, pages 419-421.

and women's inferiority see Stephen J Gould,
The Mismeasure of Man (New York: W.W. Norton and Co., 1 981 ), pages 1 1 7118. Although there were feminist academics who argued against biological
difference, they were generally ignored.
See Rosalind Rosenberg, Beyond
Separate Spheres: Intellectual Roots of Modern Feminism (New Haven: Yale
biological determinism
.

.

University Press, 1982).
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that suggested long working hours injured

women's

health and morals.^^

This "science" led thenn to the conclusion
that long hours of labor rendered

wonnen

unfit for

motherhood and wifehood, both physiologically and

psychologically.^'^
In this

and

view, the general welfare depended on

raise healthy children.

ability to

bear

For the early twentieth century medical

establishment, biology dictated destiny.

women

women's

Medical evidence

showed

that

and men had "anatomical and physiological differences" and
that

they had a gender specific "structure and function."

weakness made them more susceptible

Women's

physiological

to nervous disease than

Brandeis and Goldmark presented the legal argument
pages.

in

men and

the other

two

^'^

Judith Baer argues that the brief "gives statistical and anecdotal
information," but never successfully establishes causality between hours of
labor and poor health among women workers. She asserts that all the Brandeis
briefs contain "methodological deficiencies." In

The Chains

of Protection:

The

Response to Women's Labor Legislation (Westport, CT: Greenwood
Press, 1978), page 76.
While she convincingly argues this point, for my
purposes it is more important to place the brief within its historical context and
discern what Justice Brewer and the rest of the Supreme Court believed about
the evidence. Brewer clearly believed that a connection existed between long
Judicial

.

hours, women's poor health, and the general welfare.
the unprecedented step of specifically referring to the

The

In his

decision he took

brief.

woman

as an extension of her biology is also evident
in the studies and reports of the period.
For example, the women and men
who made up the New York State Factory Investigating Commission hoped
their

reification of

work would

lead directly to labor legislation to "protect"

as upgraded building codes and

fire

safety standards.
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women,

as well

less able to

work long hours

for a

bone structure rendered them
toil.^^

prolonged period of time.""

men

less able than

Women's

to withstand long hours of

According to one doctor, the "peculiar construction of the
knee,

the "shallowness of the pelvis, and the delicate nature
of the foot," were

sexual characteristics that
especially

if

it

left

women

ill-suited for

extended work,

entailed a great deal of standing.

Brandeis and Goldmark did not argue that

women

day because as

Nor did they argue that
activities other

(or

women

deserved a ten-hour

even persons) they deserved better treatment.

women

should have the opportunity to pursue

than work. They focused on women's reproductive

capacities and the potential harm to the nation that would result from

women

working long hours. They defined

citizens, but as

women became

women

mothers and potential mothers of

not as individuals or as

citizens.

representative of the health of the nation.

used motherhood to argue

for

an expanded

The health

of

they

In short,

role for the state.

Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark, Women In Industry (New
York: Arno and the New York Times, 1969), pages 18-19, 22-23. Also see
.

Josephine Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiencv pages 190-191.
.

Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,

Women

In

Industrv page 20.

Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,

Women

In

Industrv page 19.

See Michele
Feminist Analysis
insuring that

.

Barrett,

Women's Oppression Todav. Problems

.

in

Marxist

1980), on the state's role
biologically and socially reproduce future citizens.

(London: Verso Editions,

women

.
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in

Economist Sophonisba

P.

Breckenridge also

saw women

She wrote, "The State sometimes takes cognizance
relationship

which exists between the health

physical vigor of future generations ...
public concern that no group of
unfit

women

citizens

and the

workers should be allowed to

themselves by excessive hours of work, by standing, or other physical

straining for the burden of
to

its

of the peculiarly close

has been declared a matter of

It

women

its

of

in this light.

motherhood which each

of

them should be

able

assume. "^^

Theodore Roosevelt agreed. He warned

that

in

order to conserve

childhood, and thereby assure the integrity and strength of the United
States, the nation had to preserve

"man must be

the breadwinner,"

wife and mother.

women's hours

manhood and womanhood.

in

order to keep the

woman

Ideally, the

as a

full

time

Roosevelt strongly advocated legislation to shorten

of labor.

women

"Protecting the

and children

generation [would] secure the welfare of future generations."

in this

He argued

that a true interpretation of the Declaration of Independence included "the
right to preserve the real liberty

women

and the health and the happiness of the

and children of the Nation. ""^^

Breckenridge, "Legislative Control of Women's Work,"
Journal of Political Economy v XIV, (1906): 107. In Louis D. Brandeis and
Josephine Goldmark, Women In Industry pages 49-50.

Sophonisba

P.

,

Theodore Roosevelt, "Nationalism and the Working Woman." Outlook 97,
(January-April 191

1):

306.
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In

establishing the claim that

women were more

valuable to the nation

as mothers than as workers, Goldmark and
her team of researchers gathered

European sources from the mid-nineteenth century

to the present.

This

compilation of medical and scientific opinion demonstrated
the pervasiveness
of the belief that healthy motherhood insured healthy
nationhood.'*'

example, a

British

member

of the Royal Sanitary Institute argued, "Long

hours are very grievous, and are calculated to do the community
they prevail serious harm ...

undoubtedly ...
insidious;

it

is

one sense

In

It

it

must have an influence on

in

women's

in

effect. "^^

which

their offspring,

cannot be said to be urgent, but,

gradual and progressive

reproductive problems to

For

it

is

Physicians connected

long hours of labor.

A

British

doctor

believed that "one of the greatest evils attached to these prolonged hours"

was female

sterility.'*^

Others linked women's

"ill

health" from over-work

Jane Jenson argues that because France recognized that many women
had to work, the government developed labor codes that protected both
working women and mothers. In "Representations of Gender: Policies to
'Protect' Women Workers in France and the United States before 1914," in
Linda Gordon, ed.. Women, the State, and Welfare (Madison: University of
Wisconsin Press, 1990), pages 152-177.
.

'^^

M.G. Bondfield, Journal of Roval Sanitary Institute v XXV, (London,
1 904): 742. In Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark, Women In Industry
page 32.
,

,

Report of Select Committee on Shops Early Closing Bill British House of
Commons, 1895, page 219. In Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,
Women In Industry page 219.
.

,
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to future generations of mentally-ill and
disabled citizens/''

women who became

working

within the

first

pregnant saw

many

Finally,

their children die at birth or

year/^

The Brandeis
between long hours

brief also

contained testimony on the connection

of labor and the potential physical and mental

deterioration of workers as well as future generations.

For example, they

wrote, "Deterioration of any large portion of the population inevitably
lowers

community

the entire

women

physically, mentally, and morally.

has been injured by long hours, not only

the community impaired, but the deterioration

is

is

When

the health of

the working efficiency of

handed down

to

succeeding

generations. The overwork of future mothers thus directly attacks the

welfare of the nation.'"'^
intelligence,

It

went

and character of

on: "In deteriorating the physique,

their operatives, [employers] are

the capital stock of the nation ...

employs,

it

is

subtly draining

away

In

drawing on

persistently deteriorating the stock

the

vital

it

energy of the community," said

the famous British reformer Beatrice Webb.''^

"Women

bear the following

^'^

Reports from Committee on Early Closing of Shoos British House of
Lords, 1901, v VI, page v. In Louis D, Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,
.

Women

In

Industry

,

page 33.

Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,

Women

In

Industry

pages

,

47, 54-55.
In

Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,

Women

In

Industry page
,

47.
Mrs. Sidney (Beatrice) Webb, ed.. The Case for the Factory Acts page
Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark, Women In Industry page 54.
,

20.

In

,
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generation

whose

the state has a

health

women

essentially influenced by that of the mothers, and

vital interest in

of living and maintaining

of

is

securing for

itself

future generations capable

According to Theodore Roosevelt, the labor

it.'"'"

directly affected "the homelife of the Nation. "^^

health deteriorated so too would the vigor of the race.

If

And

women's

finally a

German

factory inspector wrote, "The children of such mothers ... are most pale

and weakly.

.

.

is

it

The overwork

women would

impossible for a sound, sturdy, race to develop. "^°
of

women

also threatened

home

Shorter hours for

life.

restore their vigor, which would lead to an "improvement

homelife," and an uplifting of the "entire community. "^^

Indeed, single

women

women

ideal

needed shorter hours

was

to remain intact.

working hours

is

just as urgently as married

"In the

order, her laundry

it

is

work

for

men. She has her room

to do, clothes to repair

she should be learning to keep house

Theodore Weyl, Hygiene
and Josephine Goldmark, Women
Dr.

the family

matter of health the shortening of the

of unusual value, because for [single

not resting time, as

if

in

of
In

if

to

women]

free time

keep clean and

and clean, and, besides

her future household

Occupations 1906.
Industry page 49.
,

In

is

is

in

this,

not to be

Louis D. Brandeis

,

President Roosevelt's Annual Message delivered to Second Session of
59th Congress. December 4, 1906. In Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine
Goldmark, Women In Industry page 49.
,

"The Working Hours of Female Factory Hands." From Reports of the
Factory Inspectors, Collated by the Imperial Home Office. Berlin, 1 905. In Louis
D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark, Women In Industry page 53.
^°

,

Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,
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Women

In

Industry page 57.

disorderly and a failure

.

.

Younger unmarried

.

home-making, because upon

of

her whole family

will

women

[must] learn the art

this the health, welfare,

and prosperity of

depend."" Since the home represented a

fundamental part of society, the place where children learned
moral

men and women,

a poorly run

home

become

to

threatened the future of the

United States.

Reformers believed that

where the mother worked
the daily

toil

of

women,

principally of the

it

is

of the child,

women,
it

is

is

it

we

women

not only for
is

of the

which

believe

it

left

them too

tired to

housework, and possibly catch

a

that

whole human

we wish

do much

homes

in

for a lessening of

we

race.

think;

It

is

it

to re-establish

on

its

"^"^

little.

nurturing their children or,

else than prepare dinner,

few hours

not

of the father,

is

has perhaps swerved a

work kept mothers from teaching and

exhaustion

occurred more often

wages." "When we ask

of society,

foundation, from which
Either

it

for

child neglect

do some

Reformers advocated

of sleep.

working hours to "promote a purer and better family," which

a decrease

in

would also

lead to "the production of greater material wealth on the part of

The Working Hours

of Female Factory

Hands

,

reports of the Factory

Inspectors collated by the Imperial Home Office. Berlin, 1905.
Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark, Women In Industry page 58.
Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,

In

Women

In

In

Louis D.

Industry page
,

47.

Proceedings of the French Senate Session of July 7, 1 891
Simon, page 575. In Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,
.

Industry

,

page 48.
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.

Mr. Jules

Women

In

the generation trained under
Statistics

its

influence."

The

concluded that the quality of "family

New

life

York Bureau of Labor

thus really determines the

quality of the rising generation as efficient or
non-efficient wealth

producers. "^^

The argument

in

the Brandeis brief

drew

a stark distinction

the quality of homelife with and without the mother.

It

assumed

between
that

full-

time mothers would raise children better equipped for worldly
success.
Clearly, the brief depicts a one-dimensional

duties as wife and mother.

If

the

woman

husband, and children then she had

women
human

failed as

homemakers they

woman,

a

woman

defined by her

did not care for her household,

failed herself

and her country. Indeed,

failed not only

if

themselves, but the entire

race.

Long hours of labor also hurt the public welfare because, many
believed, as

women's hours

of labor rose, moral laxity increased.

Brandeis

and Goldmark chose two topics that they believed were of national concern,
prostitution

and alcohol consumption. Reformers viewed professional

prostitutes,

and working

exchange

women who

occasionally had sex with

for favors, as victims of society.

labor caused immorality led
prostitution.

some reformers

As over-work took

its toll

The

belief that long

to link

women

men

in

hours of

overwork with

let their

guard down, and

fell

Report of the New York Bureau of Labor Statistics 1900, page 69.
Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark, Women In Industry page 48.
,
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In

prey to unscrupulous men.

Mann Act

in

women

to the

passage of the

1910, which outlawed "white slavery" and forbade
the

interstate transportation of

keep

These fears helped lead

women. Reformers hoped

off the streets during the

Studies

showed

labor legislation

would

dangerous night hours.

that the irregular and long hours of laundresses

in

particular had "unfortunate moral effects on the

women

and

and steamy climate of the laundry caused many

women

to take beer breaks

that led to intemperance and often alcoholism."

In

The hot

girls."

the opinion of Brandeis

and Goldmark, overwork caused moral degradation. "Laxity of moral
follows physical debility.

whatever
of

work

is

is left

minimum

for a

sought

in

When

the working day

is

so long that no time

of leisure or home-life, relief from the strain

alcoholic stimulants and other excesses. "^^

deterioration resulted from standing

with heavy machines.

fibre

all

day

in

Physical

extreme heat and working

Doctors and factory investigators argued that these

conditions caused moral deterioration because of the perceived relationship

between over-fatigue and

a relaxation of propriety and modesty.

Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,

Women

In

Industry page 44.
,

Dangerous Trades Thomas Oliver, M.D., Medical Expert to Dangerous
Trades Committee of the Home Office. 1902. In Louis D. Brandeis and
Josephine Goldmark, Women In Industrv page 1 10.
.

In

Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,

Women

In

Industrv page
,

44.
Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark,

105, 96-97.
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Women

In

Industrv

,

pages

Reformers also worried that night work
degeneration of

work

night
filed

for

women

moral

workers, and lent their expertise to two cases on

women. The New York

an amicus curiae

led directly to the

brief to the

New

Factory Investigating Commission

York Court of Appeals

for the night

work case, People v Charles Schweinler Press .^° The commission
contended "that night work of
inimical to

women

good morals, and destructive

and mothers. "^^ Night work "exercises
race."®^

Night work also

dawn, they face the

Those, moreover,

who

and privileges

in

industrial

women

a deteriorating influence

are dismissed

away from home

explicitly

as wives

on the

susceptible to "unusual moral

respectable boarding places to which they

Commission

dangerous to health,

in

the middle of the

possibility of insult or attack

are living

their brief the

is

of the vitality of

When women

dangers and temptations.
night or at

women

left

factories

in

may

find

it

on the streets.

difficult to obtain

return after midnight. "^^

argued that

women

had "lesser

In

rights

occupations" than men, and therefore could be

regulated without fear of constitutional repercussions.^'* They cited Muller

People V Charles Schweinler Press 214 N.Y., 395, (1915).
.

NYFIC, 4th Report, 1915,
^2

NYFIC, 4th Report,

v. 1,

v.1.,

page 318.

page 319.

NYFIC, 4th Report, v. 1 page 322. Also see the NYFIC, 2nd Report,
pages 194, 195, 197, 198, 202.
,

1,

NYFIC, 4th Report,

v. 1,

page 345.
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vol.

as evidence of

this.

Judge Hiscock, who wrote the decision

York Court of Appeals, agreed wholeheartedly
with
By

1

91

5,

when

the Schweinler case

accepted the argument that women's
really her entire physiological

came

for the

New

this reasoning.^^

before the court, reformers

biological capacity to bear children,

make-up, rendered her physically

inferior to

man. Thus the court, as well as reformers who also
championed the

women, saw no

of

hours and at night.

conflict

When

in their calls

New

power

police

welfare.
In

them

for

falls

,

in

in

glass factories.

the furnace rooms.

v.

1

,

instances" of moral degeneration due to

Black

women were "employed

as substitutes

Here, during the night shift and at

New

dawn

page 361 from Decision of the Court of Appeals
.

Law

Prohibiting Night

Work

Factories.

Radice v

.

"lurid

Sustaining the Constitutionality of the

66

within the

Fatigue and Efficiency written a few years prior to Schweinler

NYFIC, 4th Report,
in

work

"^^

work

boys

dangers and menaces incident to

to the

of the State to preserve and promote the public health and

Josephine Goldmark cited the
night

injuriously affects the physical

large cities, that a statute prohibiting such

life in

from working long

so threatens to impair their peculiar and natural

functions, and so exposes
night

women

York, attitudes had not changed much.

According to the court, night work "so

women, and

ban

1923 the United States Supreme Court heard

in

another night work case from

condition of

to

rights

York 264 U.S., 292, (1923), page 294.
,
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of

Women

when work

stops, are found at their worst the
coarseness and immoralities

resulting from close association at
night, of

the most exhausting and hottest labor."

overfatigue for black
eugenicists

who

men and women hardened by

Goldmark blamed night work and

women's supposed moral

laxity.

contrast to the

In

stressed hereditary causes for moral shortcomings,

Goldmark focused on environmental reasons. She
hoped
her readers
in

when she

queried,

"If

to further alarm

the character of these poor negro

women

the glass houses be held responsible for the
excesses of the night shift

and the
perils

return

perils of their lonely return

and alarms of refined

home

home, what should be

women employed

at midnight or thereabouts

is

in

said of the similar

night restaurants,

compulsory?"^^ Even

public failed to care about the morality of black

if

women, Goldmark

whose
the
believed

she could draw attention to the problem of night work by reminding her
readers of the inevitable degeneration of white
dark.

In short,

exposed them

women who worked

Goldmark argued that allowing women
to sexual danger.

In

denying

women

to

their

work

after

at night

freedom

to

contract for night work, the state accepted the responsibility of protecting

women. The gender

implications

were

clear.

Since

men

did not face the

moral pressures associated with sexuality, they could exert

their contract

Josephine Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiency: A Study in Industrv (New
York: Charities Publication, The Russell Sage Foundation, 1912), pages 275276. See also, Louis D. Brandeis and Josephine Goldmark, Women In Industry
pages 54-55.
.
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rights freely,

with

women

day or
in

night.

Whereas

the specter of sexual danger remained

every public arena, even as she contracted
to work,

supposedly contracted to work

The Goldmark

in a

context outside of the sexual domain.

sisters, Brandeis,

and Florence Kelley, secretary of the

National Consumers' League, and indeed

they had scored a major victory
established the precedent that

through

legislation,

for

men

many

women

other reformers, believed

with Muller

women's hours

.

This case

of labor could be limited

an achievement that set the Brandeis team on a ten year

winning streak of court

battles.

After Muller they continually re-employed
.

the Brandeis style brief "that brought victory after victory for the National

Consumers' League between

1

8.

908-1 91

"^'^

Their triumphs included the

reconsideration of the 1895 Ritchie decision that had ruled unconstitutional
a legislated eight-hour day for

women won

a ten-hour day,

women.

when

In

Ritchie v

Wavman

(1910),

Illinois

the court concluded that the police

power

could be exercised to "protect the childbearers of the Nation. "^^
In

The Survey Graham Taylor concluded

welfare had

.

finally

that the needs of the public

been established. Society could

legislate

women's hours

The National Consumers League sponsored the Court

and
Collins and Jennifer Friesen, "Looking

published the briefs. See Ronald K. L.
Back on Muller v Oregon ." American Bar Association Journal 69
Part

II,

battles

(April

1983):

page 472.

"The

Illinois

Ten-Hour Law Held

Valid," Outlook

87

14 (May 1910): 50.

for the future of the nation

and the future of the race/" Yet Taylor
also

noted that had the legislation included
men
Brandeis

brief,

and the

women. They argued
did not possess the

The evidence
The only

briefs that followed, relied

that

same

women

on an argument specific

strengths of physique and intelligence
as men.

social role proper for her

woman

was

as a function of her biology.

wife and mother.

Legal scholars interpreted constitutional
questions of
status

to

could not work long hours because
they

the briefs objectified

in

would not have passed. The

it

women's

legal

accordance with societal biases and assumptions about
woman's

in

public and private status.

The Brandeis

race degeneration, painted a picture of

brief,

within the context of fear over

woman

derived from the white

middle-class paternalist notion that she had to be protected
for the security
of the nation.

Middle and upper class reformers "who supported

protective legislation and

litigation,

about morality, maternity, feminine
evidence

^°

in

the brief

Graham

made

and also spoke
sensibility,

in

Victorian terminology

and virtue" found that the

perfect sense. ''^

Taylor, "Ten-Hour

Day

for

Women

Upheld," Survey

.

(April

30

1910): 170-171.

On

the connection between infant mortality and infant health and the
strength of the nation see, Anna Davin, "Imperialism and Motherhood," History
Workshop 5 (Spring 1978): 9-65. See also Elaine Zahnd Johnson, "Protective
Legislation and

Women's Work: Oregon's Ten-Hour Law and

Oregon Case, 1900-1913," (PhD

diss.. University of

the Muller v

Oregon, 1982), pages

272, 379.

Joan Hoff-Wilson, "The Unfinished Revolution: Changing Legal Status
United States Women," Signs 13, (Autumn 1987): 10.
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of

In articles

advocating shorter hours

reformers continually

relied

for

on the Brandeis

women subsequent

brief.

arguments

women

to

in

expand

work long hours threatened

their reproductive

and maternal

became

increasingly

Medical doctors blamed fatigue due to overwork

for a host of

female maladies. Specialists cited long hours as the
cause
loss of "self-control [and] vitality."

demands

of family and social

life

.

contrast, well-rested

In

.

if

for a

woman's

women met

"the

cheerfully and effectively."^^

.

Once the Supreme Court found
contract

their

favor of hours legislation.^^ The argument
that forcing

capacities and thus threatened the public welfare
popular.

reformers simply

In fact,

recited the brief's findings, often
verbatim, rather than

to MuJJei

constitutional to abridge

it

freedom of

the law protected the public welfare, reformers, especially
from

the National Consumers' League and the
intensified their lobbying efforts to get

Women's Trade Union League,

more

state legislatures to pass hours

73

See for example, "A Nation-Wide Drive for the Eight-Hour Day," Survey
(December 9, 1916): 275. The editor mentions the reformers participating as
well as the agenda of a national eight-hour day conference, organized by the
National Women's Trade Union League and the National Consumers' League.
See LM.T., ""Man's Inhumanity to Woman," American Magazine 69
(November 1909-April 1910): 570; Agnes Nestor, "The Eight-Hours Day,"
Survey (December 30, 1916): 369; Alice Hamilton, "Wartime Economy and
Hours of Labor," Survey (September 30, 1916): 638-639; Editor, "Hours for
Women," Survey (October 28, 1916): 95.
.

.

,

.

,

'"^

""Man's Inhumanity

I.M.T.,

to

Woman," American Magazine

.

69,

(November 1909-April 1910): 570. See the language in the following cases,
Ritchie v Wavman 244
509 (1910), Stettler v O'Hara 69 Or. 515 (1914),
Miller v Wilson 236 U.S. 373 (191 5). Bunting v Oregon 243 U.S. 426 (1917),
Adkins v Children's Hospital 261 U.S. 525 (1923).
.

III.

.

.

.
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laws.

Their work, along with the publication of
the United States Senate

Report on the Condition of

Women

1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Factory

became more secure
condition of

in

and Child

fire, led

in

Massachusetts, and by 1915,

Earners and the tragic

Reformers

results.'^

had a

right "to regulate the

any reasonable way" as Oregon, Ohio,
California,

The National Consumers' League, and

women's

some

their belief that the state

women's work

convinced many

to

Wage

legal scholars to

in

passed hours laws

for

particular Brandeis

and Goldmark,

pay attention to "considerations

physical structure, her maternal functions, and the

of her protection

in

The research

women.

vital

relating to

importance

order to preserve the strength and vigor of the race."^^
that Josephine

Goldmark headed under the auspices of

the National Consumers' League gained wide recognition and respect

years after Muller

.

In

1912 the

scientific, medical,

.

wrote part one "from the
"contemporary

the

National Consumers' League published

Goldmark's Fatigue and Efficiencv 563 pages of
legal data that popularized the

in

and

concept of the "toxin of fatigue." Goldmark

lay point of

industrial life."^^

view" about worker fatigue

In part

two she

in

reprinted various parts of

the Brandeis-Goldmark briefs, highlighting expert opinion on the relationship

between the working day and the

nation's health.

Judith Baer, Chains of Protection

"Women Who Work," The

,

In this

page 72.

Independent 82

(April 19,

Josephine Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiency page
,

90

mammoth

vii.

1915): 96

compilation, Goldmark also included testimony
on the

overwork harmed men. "When overwork
parenthood,

is in

it

a

"toxin of fatigue," which

which
for

anti-social.

human

fibre of

in

woman

or

deep sense anti-physiological and

touches not only the welfare but the very

The term

man

unfits

ways

normal
It

society.

Goldmark used throughout her

book, became a popular catch-phrase for
reformers. The notion that

workers could develop nervous disorders from overwork
must have
resonated for

many Americans who had

similar personal concerns.

European

medical doctors and scientists studied both physical
and intellectual work to
"discover" the amounts of fatigue expended. They

saw

endemic disorder of society," and believed

"could be analyzed and

overcome, the

last

Goldmark's use of

that

if

it

fatigue as "the

obstacle to progress would be eliminated. "^^
this

theory reflects her awareness that this area of

medical study had become increasingly popular.^° Indeed she believed that

overwork could
"less

and

actually poison

women's

The toxin

bodies.

less able to resist the temptations to immorality

intemperance," which ultimately resulted

in

women

also

left

women

and

"bringing into the world

Josephine Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiencv part one, pages 286-287.
.

See Anson Rabinbach, The Human Motor, Energy. Fatigue, and the
Origins of Modernity (United States: Basic Books, 1990), page 2.
.

^°

On Americans' obsession

with fatigue and nervous disorders see Tom
Lutz, American Nervousness: 1903. An Anecdotal History (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1991).
.
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children

puny

in

mind and body."«^ An author

who

concurred with

Goldmark's findings pointed out that even
occasional bouts of overwork,
"such as occurs
Christmas time,

more

in

factories

in

may produce

the season of rush orders and

this irreparable overstrain

.

.

.

in

shops

at

Society can no

afford to allow the spread of the toxin of
fatigue than of the toxin of

diphtheria, particularly

humanity that

women

science and good

among women who must

bear children.

It

is

not only

be forced to follow reasonable hours of work,

political

it

is

economy. "^^

Although Fatigue and Efficiency examines

how

the toxin of fatigue

affects both male and female workers, the substance
of the book remained

focused on the gender-specific duties of working
States.

Goldmark hoped

particular, to

to convince the public

women

in

to the United

general, and capitalists

change from considering "the purely economic

in

to the broadly

physiological."" She urged legislators and employers to study the opinions
of the "physiologist, chemist, bacteriologist, and psychologist"

who

claimed

that long hours of labor led to "overfatigue or exhaustion, forerunner of

countless miseries to individuals and whole nations."^'* Fatigue and strain

worked

their evil effects

on both male and female bodies, yet women's

American Magazine 69 (November 1909-April 1910): 570.

^

I.M.T.,

^

I.M.T. American Magazine

^

Josephine Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiencv part one, page 10.

69 (November 1909-April 1910): 570.
.

Josephine Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiencv part one, page
.

9.

"physical make-up," according to the medical
establishment,

susceptible to fatigue and disease than men.

made

women

Therefore

her

more

"clearly

need the protection of special laws."^^ Nature and
evolution had adapted

women's anatomy and

physiology for the "primal function ... the bearing
of

children," at the expense of

revealed that

most other physical

workingwomen

women were "more

liable

died younger than

than

men

to disease

activities in

Studies

life.

workingmen and

that

general. "^^

in

^hile Fatigue and Efficiency placed primary emphasis on women's
hours of labor,

its

suggestion that

men needed

legislation to

promote the

public welfare defied the laissez-faire reasoning of legal scholars
and

businessmen. Indeed, Goldmark had considered

men's

plight.

"The question arises whether laws

labor might not have a

courts

if

how

more favorable outlook

an effort were made

best to tackle working

limiting

men's hours of

for being sustained

similar to the effort

in

by the

the Oregon and

Illinois

women's

cases, to present evidence with respect to long hours of work

industries

where men

interest of the reform

are employed. "^^

New

clearly piqued the

community when she considered the

between shorter hours
the

Goldmark had

of labor for

Republic asked,

why

men and

relationship

the public welfare.

should the state

"limit the

An

editor of

hours of labor

Josephine Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiency part one, page 39.
,

^

Josephine Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiency part one, page 40.
,

^

Josephine Goldmark, Fatigue and Efficiency part one, page 256.
,
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in

permitted to

men? How does

matter directly concern the

this

community?"®^

Seven years

MuNer decision Brandeis and Goldmark once

after the

again captured the national spotlight

hour working day
(1916).

Although the

employees, the
in

men

for

brief

in

the

when they decided

Supreme Court case. Bunting v Oregon

new Oregon

statute granted a ten hour day to

1916 President Wilson appointed Brandeis
Court, and so Harvard

Law

to prepare the brief.

to the United States

But

primarily cited the

work

women's hours

in

Supreme

of labor, Brandeis

of medical doctors and psychiatrists,

and to a lesser degree factory inspectors, reformers, and labor

leaders.

The

presentation of these experts profoundly bolstered their legal argument.

ascendancy of the professional
and respect
science

for experts.

fields,

As

Professor Felix Frankfurter took over for him.

the briefs written to shorten

and Goldmark

all

focused, as did national attention, on male
workers.

MuNer the Brandeis-Goldmark team began

In all

to argue for a ten-

social scientist signalled a

For those non-experts

which would have included the

in

new

The

reliance on,

the medical and social

legal profession, the

testimony of physicians, psychiatrists, and social workers would have been
taken very seriously.

Many

of those cited had college and professional

degrees; they transmitted their

air

of authority not only by relating the

"Hours of Work Must be Limited,"
April 1916): 306.

94

New

Republic 5-6 (November 1915

"facts," but

in

their particular presentation of
the "facts. "^^

Indeed, the

actual language of medical doctors
created a medicalization of knowledge,

the assertion that their research

was completely

empirical, rational, and

objective.^"
In

the Bunting brief, published by the National
Consumers' Leaguee as

The Case

for the Shorter

Workday

,

the

first

volume repeated

familiar

arguments about overwork. Then Frankfurter and Goldmark
devoted an
entire separate

volume

to the opinions of labor leaders, industrial

commissions, and congressional documents
public

would benefit

if

men had

a shorter

for the rationales as to

workday. The Brandeis

why

the

brief for

MuJJer and Fatigue and Efficiency had focused on the benefits to the public
the state helped keep

women

healthy for childbearing, educated

in

if

the

duties of wife and motherhood, and therefore less likely to contribute
to race

degeneration through their offspring.

In

on why society benefited when men had

contrast, the Bunting brief focused
leisure time to

pursue recreational

This analysis relies on Thomas L. Haskell, The Emergence of Professional
Social Science: The American Social Science Association and the NineteenthCentury Crisis of Authority (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1977). See
also Dorothy Ross, The Origins of American Social Science (Cambridge:
.

.

Cambridge University Press, 1991), and Paul Starr, The Social Transformation
of American Medicine: The Rise of a Sovereign Profession and the Making of
a Vast Industry

.

(New

York: Basic Books, 1982).

^°

Michel Foucault describes how the transformation of medical discourse
around the end of the eighteenth century gave credence to the belief that
medical knowledge went from reliance on imagination and myth to supposedly
empirically based, hard science. In The Birth of the Clinic: An Archaeology of
Medical Perception (London: Tavistock Publications, 1973).
.
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and

intellectual activities

labor statistics

showed

and to engage

that unions

in

the duties of citizenship.

encompassed only

Since

a small minority of

the male workforce, they argued that men,
too, needed legislation to shorten
their

workday.
With men as the focus of the Oregon

experts cited
subject,
labor

in

statute, the language of the

the brief, as well as those contemporaries interested

underwent

workday

a shorter

active citizenship, health, and intellectual growth.
legislation as

one avenue

been wary of state involvement
nineteen-teens labor

the

marked change. Since the nineteenth century, the

a

movement had been advocating

had supported

in

was

in

in

to allow time for

Although organized labor

to shorten hours,

it

had always

the labor-capital relationship.

the midst of a strike

By the

wave and David

See, for example, Samuel Gompers, Seventy Years of Life and Labor: An
Autobiography edited by Nick Salvatore, (New York: Cornell University Press,
1984); Paul Johnson, A Shopkeeper's Millennium: Societv and Revivals in
Rochester, New York. 1815-1837. (New York: 1978); Marion Cotter Cahill,
Shorter Hours: A Study of the Movement Since the Civil War (New York:
Columbia University Studies in History, Economics, and Public Law, 1932);
,

,

.

George Gunton, "The Economic and Social Importance of the Eight-Hour
Movement," as reprinted in Leon Stein and Philip Taft, ed.. Wages. Hours, and
Strikes: Labor Panaceas in the Twentieth Century (New York:
1970); David
Montgomery Beyond Equality: Labor and the Radical Republicans (New York:
Vintage Books, 1967); and Roy Rosenzweig, Eight Hours For What We Will:
Workers and Leisure in an Industrial City, 1870-1920 (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1983).
The Bunting brief and The Case for the Shorter
.

,

.

,

Workday

up a lot of publicity because of their explicit rejection of the
supremacy of the freedom to contract for men, especially in light of the court's
laissez faire attitude when it came to regulating relations between male
employees and employers.
stirred
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Montgomery argues

that labor expressed radical,
syndicalist tendencies, as

well as anti-American Federation
of Labor sympathies.

Reformers backed labor

more permanent than
the

demands

some

of

Buntina decision,

in

legislation for

men because

labor-capital agreements,

labor factions.

An

and perhaps

editor of

which the court found

they

law

for

reasonable use of the police power, "an edifice of
industrial
"is part of a

great structure that

what has been
brief did for

left

them

will

men

a

Bunting

remain for a long time as a defense of

that long hours ruined

As the Muller

men's health and

Frankfurter and Goldmark crafted an argument that

unfit.

paralleled the

as

called the

liberty."

legally called "the inalienable right to rest.""

women, Bunting argued

it

less radical than

The Outlook

a ten-hour

saw

argument

about male social
that overworked

roles.

men

for

women's

Cause

shorter workday, albeit with assertions

for national

concern stemmed from the fear

could not spend time with their families, aggressively

contribute to the economy, pursue intellectual activities, or carry out the
duties necessary to maintain a robust democracy.

The subject

of

men's health caused a great deal of concern.

Medical examiners found that nervous exhaustion, long considered a female

David Montgomery, "The 'New Unionism'," Journal of Social History 7
(Summer 1974): 511, 514-515.

Up

The Outlook 1 1 2 (April 26, 1916): 939940. Attorney General Brown of the state of Oregon called on Josephine
Goldmark to prepare the brief for Buntino For the Opinion of the Court, see
Bunting v Oregon 243 U.S. 426 (1917), pages 433-439.
"Building

Industrial Liberty,"

.
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disease, afflicted male garment workers

whose work schedules

fluctuated

with the "seasonal activity of the industry."^^
Factory inspectors and

doctors noted that

among male workers

"feverish energy [led to]

introspection, forbodings over the future, and
similar painful mental states

known

to favor the genesis of neuroses. "^^

hours of labor would produce

Many

Clearly, shortening

men's

a "general benefit to society. "^^

reformers, worried about "premature exhaustion,"
argued that

society "must preserve men's capacity for earning a living
beyond the
fortieth year.""'

old at forty

and

Florence Kelley wrote that "In the garment trades

women

are superannuated at thirty

.

.

men

are

due to overwork,

.

forced idleness, [and the] absence of a regularly recurring rest period. "^^

American Association
about

how

Labor Legislation

member John

A. Fitch wrote

the steel industry, "through long hours and overstrain

destroys health."
mills in

for

He described how

thirty

year old

top physical shape, but by thirty-five lose

men come

much

.

.

.

to the steel

of their strength.

The Case for the Shorter Work Dav Supreme Court of
the United States, Bunting v Oreaon 1915 (rpt.; National Consumers' League),
V. I, page 91
Felix Frankfurter,

Felix Frankfurter,
®^ Felix

Adna

Frankfurter,
F.

.

Case

for the Shorter

Workdav page 92.

Case

for the Shorter

Work Day

.

,

Weber, Monographs on Social Economics

v. 2,

,

v. 4,

page 478.
1904, page

7.

Florence Kelley, Some Ethical Gains Through Legislation (New York:
Macmillan, 1905). In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Day v. 1,
page 135.
,

,
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"The superintendents and foremen are
sort,

and

if

man

a

advantage even
Fitch

are too unused to liberty to

a day."^°°

After

hoped that once they got used

hour day "doesn't leave much time
.

chance

or a

their

for

the mills

the habits of over-worked

will

men

supposed "erosion" of family

Carnegie

A

shorter

for

would

The

|^

... for family

libraries

Steel

prevails,

Workers

.

life

.

Fitch

attempts to improve
His concern with

reveals an implicit concern about the
In publicizing

life.

the "anti-family" behavior of

to heighten the state's

and thereby encourage labor

work day

to use to their

to the saloon.

nullified. "^°^

be largely

exhausted men, perhaps Fitch hoped
social reproduction

any

wives and children. A twelve-

argued that "As long as the twelve hour day
in

of

He noted

to their right to leisure they

to play with the children. "^°2

health conditions

weakness

know how

work they headed

devote time to self-improvement, and

.

detecting

appreciably, he expects discharge."'^

fails

men

that, "unskilled

alert in

men

concern with

legislation for

men.

benefited the general welfare because,

it

decreased "intemperance, poverty, pauperism, ignorance, crime and the

^®

John

Fitch,

Case

Frankfurter,

John
April

191

1):

V.

I,

Age

.

Pittsburgh Survey,

Work Day

at Forty,

Fitch, "Old

Age

Age At

"

,

v.

I

1910.

In

Felix

page 137.

American Magazine 71 (November 1910-

Forty," page 660.

at Forty,"

The Steel Workers
page 1 36.

Fitch.

Workers

661.

Fitch, "Old

,

Steel

for the Shorter

Fitch, "Old

John

Day

The

.

page 656.

In Felix
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Frankfurter.

Case

for the Shorter

Work

accompanying

Men

evils," declared a United States

Committee on Labor.^°^

drank less alcohol when they worked fewer
hours.

"With better and a

higher moral tone due to the shorter working
day, temperance
alcoholic stimulants results automatically."^"^

Women

in

the use of

laundry workers

drank more when they worked long hours because,
according to the studies
cited by

Goldmark and Brandeis, women became weary and

intensely hot laundries.

Overstrain caused

women

to

thirsty in the

choose beer rather

than a more wholesome beverage. Evidence cited concerning
special occupation as the cause of intemperance.

had depleted themselves of
alcohol or

women

in

all

their

energy supposedly sought "stimulus

men who abused

cause them to become

John

Mitchell, "a reduction

means an improvement

in

unfit

in

doom

wives and

alcohol could not "enjoy books, pictures, music,

or the sane pleasures of a well-regulated family."

leader

workingmen who

other crude pleasures. "^°^ Whereas alcohol could

to lives of immorality or

mothers,

Rather,

men gave no

in

Furthermore, argued laboi

the hours of labor almost invariably

the whole moral tone of the community, a raising

'"^

Mary Dewhurst, "Bridgeport and the Eight-Hour Day," The Outlook 1 1
(July 5, 1916): 556.
See also, Mary A. Hopkins, "The Shorter Workday,"
Independent 88 (October-December 1916): 489-490, where she argues that
a shorter workday has a positive effect on morals and promotes temperance.
Felix Frankfurter,

John
House,

Dav

,

1

for the Shorter

Mitchell, Organized Labor

903), pages

V. 2,

Case

1

24-1 25.

.

In Felix

Work Dav

.

v. 2,

page 471.

American Book and Bible
Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work

(Philadelphia:

page 473.
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of the standard of living, a
growth of the self-respect of the
workingrrian,

and

a dinninution, not

an increase,

in

drunkenness, violence, and crime."^°^

Frankfurter and Goldnnark also explained
that "the worker

exhausted

his energies

of leisure.

the shift

in

this

life

in this

section of the brief reflected

leisure as idleness to leisure as recreation.

leisure time spent productively

innprove family

has not

by overexertion turns instinctively to the
better uses

The evidence presented
view of

who

Indeed,

would "re-create" the worker, which would

and the community. Frankfurter and Goldmark's
use of

discourse signals a

shift in the

conception of the family as a "private-

matter to the notion that the "public," indeed, the
state, through labor
legislation,

can attempt to enhance family

'^^P^bl'^ concurred

in

life.

a piece about Bunting

The

editor of the

"Health

:

is

New

the foundation of

the state, [and] a nation which allows

its

workers to be exhausted by

continuous over-exertion

is

its

own

weaken

makes

its vitality,

but

kind of decent family

it

life

corrupting

it

workday

wholesome

activities

such as exercise

uplifted the

Mitchell, Organized Labor

for the Shorter

Work Dav

Felix Frankfurter,

it

or use his leisure effectively.

a shorter

Case

Not only does

impossible for the worker to share any

Thus

John

foundation.

Case

.

v. 2,

at

community as men sought out

neighborhood centers

pages 124-125.
page 473.

In Felix

,

for the Shorter

"Hours of Work Must be Limited,"
April 1916): 307-308.
101

Work Dav

New

for adults,

.

v. 2,

Frankfurter,

page 499.

Republic 5-6 (November 1515-

night classes, and public lectures.

Federation, "the great

mass

of

men need

education, for happier and higher
leisure time for

would

.

.

.

men

According to the National CiIVIC
.

.

living. "^^^

.

leisure for rest, for play, for

Advocates of increased

refuted their opponents' arguments
that "vacant hours

lead to an increase of dissipation and
drunkenness."

equated these "pessimists" with those who
used

humane and

[was] a

beneficial institution"

They

to claim that "slavery

presumably because they believed

slaves with free time would pursue base
pleasures and activities.

M. Wade, Chief of

District Police in

hours of labor allows

men

to

"lift

Rufus

Massachusetts insisted that reduced

up

.

.

the level of their

.

believed shorter hours "encouraged self-culture
for recreation, the debating school, lecture

manhood." He

additional opportunity

room,

library,

and the large

circulation of daily papers. "^^^

A

shorter

workday

increased consumption.
to desire

for

men would

also lead to social mobility and

The man who worked

more wholesome and

less

better appointed

"would naturally begin

homes, more

literature,

National Civic Federation Monthly Review v I. October 1 5, 1 91 4. The
Shorter Workday.
F.W. Taussig, Harvard University, page 14.
In Felix
Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Dav v. 2, page 500.
.

Discussions

LLD.

The

In Felix

In

Eight Hour

Frankfurter,

Economics and

Law

Case

Agitation

.

Statistics

New

for the Shorter

,

v

II.

Francis A. Walker, PhD,

York, Holt. 1899, pages 383-385.

Work Day

,

v. 2,

page 502.

Report of the United States Industrial Commission on the Relations and
Conditions of Capital and Labor employed in Manufactures and General
Businesses, v VII 1900, pages 79-80. In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter
Work Dav v. 2 page 503.
.
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entertainment, and a greater amount
of general social intercourse,
not to

speak of the

intellectual, moral,

and social improvements that would

necessarily result from such conditions."^^^

Frankfurter and Goldmark

included a speech delivered by Lord
Macauley to the British House of

Commons
Man

in

1846

that directly supported this point.

the great instrument that produces
wealth. Rely on it that intense
labour beginning too early in life,
continued too long every day, stunting the
growth of the body, stunting the growth of the
mind, leaving no time for
healthful exercise, leaving no time for
intellectual culture, must impair
is

all

those qualities which have made our country
great
ot the man will improve all that man
produces. ^^'^

The economist George Gunton

.

.

[T]he improvement

also linked the eight-hour day to increased

consumption among working people, thus
boosting the economy.

.

raising their standard of living

Another economist

and

testified before the United

States Congress that as workers gained leisure time they
desired higher
quality

consumer goods. With

"greater personal self-respect ... the

George Gunton, The Economic and Social importance of the Eight Hour
Movement, (New York: American Federation of Labor, 1889), pages 13-14. In
Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Dav v.
2, page 484.
.

Speech on the Ten Hour Bill delivered in the House of Commons on the
2nd of May, 1846. Lord Macauley.
Complete Works v VIII. London,
Longmans, Green, and Co., 1866, pages 374-375, In Felix Frankfurter, Case
for the Shorter Work Day v. 2, page 492.
,

,

George Gunton, The Economic and Social Importance of the Eioht Hour
Movement (New York: American Federation of Labor, 1889), pages 13-14.
In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Dav v. 2, page 483.
.

.
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[worker] wants a better house, better furniture,
better clothes, better
food."^'^

When

Brandeis and Goldmark prepared

Women

In

Industry they did

not Include any pleas that wonnen be afforded
the leisure to consider

and social questions. Nor

did they

ponder whether

political

women would become

better citizens as a result of shorter hours, perhaps
because they never

considered

women

prepared a section
for

in this role.

in

the Bunting brief suggesting

men would enhance

how

a shortened

the understanding of citizenship

While shorter hours

States.

However, Frankfurter and Goldmark

for

women

led to healthier

the continuity of a healthy population, shorter hours for
the continuity of democracy.

"system of repression that
citizenship.""^

He

According to

stifles Initiative

related an eight-hour

the United

In

babies and therefore

men would

Fitch, the steel industry

Insure

is

a

and destroys healthy

day

to the rights

manhood. "The twelve-hour day and seven-day week
barriers against healthy social

workday

are

and duties of
.

.

.

effectual

growth and good citizenship.""^

In

Fitch's

United States Congress. House Report No. 1 793 (405). Hours of Labor
on Public Works of the United States. Report from the Committee on Labor.
57th Congress, 1st Session. 1901-1902, pages 8-9. In Felix Frankfurter, Case
for the Shorter Work Day v. 2, page 505.
,

John A.

Fitch, "Old

Age

at Forty,"

American Magazine 71 (November

1910-Aprll 1911): 655.

The Survey October
.

John A.

7,

1911. "The

Human

Side of Large Outputs."

and Steel Workers in Six American Cities
LackawanaSwamp, Mill and Town, pages 939-940. In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the
Shorter Work Day v. 2, page 544.
Fitch, Steel

.

,
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I.

opinion, steel manufacturers had taken from
working

men

"the

and

virility

aggressiveness necessary to democracy."^^^ According
to a spokesperson
for the
for six

American Association
days

breakdown

in

the

for

Labor Legislation, "a 12-hour day even

week ... can have no

if

other effect ultimately than a

of physical and moral qualities, and consequently
a destruction

of healthy citizenship. "^2°

Many

reformers linked informed citizenship and proper

the security of the nation.

In

1911, labor

manhood

to

advocate and author,

legislation

Susan Kingsbury quoted House Document 259 from 1865-1866. The
"foundation of the State

endure. The

first

man,

is

if

duty of the State

manhood." Kingsbury saw

the foundation
is

is

strong the State

will

to recognize the great principle of

justification in decreasing

men's hours of labor

"because a republican form of government demands an educated and honest
citizenship. "^2^

improvement

A

reduction

in

the hours of labor would enhance the self-

of workers and thereby benefit society.

John A.

Fitch, "Old

Constitutional

Age

at Forty,"

Amendments

Frankfurter and

page 664.

Relating Labor Legislation and Brief

in their

Defense. Submitted to the Constitutional Convention of New York State by a
Committee Organized by the American Association for Labor Legislation. June
9, 1915, page 18. In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Day v. 2,
page 544.
,

Labor Laws and Their Enforcement Boston
Women's Educational and Industrial Union, (New York: Longman's, Green, and
Company, 1911), pages 106-107.

Susan Kingsbury,

ed.

.
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Goldmark reasserted

a long-standing claim of organized
labor.

An employee

could not work
for longer

hours or days of service than is consistent with
his health and
physical well-being and ability to promote the
general welfare by his
increasing usefulness as a healthy and intelligent
citizen. It is hereby
declared that the working of any person more than
ten hours in one day
tends to prevent him from acquiring that degree of
intelligence that is
necessary to make him a useful and desirable citizen of
the State.
In

order to ensure a republican form of government men's
health had to be

preserved.

Fewer hours spent
political, social,

and

work

at

more time

to

devote to the

aspects of well-rounded citizenship, argued

military

Frankfurter and Goldmark.

translated into

Even though popular

politics declined in this

period, they overtly connected the interests of the public welfare, or the
state, to the

maintenance of

a robust

democracy. Those attributes of

politics that kept voter participation high

-

rallies,

parades, and

demonstrative partisanship - gave way to factual pamphlets and tracts,
secret ballots, and voter independence.

Reformers wanted to remove the

party boss and return the intellectual to politics.

reformers,

in particular,

Felix

Frankfurter,

Bunting v Oregon page
,

Report of the
In Felix

began to

After the Civil War,

reject intense partisanship in favor of "a

The Case

for the

Shorter

Workday

,

v.1

brief for

viii.

New York

Bureau of Labor

Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter
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Statistics,

Work Day

,

v. 2,

900, pages 67-68.
page 538.

1

cool, social scientific politics of
education. "^^^

participate

in

government

at a

They expected voters

new, more sophisticated

to

Just as the

level.

professionalization of social science rendered
every social worker and factory

inspector an "expert," so too did reformers
expect voters to
in

become experts

democracy.
Frankfurter and Goldmark insisted that democracies
required an

informed and involved citizenry.

Many

twentieth century Americans

believed that the alleged progress due to modern machinery
actually

threatened the very structure upon which American democracy
stood.
could any

man who worked

down be expected

at

mind-numbing tasks from sun-up

How

to sun-

to "understand great issues as they arise, to discuss

them and reach decisions upon them[?]" "'Mental

faculties'

had to be

developed beyond the fourteenth birthday, when wage-earning

ordinarily

begins. "^'^

On

the decline of popular politics, see Michael McGerr, The Decline of
Popular Politics. The American North. 1865-1928. (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1986), page 66. On the creation of an administrative state and the
decline of the party boss see Stephen Skowronek, Building A New American

The Expansion
Cambridge University
State.

Thomas

of Administrative Capacities.
Press, 1982), page 54.

Haskell notes that the

had been adopted,

"in

1877-1920. (Cambridge:

modern perspective on

professionalization

elementary and inarticulate form, by a substantial part

of the lay public" prior to the professionalization of social science.
Emergence of Professional Social Science page v.

In

The

,

Frank L, McVey, "The Social Effects of the Eight-Hour Day," American
Journal of Sociology v 8, 1 903. In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work
Day, V. 2, pages 532, 540.
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Frankfurter and Goldmark also emphasized
the relationship between

"adequate rest"

community's

for the

life."

worker and the development of

Workers had long demanded the

reformers, medical examiners, and even

political

"civilizing forces in a

right to leisure

analysts linked adequate

rest to "the great experiment of

democracy." A sociologist concluded,

impossible for the overtired

to learn anything ...

man

now

and

He must have

"It is

leisure

outside of working hours for continuing education and
recreation, and he

must not be too exhausted
Citizens

American
difficult to

to

who expected

institutions

meet

in

make use

of that leisure. "^^^

to participate

in

government had

and the English language. These prerequisites became

the early twentieth century as millions of immigrants

arrived from southern and eastern Europe with no tradition of

any knowledge of

English.

Certainly reformers

immigrants English, but as the Bunting
goal on

to understand

men because men

could vote.

immigrant depends upon the

brief

wanted

made

democracy

to teach

clear,

all

the

or

new

they focused their

"The Americanization of the

limitation of hours, for Americanization

means

that the immigrant must learn to speak English and to understand American
ideals

and conditions. "^^^ "Through the study of English and

civics his

"Hours of Labor Must Be Limited,"
April 1916): 307-308.

New

Republic 5-6, (November 191 5-

"Hours of Work Must Be Limited,"
April 1916): 308.

New

Republic 5-6 (November 1915-
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interest
for

in

our form of government

will

be developed and he

will

be prepared

thorough assimilation. "^^^
Immigrants had to be educated

the expert testimony

in

the brief

in

the duties of citizenship.

assumed

Much

of

that immigrants arrived to the

United States "credulous, simple-minded, and
impressionistic. "^^^

Reformers saw education as the
the welfare of the immigrant."

school only

if

link

between the "welfare of the State and

Yet immigrant workers would attend night

they had the time and energy to do so after work. Ten
or

twelve hour days and constantly changing work schedules
made regular
school attendance unlikely.
to

"promote the welfare of

"depends the
citizenship.

For the state to protect
its

its

interests

it

immigrant population" because upon

realization of the obligation, privileges,

and

rights of

had
this

American

"^^^

New

York State Department of Labor. Report of the Commissioner of
Labor. Third Annual Report of the Bureau of Industries and Immigration. 1913,
pages 68-69. In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Dav v. 2 page
553.
.

New

York State Department of Labor. Report of the Commissioner of
Labor. Third Annual Report of the Bureau of Industries and Immigration. 1913,
page 4. In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Dav v. 2, page 552.
.

Americanizing a City. The Campaign for the Detroit Night Schools
Conducted in August-September 1915, by the Detroit Board of Commerce and
Board of Education, under the Auspices of the National Americanization
Committee and the Committee for Immigrants in America, pages 10-12. In
Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Dav v. 2, page 567.
.

Massachusetts House Documents. No. 2300, 1914. Report of the
Commission on Immigration and the Problem of Immigrants in Massachusetts,
pages 13-14, 114. In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Dav v. 2,
,
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Reformers contrasted the benefits of providing
night schools
imnnigrants with the detriments of leaving

neighborhoods where they would never

them alone

learn English,

in

Some

feared that "fertile

anarchy and violent socialism" would be sown
immigrants democratic

idealsJ^"^

if

segregated

and never understand

the "democratic principles of government"
necessary to
participating citizens.

their

for

become

soil for

the seeds of

they neglected to teach

Although many reformers advocated

immigration exclusion, the authorities cited

in

Bunting preferred to accept

the immigrants and turn them into Americans.
Finally,

for

men because

rendered
"If

his

reformers pressed for legislation to secure a shorter workday

men so

the citizen

is

they believed that interminable hours and excessive fatigue
unhealthy that they were incapable of becoming soldiers.
to be a soldier his effectiveness

physique," which was nearly impossible

hlm.^^^

The urgency

of the problem

became

if

depends upon maintaining

overwork gradually weakened

clear with the United States'

pages 554-555.
Report of the Commission of Immigration of the State of New Jersey,
1914, page 111. In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Day v. 2,
page 559.
,

New

York State Department of Education. 1916. Citizenship Syllabus.
Prepared by Research Department of the Committee for Immigrants in America.
New York, page 6. In Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Dav v. 2,
page 568.
.
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New

Republic 5-6 (November 1915-

involvement

in

World
voriu War
war

m
in

i.
I

iqir
/ii nnn
1915, 41,000
men applied

for enlistment in

the United States Marine Corps,
and of these not quite 4,000 were
found
physically

fit

were found

for service.

The

unfit.

the city of

In

editor of the

radically with this issue, the

bound

The

to lead to a

state, after

New

York, of 11,012 applicants

NewRefiubllc warned: "Unless

modern

system

industrial

in

many

we

316

deal

instances

is

pronounced degeneration of our national
stock."^^^

all,

depended not only on the armed

services, but on the

citizen/soldier for protection from foreign
aggressors.

Goldmark emphasized

that "industrial conditions

Frankfurter and

which

result in physical

degeneration of the population are thus a menace
to the very existence of
the State."
nation,

The percentage

of

men

unfit for military

and Frankfurter and Goldmark

One author

cause.

cited

in

duty alarmed the

cited "excessive

working hours" as the

the brief blamed ruthless employers for

breeding race degeneration and argued that modern
industry would cripple
the nation.

"We had

far better

spend our national energies and revenues

fighting the evils that are rotting our citizenship, than
fortifications or maintaining a

remote

April

possibility of attacks

navy and an army

Case

building forts and

defense against the

by other nations. "^^^

"Hours of Work Must Be Limited,"
1916): 307-308.
Felix Frankfurter,

for

in

New

for the Shorter

Republic 5-6 (November 1915-

Work Dav

.

v. 2,

page 572.

George H. Maxwell, Our National Defense. The Patriotism
Rural Settlement Association of

1915), page 124.

In

in

New

of Peace

.

Orleans,
Cambridge: University Press,
Felix Frankfurter, Case for the Shorter Work Dav v. 2
(

.
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American involvement

World War

in

I

and the concomitant need

to

increase production rates dramatically
caused reformers to fear for the

progress they had
editorial

made

in limiting

hours of labor.

In

the opinion of the

board of the New^eaubilc, "One of
the great lessons of thle

European war

is

that a national view of labor and
labor administration

essential to national security."

Reformers warned the Government to heed

the wartime experience of England,
which had a tough time finding
for the military

and

for

wartime

industrial service.

eight-hour day for steel workers at the
Lackawana
State.

They argued

welfare,

were

casting their

at risk

from an

weakened bodies out upon the

company

Americans assumed that

attention once again to

women

to pick

New

York

men up and

Whereas

could not perform

the Literary Digest one doctor

women

workers

up the slack and
prior to the

many

did at their jobs, the wartime labor shortage caused
In

in

public junk heap."^^^

extra hours at new, formerly male, jobs.

in this attitudeJ'^^

fit

editors called for an

"individualistic style of using

As men went overseas, women were expected

men

The

men

that the national security, and indeed
the general

The war emergency returned

work

is

war

of the tasks that

some

modification

recommended how

page 604.
"The Hours of Work and the Efficiency of Labor,"

New

Republic 9-10

(November 1916-April 1917): 37-38.
Maurine Weiner Greenwald, Women. War, and Work (Westport, CT:
.

Greenwood

Press, 1980).
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women

could

make themselves more

fit

for formerly

are to be forced into railway
service by the

male jobs.

demands

Standpoint."
"build

the

in

in

for the

women employees

in

order to range

same vocations." Women applying

instruction

Army

in

.

.

.

in

a

Kane, would have to

Dr.

them on par

work involving

for

physical exertion should be "examined
for physical fitness

men

Kane

have

Railway Service as Viewed From a
Surgical

The railway surgeon, pronounced

up and masculinize

men

with

"Women

entitled,

women

of war, they will

to be masculinized to a
certain extent," wrote Dr. E.
O'Neill

pamphlet

"If

much

as enlisted

[and should be] put under physical training
and given

hygiene for a sufficient period to bring

their constitution

and

musculature up to the highest standard. "^"^^

Tensions developed between government

women's

patriotic

duty to overtime work and reformers

the security of the nation

keep

women

war

effort

women

into factory hands. "^^^

linked

who warned

that

Waste

loss of
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"The Waste

thousands of men

women

labor.

Women's

of Overwork,"

1917): 210.

article,

and young

girls

As production demands

had to endure long hours of

Pauline Goldmark, "The

an

In

Goldmark reviewed how the

Dr. E. O'Neill Kane, "Surgical View of
Literarv Dicest 57 (April 13, 1918): 21.
^'^^

who

time of war depended on an eight-hour day to

caused "the sudden conversion of

by the thousands
increased,

in

healthy and therefore able to work.

of Overwork," Pauline
to the

officials

Although "the fervor

Fitness for War-Work,"

The Independent 28
.

(April

Of patriotism sustained the
workers through the

first

overwork soon became evident.
Goldmark noted
the "waste of overwork," and

and

women

mistake.

women
would

workers.

Indeed,

if

now

demands,

the poison of fatigue cursed
both
to

to

its

at

all

Goldmark asserted, many workers would not
even make

Goldmark quoted Florence

Kelley

who

that

women would become

permanently injured during the war emergency
workers. Young

emphasized
labored.

Women's

"we

are

in

in

and

danger of

wartime and

War

pay.^'*"

overfatigued and

did not apply to

all

women

Christian Association reformers, for example,

different concerns

women,

lowest

143

wrote,

their "health

it

other times. "^'^^

The argument

black

same

wartime production

the industrial goose that lays this Nation's
golden eggs

killing

the

working long hours the general welfare

through the war, because overwork would
eventually sap
vigor."

make

men

the government allowed a relaxation
of labor laws and

Perhaps the nation would achieve

but, as

of

that England had allowed

She warned the United States not

and children went back

suffer.

months" the effects

when

discussing the hours that black

production demands opened

many

fields of

women

employment

to

yet they remained relegated to entry level positions with the

The Young Women's

Pauline Goldmark, "The

Christian Association

Waste

of Overwork," page

hoped

to

210

144

Report of Miss Mary E. Jackson, March 20-April 15, 1918, page 1,
Sophia Smith Collection. Smith College, Northampton MA, YWCA Papers, Box
25, Folder

1

.

Hereafter cited as SSC. For background on black
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women's work

expand the number and types
Yet they

knew

black

applied for jobs.

women met

"My

Jackson, working

for the

reporting on black

women

most

women,

in

girl

when they

has ventured into the labor world."

Mary

E.

Christian Association and

workers primarily wanted "to reach and develop

She wrote that the "daughters

learn the A,B,C, of

her estimation, had

little

it

all."

In

of America's

other words, black

"industrial training" in the

and needed "special treatment" on how

Though Jackson

women.

work with you," was the common

Young Women's

girl."

must

loyal citizens

with racist discrimination

help will not

response "when the colored

the colored industrial

of industrial occupations for black

to get

work world

and then secure

jobs.^'^^

certainly cared about the welfare of black

women,

her concerns differed dramatically from concerns about the welfare
of white

women. She never expressed apprehension

women

over the number of hours black

worked. Nor did she argue that black

women were

weaker than men, and therefore more susceptible

physically

to overfatigue.

Jackson

never raised the issue of a possible threat to the general welfare caused

from the overwork and therefore poor health of black women. She

did not

during World War
see Jacqueline Jones, Labor of Love. Labor of Sorrow
(New York: Basic Books, 1 985), especially chapter 5, "To Get Out of this Land
of Sufring: Black Women Migrants to the North," pages 152-195 and Paula
Giddings, When and Where Enter: The Impact of Black Women on Race and
Sex in America (New York: Bantam Books, 1984), especially chapter 8, "Cusp
of a New Era," pages 135-152.
I

.

I

.

^"^^

Report of Miss Mary E. Jackson, March 20-April 15, 1918, page
YWCA Papers, Box 25, Folder 1.
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1

,

SSC

.

discuss the possibility that
over-fatigue

among

women

black

could

jeopardize the health of future black
mothers and hurt the strength and
vigor
of the race.

Clearly Jackson did not contemplate
connections

general welfare and black

women

workers.

On

between the

the contrary, she took for

granted that the community, or the
general welfare, could best be
served by
ensuring that black

women

had jobs.

Instead of worrying about long
hours

of labor, Jackson justifiably
castigated those employers

tendency
reformers
black

to lower
tried to

wages

in

ban white

women would work

the day.

employing colored women. "^^^

women

the night shifts while white

women

time, other reformers constantly

a "slight

Whereas

from night work, Jackson assumed
that

women worked

She noted how black women produced an
average

shells a night than white

women

who had

of

"1500 more

loaded during the day."^^' At the

warned against the night work

and badgered the government

to label

during

same

of white

any night work an emergency

exception to the law.

Jackson's discussion of black

women

from the other reformers' treatment of white
believed that she had black

women's

and work differed dramatically

women

and work. She

best interests at heart, and "stressed

the far reaching importance of protecting the colored

woman

against ... her

Report of Miss Mary E. Jackson, March 20-April 15, 1918, page
YWCA Papers, Box 25 Folder 1.
^"^^

Folder

1

,

SSC

Report of Miss Mary Jackson, March 20-April 15, 1918, SSC, Box 25
1

,

page

5.
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own

ignorance, exploitation of en^ployers,
and prejudices of white co-

workers."
with

it

"The growing number of colored

an ever-increasing responsibility

protection/--

women

focused on

how

when many

new

women

they were secondary problems

as strong, hard

continued to work

less pay, night
for black

and

trades, reformers writing about

reformers were lobbying to get white

Jackson wrote of long hours,

due time, but

for their housing, recreation,

long hours of labor threatened

and the race. Furthermore, black
time

entering industry carries

Whereas Jackson depicted black women

working, resourceful, and ready to learn

white

girls

work, and

women,

men

motherhood
in

cellars at a

out of cellars.

work, as

cellar

if

that should be eliminated

certainly did not warrant excluding black

women

in

from these

jobs.

World War

I

production demands gave

opportunity to enter high paying,
ideology that identified

overpower

women

skilled,

women

an unprecedented

formerly male jobs.

Yet the gender

as wives and mothers continued to

their identification as

competent workers. Because reformers

feared that the war emergency would abolish

women's

they promulgated arguments that

to their biology.

tied

women

protective legislation,

Indeed, this

rhetoric continued to thrive well into the twenties.

Report of Mary E. Jackson to the War Work Council, City Committee
and Industrial Committee, November 25, 1918, page 1, SSC, YWCA Papers,

Box 25 Folder

1.
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Americans continued
motherhood.

women

to think of

1924, Governor Alfred

In

E.

primarily

Smith of

desire to bring [the forty-eight
hour week] about

theory of the conservation of the
public health.

and vigorous race we must look

to

it

is

If

New

terms of

in

York declared, "The

predicated upon the

we

are to have a healthy

by law for the protection of the
future

mothers of the State ... Men take care
of themselves.

Women

and children

ask for assistance from the State."^^^
Even the Women's Bureau
centered their discussion of

motherhood.

In

women

and hours of labor within the context
of

an address before the

Secretary of Labor James

L.

Women's

Industrial

Conference,

Davis stated,

am

forever and unalterably opposed to the
employment of
such manner as will destroy or even endanger
their future
I

1926

in

women

in

any

motherhood
Wherever we see women at work we must think of
them in terms of
motherhood
Eight hours is enough for work ... Do this
much for
women, and you will leave untouched the danger to the
present age, this
increasing loss of the distinction between
manliness and true femininity.
.

As

this

arguments

.

.

chapter has demonstrated, reformers bolstered their

for the

entrance of the state into capital-labor relations through

ideologies of gender.
legislation

They advocated, and indeed constructed,

on a gender-specific

exclusive, rather than inclusive.

^"^^

"Governor Makes Appeal

labor

basis, thus rendering the legislation

This uncovers the process by which gender

for

Women," New York Times

.

April 8,

1924

SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 96, Folder 121.
150

United States Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, January 18,
1926, Address of Secretary of Labor James L. Davis, page 6. SSC Mary Van
Kleeck Papers, Box 71 Folder 1117.
,

,
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assumptions can construct

social,

economic, and

political policy.

based on assumptions about male
and female economic and

harm those men and women who do
not
results accrued

perspective

which

we

fit

the stereotype.

Legislation

social roles

The negative

from allowing gender assumptions
to shape one's

become

explore

in

clear

in

the debates over

minimum wage

the next chapter.

I
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can

legislation,

CHAPTER

3

MOTHER'S HEALTH, DAUGHTER'S VIRTUE,
AND FATHER'S FAMILY:
GENDER, CLASS AND THE MINIMUM

At the same time that reformers,

particularly

WAGE

from the National

Consumers' League and the Women's Trade
Union League, lobbied
legislatures to pass hours laws, they
also realized that

laws to actually improve the quality of
disturbing fact that most
eight dollars a

week

in

In

wage

in

75%

their efforts to gain

1912, Massachusetts passed

Ohio legislature gained the
workers.

Indeed, they noted the

receiving less than six dollars.^

had witnessed some success
legislation.

women needed wage

received less than a living wage.

1915, reports showed that

50%

less than that, with

women

their lives.

state

right to set

a

of

women

Still,

Set at

earned

reformers

minimum wage

minimum wage law and

minimum wage standards

for

the

all

Over the next two years, Utah and Arkansas passed minimum

laws, and eight other states created

minimum wage boards and

Commons and John B. Andrews, Principles of Labor Legislation
(4th rev. ed., New York: Harper & Brothers, 1936), page 181.
For
documentation that women did not earn living wages see. United States.
Congress. Senate. Report on the Condition of Women and Child Wage Earners
^

John

R.

.

in

the United States

.

9:

23-27.
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commissions.^ Between 1915 and
1917 three more states passed wage

Then

laws.

workers

in

An

1918, Congress passed a minimum
wage law

in

for

women

the District of Columbia.^

analysis of reformers' opinions
supporting

men and women
minimum wage

minimum wages

as well as two United States
Supreme Court

cases, Stettler v 0>lara and
Adkins v

for

women's

ChMmVsHosmi,

reveals a gendered discourse that
invoked duties of fatherhood and

motherhood.^ Reformers involved with the
cases re-employed the

motherhood argument
successfully

women

that Louis Brandeis and Josephine

the shorter hours case MuNer v Oregon,
this time arguing that

in

needed minimum wages

protect their morality.

married

for

motherhood and

links

fact that

their families did not

to

between inadequate wages and

faced enormous financial responsibilities to their

most working women

The

them

reformers noted that increasing numbers of single
and

Finally,

women

to preserve

Next they emphasized that low wages threatened

daughters' virtue, highlighting
prostitution.

Goldmark had used

did not

make enough

many women made
fit

kin,

yet

to support themselves.

lifelong

economic contributions

well with the maternalist discourse.

to

Reformers

2

Judith Baer, The Chains of Protection: The Judicial Response
to Women's
Labor Legislation, (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1978), page 74.
National

Conference Board, Minimum
Massachusetts (New York: NICB, Inc., 1927), pages 3,
Industrial

.

'

Stettler v

US 525

Wage

Legislation

in

9.

Q'Hara 243 US 629 (1917), Adkins v Children's Hosnital 261

(1923).
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employed an

essentialist

view of motherhood that focused
on woman's

maternal and nurturing qualities and
did not account

for class.

A

close

reading of the briefs for Stettler,
and particularly Adkins, reveals
that

reformers failed to effectively integrate
this emerging economic
trend into
their

arguments because they could not see the
contradictions between

concept of motherhood as

primarily nurturing,

and

their

a working-class

conception of motherhood that included an
economic component. Thus,
this

chapter uncovers the existence of competing
gender ideologies and

argues that reformers'

inability to

understand the working-class version of

motherhood prevented them from arguing more

minimum wage

forcefully for

women's

legislation.^

Sybil Lipschultz found that feminists in
the 1920s, especially from the
League of
Voters and the National Women's Party, rejected the
Muller
line of argument in favor of "industrial
equality," the idea that women needed
legislation to make them more equal to men. In
"Workers,

Women

Wives, and Mothers-

The Problem of Minimum Wage Laws in Early Twentieth
Century America "
(PhD diss.. University of Pennsylvania, 1986) and "In
Defense of Industrial
Equality: Feminism and the Supreme Court in the
Twenties," Legal History
Program Workinq Papers series 2, Institute for Legal Studies,
University of
Wisconsin, Madison Law School, October 1988.
The male and female
,

reformers

in

this study, writing especially in the nineteen-teens

never fully
rejected the Muller argument, which led to problems when they
had to confront
how many women worked through their childbearing years and beyond.
William O'Neill called the female reformers who put economic justice
before
formal equality "social feminists." In Everyone Was Brave: The Rise and Fall
of Feminism in America. (Chicago: Quadrangle Books, 1969).
J. Stanley
Lemons, The Wom an Citizen: Social Feminism in the 1920s (Urbana:
.

University of

Press, 1973), used O'Neill's term to distinguish between
those feminists concerned primarily with suffrage and those social feminists
who supported suffrage but focused on social reform. Nancy F. Cott, The
Grounding of Modern Feminism (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987),
Illinois

.

provides a more complex understanding of the divisions
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among

feminists.

Central to reformers' gender
ideology, and therefore to their
efforts to
gain nnininnunn
explicit, that

debilitating

wage

if

men earned

waged

minimum wage.
living

wage

for

was

legislation,

labor.

the assurrnption both implicit
and

wage women

a family

Reformers, for example, never
advocated a

Instead they championed a family

women. The

wage

family

should earn enough money to support

assumed

that

could be freed from

women

ideal

wage

assumed
The

his family.

for

men and

that the

living

flat

a

husband

wage

ideal

only supported themselves and quit
work upon

marriage.^ This assumption belied reality
since both single and married

women
family

often faced financial conditions similar
to men.

wage

for

men and

a living

wage

for

women

In calling for a

reformers remained

within the parameters of the traditional
ideology of family.
highlight the fact that

argued that

many working women had

women needed

in

the transition period of the 1920s.

term social feminism

to support families they

decent wages to protect them from immorality

and to assure future healthy motherhood, which

especially

Nancy

in

F.

turn

would secure the

Also see her critique of the

Cott, "What's
'Social Feminism': or, Expanding the Vocabulary of
in

Rather than

Name? The Limits of
Women's History," Journal
in

a

of Americ an History 76, 3 (December 1989): 809-829.

Maurine Weiner Greenwald, "Working-Class Feminism and the Family
Wage Ideal: The Seattle Debate on Married Women's Right to Work, 19141920," Journal of American History 76, 1, (June 1989): 1 1 8-1 49; Martha
May, "Bread Before Roses: American Workingmen, Labor Unions, and the
Family Wage," in Ruth Milkman, ed.. Women. Work, and Protest: A Century of
U.S. Women's Labor History. (Boston: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1 985), pages
^

.

1-21.
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future of the nation.

wage because
Advocating

women

They implied

that only

women

fathers and husbands took care
of

a living

wage

for

women

all

living

alone needed a

other

women.

ignored the fact that

many working

had dependents. Clearly, the poorest
working men could not

support their families, and

compelled wives and daughters to earn

this

wages.
Reformers favored minimum wages

remained cautious when

for

all

calling for state action

workers.

on behalf of men.^ For

example, when discussing the merits of minimum
wages
that while legislation

management

was

the ideal,

negotiation than

comfortable and

justified in

assumption that

all

Yet they

for

men had more success

women.

demanding

men

they noted

with union-

contrast, reformers felt

In

legislation for

women would someday

women

workers. The

leave the workforce to bear

children and care for their families led reformers
to see legislation, as

opposed

^

to unionization, as the

most expedient means of gaining decent

See William Forbath, Law and the Shaping of the American Labor

Movement, (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1991), who describes
the power of the state and court-made law to withhold progressive legislation
from workers. Also see Christopher Tomlins, The State and the Unions: Labor
Relati ons, Law, and the Organized Labor Movement in America. 1880-1960.
(Cambridge, MA: Cambridge University Press, 1985, who shows how organized
labor had to adapt its structure to combat government and business
bureaucracies.

see Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work: A History of
Wage-Earning Women in the United States (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1982), page 207, who points out that during the teens "leading proponents of
special legislation" including Lillian Wald, Florence Kelley, Mary Van Kleeck, and
Mary Anderson also supported labor legislation for all workers.
Finally,

.
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wages. They focused on women's
domestic
workers, to justify state action.
legislation as their

roles, rather

Hence reformers saw women's wage

immediate concern, yet made

secured women's labor laws, they
would argue

Arguments about minimum wages
about gender

roles.

than their role as

it

for

clear that

men's

legislation too.«

reflected stereotypical attitudes

Reformers discussed men's minimum wages

the financial requirements necessary
to provide for a family.

discussing

women's wages they addressed two

they focused on young, single

women

themselves while they worked

in

left their

common enough

terms of

When

different scenarios.

who needed

workers

in

First,

to support

the interim period between the time they

house and entered

fathers'

once they

their

husbands' house.

to arouse concern, both single

Less often, but

and married

women

had to

support dependents. Here, reformers' arguments become
blurred. They

wrote of

women who

needed wages

sufficient to support

themselves as

well as their aged parents, husbands, and children,
but never proposed that

women

receive a family wage.

Reformers believed that working class families should be able to
comfortably on the income of the male breadwinner.

See Kathryn

Kish-Sklar, "Hull

Women

House

in

It

was

the 1890s:

live

not that they

A Community

of

Reformers", Signs 10 (1984-1985): 658-677. It is ironic that the
same argument was used in the 1860s when reformers divided over securing
the vote for newly freed black male slaves, versus gaining the vote for all
blacks and all women. With the passage of the voting rights act for black men
the courthouse doors slammed shut and did not re-open for women until 1 920.
Similarly,

.

minimum wage

legislation did not
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pass for

all

Americans

until

1937.

thought

improper

it

knew

reformers

for

working-class

that unskilled

often life-threatening jobs.

involved
benefits

women

women worked

They

to

have jobs.

at physically

also recognized the time

Rather,

demanding and

consuming

efforts

maintaining a household and believed
children reaped positive

in

when mothers worked

exclusively at home.

Reformers such as

Josephine and Pauline Goldmark, Mary
Van Kleeck, Florence

Kelley, Lillian

Wald, Mary Anderson, Francis Perkins,
Sophonisba Breckenridge, Elizabeth
Beardsley Butler, Elizabeth Brandeis,
John
Brandeis, and Felix Frankfurter believed

wages.^ Since

this could not

to protect the health

spoke

for

women

women when

certainly never thought that their ideas

Here

I

mean

women

they

Louis

should not have to work for

be counted on, they called for a

and morals of

working class

Commons, John Andrews,

living

wage

workers. They believed they

made these

proposals, and

would keep working-class

the drudgery, low pay, and long hours

women

work found

in

in

factories, laundries, and department stores.
Reformers viewed women working
at jobs simply to avoid starvation, eviction,
and sickness as a tragedy
Organizations such as the National Consumers' League,
the Women's Trade

Union League, the American Association

Labor Legislation, the Young
Christian Association, as well as the New York Factory
Investigating
Commission and the Women's Bureau also supported the family wage ideal
and
they used the language of motherhood to support women's
wage legislation.
See the following books for background on the reformers and the
organizations
Mary Anderson, Woman At Work. (Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis
Press, 1951); Josephine Goldmark, Impatient Crusader Urbana:
University of
Illinois Press, 1953); Susan Lehrer, Origins of Protective
Labor Lecislation for
for

Woman's

:

.

Women, 1905-1925, (New

York: SUNY Press, 1987); Nancy Schrom Dye, As
Equal and As Sisters, (Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press,
1980);
Meredith Tax, The Rising of the Women (New York: Monthly Review Press',
1980); and Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work
.

.
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an

inferior or

dependent relationship

good wages would allow women

vis-a-vis

men. Instead they argued that

to maintain their health

and keep them

clear of moral clangers.

Reformers

spoke

in

who

linked

the interests of

They attempted

minimum wages with

women who worked

who

at jobs very

traditional family.

1930 asked what was meant by

in

the term "var[ied] with our shifting
standards of
specifics: "needs

reasonable

life

.

.

.

.

.

.

health

morals

few enjoyed.

work and wages from the perspective

to analyze

working class within the context of the
example,

protection believed they

.

.

.

.

.

.

welfare

.

.

.

Victor Morris, for

a "living

life."

of the

wage," believed

He included some

comforts

.

.

.

conditions of

decent maintenance [and] conditions

consistent with welfare. "^° Without context
these words appear to have

no gender
different
for

role specificity.

Yet as

we

shall see,

each word meant something

depending on whether the discussion concerned minimum
wages

women

or

men.

Indeed, gender ideology played a determinant role
labor legislation.

in

attitudes toward

For example, even though the courts, business, and the

American Federation of Labor disagreed on most aspects of the
relationship, they

^°

(New

all

capital-labor

found the idea of state intervention on behalf of

Victor P. Morris, Oregon's Experience With Minimum
York: Columbia University Press, 1930), page 83.
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Wage

Legislation

.

workmen's wages
Clark,

who wrote

inconsistent with

manhood - According

study on minimum wages

a

Statistics, "[l]n this country
not only

is

for the U.S.

there no general

to Lindley D.

Bureau of Labor

demand

for

laws

applicable to adult males, but the
general feeling, and particularly
the opinion
of organized labor,
application to

is

women

against the extension of the
principle beyond

and young people."^^

Mitchell noted, "Here, regarding

its

In

reference to

its

women John

especial wards, the state might
prescribe

extraordinary protective measures."^^
Mitchell even advocated shutting

down

industries that failed "to pay

[women]

adult males

- independent

and defending

lightly.

sufficiently high to enable

to live healthy and normal lives."^^

not need a state-granted minimum

rights

wages

citizens,

their interests.

In his

view working men

wage because they were,

did

"able-bodied

capable as a class of maintaining their

The wardship of the law touches them

"^^

William E. Forbath explains how the courts
pushed the American
Federation of Labor into an anti-state position. In Law
and the Shaping of the
American Labor Movement pages 37-38, 96. Also see Christopher
Tomlins
The State and the Unions
,

,

Lindley

D.

Clark,

Minimum-Waae

Laws

of

the

United

States

.

(Washington: Government Printing Office, 1921), page 12.
1

3

John

Mitchell,

The Wage Earner and

his

Problems

.

(Washington, D C

P.S. Ridsdale, 1913), page 99.
^'^

John

Mitchell,

The Wage Earner and

His Problems

John

Mitchell,

The Wage Earner and

His Problems

128

,

,

page 104.
page 99.

•

Economist Robert Bruere,
however, had
question of minimun.

wage would
from the

legislation for

"for the first time

level of a

open market,

wage

in

a different

men.

He argued

American history

commodity, subject

like

.

in

the

when he

defined

manhood

terms of the freedom of contract
ideology, Bruere instead

and unskilled

jobs.

who worked

at semi-

Mitchell's concentration on the
rights of male

citizens paid no attention to
class.

In

contrast, Bruere focused on a
class-

conscious "industrial citizenship" that
took
inequalities

raise [the worker]

Whereas John

focused on the majority of
non-unionized male workers
skilled

that a guaranteed

beef and pork to higgling

Mitchell referred to the privileged,
skilled worker
in

.

.

to the rank of industrial
citizenship.-

and Citizenship

approach to the

into

account economic

between workers and employers.

Instead of focusing on potential class
conflict. Father John A. Ryan, a

Catholic priest and avid

emphasized the

spokesman

social responsibility of

man." Yet he also believed
"personal living wage" for

any

rightly

members

in

adequately the result

is

if

legislation

employers to the

traditional

women, and

ordered society the father

of the family;

minimum wage

for

is

gender

roles.

a "family living

ideal of the "family

He

called for a

wage"

for

the natural provider for

he lacks the means of performing

pauperism, crime and other social

this

evils.

all

men.

"In

the

duty

Hence the

Robert W. Bruere, "The Meaning of the Minimum Wage,"
Harper
Magazine 132 (1915-1916): 276.
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laborer

who

is

the head of the family ought
to receive compensator,

sufficient for the

.

.

maintenance of

.

further, arguing that

employers had

his

to

wife and children.-

pay "a family Living

adult male laborer, whether
he intends to marry or not."
legislation for

He asserted,
conditions of
of a family."

men

as men, but rather for

Wage

He

to every

did not propose

as actual or potential fathers.

"rights are to be interpreted
according to the average

human

life,

He feared

and these suppose the laborer

that

if

it

laborers less than a family Living

engage these

men

Ryan went

to

become

became morally acceptable

Wage

[then employers]

"to

would

the head

pay single
strive to

exclusively, and perhaps to exact a
promise that they should

not marry. Thus a premium would
be placed on a very undesirable kind
of
celibacy. "^^

Henry Abrahams, Secretary of the Boston
Central Labor Union, also

couched

his

arguments

for

minimum wages

for

needs, but he added a consumerist dimension.
as one "which
children,

will

and to

lay

in

terms of family

He defined the

family

wage

enable the worker to support himself, his wife,
and their

by something

put a musical instrument

in

John A. Ryan, A
1912), page 1 1 5.
John A. Ryan, A

for old age.

The minimum wage would

every worker's home, books on his shelves, and

17

18

men

Living

Living

Wage, (New York: The Macmillan Company,

Waoe page
.
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120.

years of age, and would tear

When

down

the slums and erect

homes.-

Louise Bolard More and
Robert Coit Chapin conducted
their

studies Of family budgets
they "assumed that the
father's

cover a family's expenses,
and they

men on

the grounds that

family on that

Bryn

Mawr

income.-

it

was

raising a family

is

alone supplies the

make

is

a

for

Gwendolyn Salisbury Hughes, from

most Americans agreed that "although

the joint responsibility of
husband and wife, the husband

money income."- Economist

Scott Nearing said,
a family

looked upon as the basic social
institution.

home, and having made

it,

wage. The

Each man

is

expected to

to earn a living sufficient to allow
the

wife to devote her time and energy
to the care of the

fnr
for

low wages

implicitly criticized the

"Under the present system, a man's
wage must be

home

to

patently impossible for him
to support a

Professor

College, found that

wage ought

home and

of the

"Minimum Wage Symposium," American A..nri.tinn

K
Labor
Legislation, (New York: AALL, 1913),
1

v. 3,

page 105.

'°

Louise Bolard More, Wage-Earners' Rudoets. A Study
of standard. .nH
Cost of Living in New York City (New York:
Holt & Co., 1907). Robert Coit
X^P'^' The Standard of Li ving Am o no Workinnmpn ^s Families in Mpw Vr^ri.
(New York: Charities Publication Committee, Russell
Sage Foundation
,

in

Gwendolyn Salisbury Hughes, Mothers in Industrv: Wag e Earninn MothPr.
Philadelphia (New York: New Republic, Inc.,
1925), page 9. For a similar
,

opinion see the testimony of Dr.

Woods

Hutchinson.

New

York Factory

Investigating Commission, Preliminarv Report (Albany,
NY: Argus

1912), vol. 2, page 540.
131

Co

Printers

children.- Sophonisba
Breckenridge of the University
of Chicago
der^anded a "living wage for r.en"
to enable him to support
a tardily of
23

five.

Reformers based
sentiments.

One woman woefully remarked

that rather than

moving toward

worsened and she feared
to

Chicago's innm,grant corr^munities
echoed similar

in

able to

work

the

illinois^taats,Ze^

wage, economic conditions had

that "In the fight for existence,

work harder and harder

JemshComm

a family

in

to feed his wife

and

man

children."^'^

In

will

be forced

The

Daily

another contributor remarked that
while Jewish wives are

for

wages while

also "raising children and taking
care of a

house," they did not do so "for the
sake of pleasure or happiness
privation,

and hunger drives them

Many

employed

are

When husbands

to

.

.

.

.

other work because their husbands earn
too

in

could not bring

dished out

in

.

Want,

do other things than housekeeping.

home

a family

little."

wage and wives had

"the children [were] not brought up as
properly as they should be

was] food

.

.

work

to

.

.

[nor

proper time or proper manner. "^^

Scott Nearing, "The Adequacy of American
Wages," Annals of the
American Academv of Political and Social Sriencp 59
(1915): 111-112.

Sophonisba Breckenridge,

Woman

Citizen (January 27,
Lehrer, O rigins of Protective Labor Legislation for

Women

1

923):

1

2.

Found

page 103.

"Opinions of Women on the Suffrage Movement," Illinois Staats-Zeitung
February 26, 1914, Chicago Historical Society, Foreign Lanquaoe
Press Survey

H D 2d

(1),

page

.

.

1.

Daily Jewish Courier, July 8, 1912, Chicago Historical
Society, Foreign

Language Press Survey

.

IK

-

II

A

2.

pages

132

1-4.

Although reformers wished
tha,
Wives and children
linked the family

at

home,

wage

for

was

this

men

rr,en

far

earned enough ,o keep their

from the

with an end to child labor.

Children entered the workforce
because fathers

many

children and

women

.

life

.

child labor

.

She noted

liying

that

but

wages because they

for jobs in a flooded
market.

wrote, "[Wlhen unskilled fathers
attain a
their families

Florence Keiley

made inadequate wages,

fathers, especially the
unskilled, earned low

competed with

reality.

wage

for the

She

maintenance of

can be more effectiyely minimized
and school

prolonged.

According

to

Susan M. Kingsbury, the Director of
the Carola

Woerishoffer Graduate Department of
Social Economy and Social
Research
at

Bryn

Mawr

College, "the struggle to

industrial families,

is

a failure."-

live

on the husband's wage,

Within the framework of the family

debates reformers' efforts to secure

legislation for

on young, single women, who, reformers
claimed,
for a short time as a transition to
marriage.

women

women
lived

Instead, they belabored the point that

Kingsbury, "Relation of

Women

American Sociological Society,

to

vol.

wage

remained focused

and worked alone

overlooked this

fact.

young working women needed wages

Florence Keiley, "Minimum-Wage Laws," Journal of
(1912): 1009-1010.

Hughes, Mothers

most

Although most single working

lived with their parents or other kin,
reformers

" Gwendolyn

in

Political

Frnnnmy on

page 13. See also Susan M
Industry," Papers and Proceedings of the
XV, pages 141-158.
In lnfi..<:try
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sufficient to survive their working
stint with their health

They concentrated on the image

of the helpless working

and
girl

r^orality intact.
"adrift,"

perhaps hoping to gain sympathy
from legislatures and courts.^^
It

to

is

ironic that reformers'

domestic service and

concern

for

agricultural work.

female workers did not extend

These two jobs employed the

most women, yet reformers ignored
them when

within the confines of private

directed their employees.

waged

labor because

may have
bucolic,

came

to labor

They considered domestic work "protected"
because work

legislation.^^

went on

it

ignored

it

homes where female employers

Domestic work also seemed an anomaly to
other

was

women's

women's

essentially

"natural" work.

work because

agricultural

of

its

Reformers

supposed

and therefore, harmless nature, but also
because most reformers

concentrated their work

in

northern

Reformers thus framed

their

cities.

arguments

within the context of protection and preservation
evils of public

life,

minimum wage
thought of

it

and preserve her

as essential to

many

women's minimum wages

for

--

protect her from the

motherhood. Rather than seeing the

for

working-class families, reformers

as a protective barrier that kept young

women

from winding up

Wage-Earning Women: Industrial Work and Familv Life in
the United States. 1900-1930. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1 979) and
Joanne Meyerowitz, Women Adrift: Independent Wage Earners in Chicago.
1880-1930. (Chicago: University Press of Chicago, 1988).
Leslie Tentler,

Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to

Work page 188.
,
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in

dangerous places and compromising circumstances. Henry Abrahams,

women would

perhaps fearing that young
assistance asked, "Shall

we demand

which

enough

will

something

not give a
in

girl

that no

asserted that since

still

still

As

live

by

for

publicizing the plight of

in

legislation for

women.

many

it

came

strategies

In their

to litigation, the

in their

efforts to

pro-minimum wage

blurred the distinction

between

single

women

in

and married working women, focusing instead on gender

inequalities

all

.

The National Consumers' League

and perhaps the major player when

arguments they sometimes

of

.

independently for a long time,

a major force

National Consumers' League embraced

transition

.

focused on protecting women, he also

some women might

articulated similar sentiments.

promote labor

be permitted

have something to pay

protective legislation must be provided.

women

shall

for

literature?"^"

Although Abrahams

working

wage

men

to pay her board, clothe herself, lay

case of sickness, and

amusements and

look to unscrupulous

in

the work place. They asserted that employers took advantage

working women. Not only

did

employers

fail

to

pay single

women

a

Henry Abrahams, "Minimum Wage Symposium," American Association
Labor Lecislation page 106.
^°

for

.

Josephine Goldmark, Impatient Crusader pages 51, 53, 57, 59, 132,

142.
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subsistence level wage, they forbade
any discussion of
of the "entire lack of uniformity

in

rates paid

wage

rates

because

among establishments."-

The National Consumers' League
focused on the gender-specific
stereotypes that employers applied
to
with paying
skill

women

less than

women

men because "women

[and were] comparatively inefficient."

worked

workers.

"in

the lower level of trades."^^

in

In rebuttal,

many

married

the

women

faced the "pressure of domestic duties
outside of work

hours [which was] a drain on

worked only

women

and therefore tended not to

National Consumers' League called
attention to the

who worked and

lack[ed] training and

Employers argued that

"for a short time previous to
marriage,"

organize and remained

Employers got away

transition

vitality."^^

Rather than assume

women

from father to husband, the National Consumers'

League argued that married

women

also

worked and since

their

husbands'

jobs often "tied [them] to a particular place"
they were "immobile and this

often compels [women] to accept a low
in

wage because

it

the place." The National asserted that although most

is all

that

is

women were

offered

not

Victor P. Morris, Oregon's E xperience With Minimum Wage Leg islation
page 52. Morris cited studies conducted in Oregon, Massachusetts, and New
York that found women were paid different wages for identical jobs,
54-

pages

55, 56, 57, 63.
Victor P. Morris, Oregon's Experience With
page 57.

Minimum Wage

Legislation

,

Victor P. Morris, Oregon's Experience With
page 56.

Minimum Wage

Legislation

,
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the primary breadwinners,
for

many

did

have "dependents who

rel[iedl

on them

sustenance. "^^

The National Consumers' League played
terms of labor

legislation debates.

a major role

The League,

in

in

particular

setting the

members

Florence Kelley and Josephine Goldmark,
had originally asked Brandeis to
represent their position
all

in

court.

The League

also directed the research for

the Brandeis briefs concerning shorter
hours legislation.

With the

League's backing, Josephine Goldmark also
figured prominently
discourse over

women's minimum wages. Her

position

Consumers' League afforded her the opportunity
inadequate wages

for

women. She and Harvard lawyer

that had established an Industrial Welfare

authority to set

minors.
Elmira

maximum

the

the National

to publicize the hazards of

teamed up before the United States Supreme Court

1913 law

in

in

Felix Frankfurter

to support Oregon's

Commission with the

hours and minimum wages for

women

and

Portland factory owner, Frank Stettler, and one of his
employees,

Simpson

filed a suit

could not afford to pay

his

against the law.

Stettler

complained that he

workers any higher wages and

female employees did not deserve a higher wage.

further, that the

Simpson declared that

Victor P. Morris found that the average woman needed at least $10.00
a week to survive, while the average woman made $8.20.
In, Oregon's

Experience With Minimum

Wage

Legislation

137

,

pages 33, 51-57.

She received sufficient
wages. She feared ,ha,

pay higher wages she would
Goldr^ark had

wage

legislation.

women

,or.g

She

if

,.e state forced Ste.tler
to

lose her job.^^

been considering the issue
of women's

clearly

saw

the assurance of decent

as a general welfare concern.

On

Commission that the

Physical, moral and

"evils of

women

contributing factors.

And while they

"it is

inevitably

When wages

human needs, temptation

is

Goldmark and Frankfurter
argument. They believed the

36

37

more

filed

Commission,

of

women's

vol.

New
II,

brief

York

vol

Fourth

II,

to live" with

one of the most important

minimum wages
minimum wage

,

this

Report

page 703.
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for

women. They

in Stettler

v O'Hara

.

page 91.

(Albany: JB Lyons Co.,

NYFIC, 4th Report,

connect "the

gave an economic and social context
to

right to a

.

and

readily yielded to."^"

Hereafter cited as NYFIC.
38

did not directly

sick,

an 800 page brief that supported

Judith Baer, Chains of Protection
State

fold:

are too low to supply nourishment
and

the question of the constitutionality
of
to establish

York Factory

became weak and

and the consequent struggle

prostitution, they asserted

hoped

New

low wages ... are three

to cut back on food,

could not afford health care.

other

for

economic"," Women's health
suffered from low

wages because they had

under-payment of

wages

behalf of the National
Consumers'

League, Goldmark and Florence
Kelley argued before the
investigating

rrrinimur.

of

the

Factory

Printers,

1915),

Investigating

page 702

-lying on .he precedent,
established

shorter hours laws,
that the state

in

specific political, econon^ic,
and social responsibilities
to themselves, their
families,

question

and the nation. They warned
the court against
considering

vacuo" and presented three
themes that

"in

fate to the prosperity of
the nation.

used so successfully
flours,

in

low wages would be disastrous

threatened

girls

well as those

earnings.

worked

Statistics, of

for pin

meet

who engaged

rarely

money."''

women

women who
in

Finally, Frankfurter

women

Labor

and

all

recalled the

MuUer v Oregon and asserted

argued that low wages forced

that

They

In their

prostitution to

a

to "treat"

them on dates as

supplement

money." According

women who worked

their

1

7,

meager

to the

"only

Bureau of

1-2%

..

.

worked

view the minimum wage law "was
drawn to

wage below

Too many "women

the living level."

beyond "the concern of some underpaid Susie

Bulletin of the

also

Moral depravity

certain definite ascertained public
evils against which

found to be getting

They

and Goldmark presented evidence
confirming

responsibility to furnish safeguards."

table

that just like long

to act immorally.

men

women's

motherhood argument

for future generations.

allowed

for "pin

married

firmly tied

this

U nited S ta tes Bureau

page 33.
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was

the state's

industry were

The problem went

or Lizzie",

of Labor

in

it

and indeed meant

Stati.'^tir.:

nn 182

1916

"grave consequences to the public
health." The threat to the nation
"gave
indubitable grounds for state action.

"'^°

Goldnnark and Frankfurter went before
the United States Supreme

Court having

won

their

case before the Oregon Supreme Court.^^
Thus

they had the Oregon State legislature
and Supreme Court, as well as a
nation-wide community of reformers backing
them.-^^ The facts were clear.

Oregonian
living at

women

received

wages "miserably inadequate

meet the cost

of

the lowest standards consistent with the
maintenance of health and

morals."

Almost

three-fifths of Portland's female industrial

received less than $10.00 a week, which

working

to

woman

could

live

on.

was deemed

the lowest that any

Oregon's legislature called the law a "welfare

act" to "protect the lives and health and morals
of

Mary

workforce

women

and

.

.

.

included

"Do Wages Buy Health? The Oregon Minimum Wage
Case Re-Argued," The Survey (February 3, 1917): 518.
D. Hopkins,

.

Stettler v

261, 141

P.

O'Hara 69 Ore. 519, 139

P.

743; Simpson v O'Hara 70 Ore

158.

The preamble

to

the Oregon

Minimum Wage Act

exemplifies the

concern: "Charged with the responsibility of safeguarding the
State's welfare, the Oregon legislature was confronted with the outstanding
fact that the 'welfare of the State of Oregon required that women and minors
should be protected from conditions of labor which have a pernicious effect on
their health and morals, and inadequate wages and unduly long hours, and
unsanitary conditions of labor have such a pernicious effect." Felix Frankfurter
and Josephine Goldmark, Oregon Minimum Waoe Cases Stettler v O'Hara
Simpson v O'Hara Supreme Court of the United States, October term 1916.
reforrriers'

.

:

.

Defendants in Error upon Re-argument, (New York: Industrial Welfare
Commission, National Consumers' League, 1916), page A10.
Brief for
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hours, conditions, and

wage stipulations.- „ ,3

^^^^^^

Suprenne Court noted, "'Comnnon
belief and 'comn^on
knowledge' are
sufficient to

make

fennale labor as

it

it

palpable and beyond doubt
that the employr^ent of

has been conducted

and has a strong tendency

is

highly detrir^ental to
public morals

to corrupt them.'"*^

For their U.S. Supreme
Court

Goldmark and Frankfurter

brief,

concentrated on health and morality
concerns. They

argument,

citing

relied

on the

hundreds of doctors, factory
inspectors, union

representatives, and social workers
to establish that protecting

meant protecting motherhood, the home,
and
needed an adequate income

ultimately the nation.

level to avoid malnutrition,

conditions, and insufficient medical
care.

the moral dangers that lurked

in

They

the streets.

standards had collapsed and that

"civilized

43

level,

threatened

all

also

Many

life

toward degradation.-^ Reformers argued
that
casual or professional

women

Women

bad housing

needed protection from

people feared that moral

[was] drift[ing] gradually
prostitution,

whether on

a

working women.

Victor P. Morris, Oregon's Experience With

pages 22-23.

~'

Minimum W^^g e

Leoislatinn
^

Minimum Wage

Legislat ion

44

Victor P. Morris, Oregon's Experience With
page 37.
45

Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon
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Minimum Wage

^

Case.g

page A12

'

Goldmark and Frankfurter emphasized the connection
between the

women,"

"health of

"health of the state," and adequate

Borrowing directly from Muller, they wrote, "Health
State

only

.

is

.

.

[When women's

is

has been injured

the foundation of the
industrial

in

work, not

the working efficiency of the community impaired, but
the

deterioration

race

health]

is

wages/^

is

handed down

to succeeding generations.

conditioned upon preserving the health of

of the Republic.

""^^

women,

The health

of the

the future mothers

They quoted the Chief Factory Inspector

of Illinois

who

stressed both the physiological and hereditary detriments of the inadequate

wage.

"It

means

not only the breaking

mothers of our race, and an influence

means

down

physically of the future

to the deterioration of their children,

starvation and undernourishment on the part of those

required to earn their

who wrote

own

living.

""^^

Welfare Legislation for

are

According to Reverend Edwin O'Hara,

Women

and Minors "The physical health
.

and moral character of womanhood are the sine qua non of

The health and morals

who

it

of the race will not rise

social progress.

above the standards

maintained by the mothers of the race. The primary condition of a healthy

Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon

Minimum Wage Cases page

99.

Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon

Minimum Wage Cases page

99.

,

,

Report of the Chief factory Inspector of Illinois, 1915.
Goldmark, Oregon Minimum Wage Cases page 99.
,
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In

Frankfurter and

offspring

is

a healthy

motherhood.-^

the distinction between single working
to highlight the threat that

Goldmark and Frankfurter blurred

women

low wages posed

they believed the courts would

and working mothers

to future mothers.

respond sympathetically to that

in

order

Perhaps
line

of

argument.

Minimum wages would
into the ranks of the

Inspector of

Illinois,

also raise

many women

out of poverty and

working class. According to the Chief Factory

when women had

to rely

on charity

meager incomes they "must necessarily develop

dependency and the undermining

to

supplement

their

a spirit of subserviency

and

of their self-respect, continually resulting

in

the degeneration of the moral fiber not only of themselves
but of the future
generation.

The Inspector acknowledged

that society

recipients lacked the will to succeed and improve their

minimum wage would have

the opposite effect.

It

assumed welfare

lot,

yet a legislated

would enable

women

workers to participate as consumers, which would motivate them to work
harder.

The

wages and

Stettler brief also highlighted the connection

between good

the ability to purchase a wide variety of healthy foods.

Caroline

Rev. Edwin V. O'Hara, Welfare Legislation for Women and Minors
Portland, Oregon, 1912. In Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon Minimum Wage

.

Cases page 104,
,

^°

Report of the Chief factory Inspector of Illinois, 1915.
Goldmark, Oregon Minimum Wage Cases page 99.
,
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In

Frankfurter and

Gleason explained,

"Present efficiency depends
most surely upon a supply

of food sufficient to keep up the
worker's strength.

Future efficiency as a

mother depends upon keeping her
health sound now; efficiency
not only
bear children, but to raise them.
well governed children
their

if

We

cannot expect a race of healthy nor
of

the mothers-to-be are permitted
to

young womanhood.-^ Goldmark and
Frankfurter

York public health
less than a living

officials

wage

who

reported that

they "reduced to a

grow anaemic

also invoked

when women workers

minimum

[items] essential to every normal person's
budget.""

or

dropped

They

workers faced with an inadequate budget tended

working

in

women

order to pay rent."

to

in

New
received

entirely

cited the

United States Public Health Service, whose
authors claimed that

expenditures

to

women

cutback on food

Poor health inevitably resulted

when

could not afford a "sufficient supply of wholesome
food at

a price within her means.

"^'^

Gleason made

it

clear that working

women

Caroline J. Gleason, Report of the Social Survev
Committee of the
Consumers' League of Oregon on the Waces. Hours, and Conditions of Work

and Cost and Standard of

Living of

Women

Wace-Earners in Oregon. With
Portland, Oregon, 1913. In Frankfurter and
Goldmark, Oregon Minimum Wage Cases page 95.
Special Reference to Portland

,

52

Fourth Annual Report of the New York State Factory Investigating
Commission, 1 91 5, v. IV. In Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon Minimum Wage
Cases page 82.
,

"

United States Public Health Service, Bulletin No. 76, March 1916.
Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon Minimum Wages Cases page 80.

In

,

Louise M. Bosworth, The Living Wage of Women Workers 1911.
Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon Minimum Wage Cases page 90.
.

,
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In

who

earned "less than

costs them to

it

live

decently

.

.

.

[broke]

down

in

health from lack of proper
nourishing food and comfortable
lodging quarters,
or are supplementing their

wages by money received from
immoral

iving. "^^

Goldmark and Frankfurter quoted
economist Sophonisba Breckenridge,

who

saw how gender

role stereotyping

women. Americans assumed

that the average

clearly

married, lived

in

a

[of a

to pay every

an "insufficient wage

woman

woman]

in

Breckenridge thought

a

it

She

in

the industrial

her."^^

crucial for state

with legislation.

Given

this

field.

It

is

assumption,

and federal governments

to protect

criticized the United States for its lack
of

but praised other industrialized nations for
their efforts "to prescribe

minimum

earners

single or

the household" gave employers
license

expected that she has men to support

initiative

woman, whether

household supported by a male
breadwinner. The

"customary position

women

framed the employment of

of decency, safety, and healthfulness,
below which

may

its

wage

not be asked to go."^^

Caroline

Gleason,

Report of

Consumers' League of Oregon
Wage Cases page 95.

,

In

he Social Survev Committee of the
Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon Minimum
t

,

Sophonisba Breckenridge quoted in Elizabeth Beardsley Butler,
Women
and the Trades The Pittsburgh Survey, Russell Sage Foundation
Publication,
New York, 1909, pages 345-346. In Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon
Minimum Wage Case.s page 419.
,

.

"

Sophonisba

Breckenridge, "Legislative Control of Women's Work,"
Journal of Political Economy, February, 1906. In Frankfurter and Goldmark,
P.

Oregon Minimum Wage Cases pages 101-102.
,
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Breckenridge

justified legislation in light of
society's

duties and roles along gender lines.

assignment of

Her argument foreshadowed the

"equality versus difference" debate
that, after the passage of the
Nineteenth

Amendment, would

divide feminists and reformers.^^

Feminists

who

favored formal equality (and worked to
pass the Equal Rights Amendment)
for

women

over protective legislation believed that
sexual difference should

have no bearing on

economic, or social policy.

political,

favored protective legislation supported

it

who

Reformers

by highlighting gender difference.

Breckenridge lauded countries that judged "sex differences
and sex
relationships"

when

determining labor legislation.

She believed that properly

written and strictly enforced legislation would protect
not only

women

also the nation from "the improvident, unworkmanlike,
unorganized

who

but

women

are yet the mothers, actual or prospective, of the coming

generation. "^^

Just as reformers

saw

a connection

between underpaid,

and a destitute nation, they also feared that

insufficient

wages

sickly

led

women

some

For background on this debate see, Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the
Politics of History (New York: Columbia University Press, 1988), especially
.

Chapter
the

8,

"The Sears Case," pages 167-177, and Martha Minow, Making

All

Difference
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990), especially the
Introduction, pages 1-16 and Chapter 8, "Problems in Relationship: Today's
Feminism and Yesterday's Progressivism," pages 227-266.
.

Sophonisba

Breckenridge, "Legislative Control of Women's Work,"
Journal of Political Economv February, 1906. In Frankfurter and Goldmark,
P.

.

Oregon Minimum Wage Cases pages 101-102.
,
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women

,o

engage

in

prostitution to

supplement

opinion Of Robert Bruere,
"the emotional appeal

their

much
year

to

Mann Act

After 1910,

into law,

when

President William

women

Howard

which prohibited the transport
of

in

New

York

City, Chicago,

cities

that

had

the single

Taft signed the

women

across state

immoral purposes, the alarming
specter of "white-slave

caught the nation's attention. Major
Hartford,

traffic in

the

In

motherhood

do with the enactment of eight
minimum-wage laws

1913.-

lines for

behal, o,

in

followed the recent revelations
of commercialized

incomes.

traffic-

across the country, including

and Los Angeles established vice

commissions,- Many prominent Americans,
including muckraker Lincoln
Steffens and reformers Jane

the problem and

Addams and

demanded action."

'"^^^

fi^flSSm 1 32 (191

Florence Kelley, called attention
to

Kelley publicized

how some

girls

who

Meaning of the Minimum Wage," Harper' s

5-1 91 6): 276. Adoption of

minimum wage

laws^

1

sTi^

1919 ND, TX, NE

repealed, 1921 TX repealed. 1923 SD,
and Adkins found
unconstitutional. See the National Industrial
Conference Board,
Wane
Legislation in MassachiLsetts (New York:

Mk^U^

NICB,

,

Inc.,

1927), pages 3, 9.

Paul Boyer, Urban Masses and Mor al Order in
America. 1870-1
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1978), pages
191-204.
Lincoln Steffens, The

Shame

q9n

(New York: McClure, Phillips
1904); Jane Addams, A New Con science and an Ancient Fvil
(New York'
Macmillan, 1912); Florence Kelley, "Minimum-Wage
Boards," The American
Journal of Sociology 17, (July 1 91 1 -May 1912): 305-306.
The belief that low
wages caused immorality and led to prostitution extends back
of the Cities

.

to concerns
about early nineteenth century millworkers and continued to alarm
Americans.
See for example, Carroll D. Wright The Working Girls of Bo.ston
(1889; rpt.
New York: Arno & The New York Times Press, 1 969), especially pages 'l 1 81

26,
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worked

in

New

York and Chicago

retail

stores ended up

Reformers recognized former "clerks
and cash

in

prostitution.

on the streets especially

girls"

"after the wholesale dismissals
following the Christmas rush

midsummer
payment

reductions

.

.

.

and the

[Tlhe absence of [work] standards
and the

of less than living wages,"
caused

some young women

to try

prostitution."

Frankfurter and Goldmark

drew on

a great

effort to chronicle the opinions
of reformers

concerning the vice problem. The

New

body of research

in their

and community leaders

brief also included

testimony from the

York Factory Investigating Commission
hearings that examined the

connection between immorality, prostitution,
and low wages.
Elizabeth Beardsley Butler argued

wages

paid to salesgirls

that cannot be ignored."

women employees

in

in

Women

and thP Tr^Hpc that the low

department stores "result[ed]

Many department

store

in

a social problem

owners "assume

secure financial backing from outside relationships, and

knowingly pay wages that are supplementary rather than
wages

enough

to cover the cost of a girl's support."

went without healthy
that

if

that their

As

a result

food, while others tried prostitution.

society continued to permit employers to pay

"

large

some women
Butler asserted

women

less than a

Florence Kelley, "Minimum-Wage Boards," The American Journal of
Sociology 17, (July 1911-May 1912): 305-306.
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wage many would end up

living

the Working
salesgirl

Girl

who

of

New

explained

in

"a personally degrading
life.-

York Lives," Marie

S.

Orenstein interviewed a

how male customers and employees

over the counters, insinuate
[and] make dates."

came

into the stores looking for
girls

coaxed them with promises

engaged

in "illicit

wage might

Anna

relationships."

not assure a

contributory,

if

new

it

"flirt

with you

"[WJhite slave traffickers-

"immediate

need" and then

dire

shoes, and "finery" to

She concluded

girl's virtue,

become

"While a decent

that,

would remove

living

a very strong

not the basic cause. "^^

Garlin Spencer, a contributor
to

such the low wages were
threatened

of food,

in

"How

,n

women's

virtue

The Forum

also believed that

,

"a direct incitement to vice."

and made

"it

easier for

all

Low wages

the

evil

elements that

prey upon ignorance and innocence
and weakness to secure their horrible

maiden

tribute

each year."

In

order to "abolish the traffic

in

womanhood,"

society needed "strictly enforced laws,
better social protection against
harpies

who seduce young

chaperonage of young

girls

girls in

seeking an honest livelihood

exposed occupations

.

.

.

[and]

.

.

.

better

most of

all.

Elizabeth Beardsley Butler, Women and the Trades
Pittsburgh Survey,
Russell Sage Foundation, 1 909. In Frankfurter and Goldmark,
Oregon Minimurr^
.

Wage Cases pages
,

NYFIC, 4th, V

117-118.
IV,

pages 1709-1710.
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greater

under

power on

the part of the average

right conditions

and

Harriet Daniels,

who wrote about

Hospital,

for a living

young

gin to earn her

own

support

wage."^^
the Social Service

summarized the consequences

work

at Bellevue

of prostitution for working

girls.

Factory workers, domestics, and
salesgirls came to the hospital
for

treatment of venereal disease. Others
ended up

in

the maternity ward.

Daniels interviewed the landladies
of these working
"It isn't

how
big

strange that

girls

go wrong. Think of

often they lose their jobs.

Many

how

women who
small their

there

is

wages

are,

are so young, the temptation so,
so

and then you can make more money the
other way

wonder whether

often said,

any difference

for a while.

selling yourself for

$6

a

I

week

often
or $5

a night.

Anna

Garlin Spencer, "Pathology of

(January-June 1912):

Women's Work," The Forum 47

326-327. See NYFIC, 4th Report, 1915. Vol. l'
Appendix III. Memorandum on the Relationship between Low
Wages and the
Vice Problem; Testimony of Walter Weyl in the NYFIC,
1915 vol V, Public
Hearings. In Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon Minimum
Waoe Cases page
122. See also United States Congress. Senate Document 645.
Report on
Condition o f Woman and Child Wage Earners in the US. Vol.
XV. Relation
Between Occupation and criminality of Women pages 93-94. See
also
testimony of Maude E. Miner, Secretary of the New York Probation
and
Protective Association in Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon Minimum
Waoe
Cases, pages 115-117;
The Social Evil in Chicago A Studv of Exi.<;tinn
Conditi ons With Recommendations bv the Vice Commission of
Chicago
Gunthorp-Warren Printing Co., Chicago, 1911. In Frankfurter and Goldmark,
Oregon Minimum Waoe Cases pages 118-119.
,

.

.

,

67

NYFIC, 4th Report,

vol IV,

pages 1709-1710
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In1914

the

New

York Factory Investigating
Cor.r.ission asked

leading reforr^ers to
connr^ent "on the relationship
between low

the vice problem and
imnnorality annong worsen."

asked

how

a living

wage would

While

all

legislation"

was

also

and whether or not they
the proper action to take.

respondents believed that low wages
could lead to prostitution,

they concentrated on establlsh.ng

and the

The Cor^mission

affect this problem

thought "enacting minimum
wage

wages and

inability of fathers to

Dr. Katherine B. Davis,

studied the

life

between young women's immorality

provide for a

wholesome home environment.

Commissioner of Corrections of

histories of over

though she found that

links

all

of the

2,000 prostitutes

women

in

New

New

York

York

City,

City.

Even

lacked an education, worked at

unskilled jobs, and earned low wages,
she linked the decision to enter
prostitution with "low standards of living

in

the family, these standards

being the result of [men's] low wages. "^^

Many respondents

placed blame directly on the father.

Dr.

Abraham

Flexner, the Assistant Secretary of the
General Education Board, stressed

that "prostitution
girl's

.

.

.

would appear

to be connected, not so

wage, as with the wage of her

family income

is

father,

much

with the

and the family income. A low

attended by general economic pressure with the result
that

the children are uneducated, untrained to a skilled
occupation, and exposed

NYFIC, 4th Report, vol I, pages 390-391. Also see the testimony
of
Martha P. Falconer, Superintendent of the Girls' Department of
the Glen Mills

Schools, Sleighon Farms, Darling PA, pages 392-394.
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to temptation

by the conditions under
which they

enjoyment.- George

live

and get

Kneeland, the Director of V.ce
Investigations for

J.

the American Social Hygiene
Association, agreed that the
best

women

out of "professional immorality"

young men and
enable them

wages

in

[to]

fathers of families."

marry early

intact.

mothers might make toward

who
light,

is

in life."

was

able to maintain a

Young men needed

religious instruction

home where he can
will

in

the

give his children

"to

home and

to

for

"[A] father

good

not neglect altogether to give
Girls

air,

and

them

from homes where

their virtue or the part

whose "impulses

wage

Kneeland ignored any contribution
that

wives and mothers." Thus he saw prostitutes
as
bearings and

for

Fathers needed the assurance
of good

and proper guidance."

absent "place no value on

to keep

wage

a family

their daughter's moral upbringing.

proper food and clothing,

way

to ensure a "higher

order to maintain a decent
"standard of living"

keep "moral safeguards"

their

this

is

they are to play as future
girls

who had no

moral

sex expression" were not directed "into

proper and right channels." Kneeland argued
that prostitution resulted from

many

causes, but the best

justice,

way

to eradicate

it

was "through more economic

through education, through a better knowledge of sex

life,

and a

return to the simple yet powerful influences of our
"^°
fathers.

®'

NYFIC, 4th Report,

vol

I,

pages 395-396.

^°

NYFIC, 4th Report, vol
quote page 408. See also pages 397-408.
Testimony of Maud Miner, pages 409-411; testimony of James Bronson
I,

Reynolds, attorney for the American Social Hygiene Association, pages 412-
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Goldmark and Frankfurter included
segments
lnvest,gat,ng

Commission

asked the respondents

to

women, low wages and

in

the Stetto

comment on

prostitution,

women's wages. These

the connection

between working

for the father's family

wage. They

where fathers

rather than addressing the
inadequacy of

experts could not conceiye of
families where

daughters and mothers always worked
to provide a major,

They seem

York Factory

Although the Commission

a middle-class conception
of the family

were the sole breadwinners,

support.

New

everyone shifted emphasis from
the

working woman's wages to the
need
remained focused on

brief.

of the

to have

intermittently, in hard times,

assumed

that the

girls

and

if

not sole family

women worked

and that marriage would generally
deliver them

from waged work.
While Stettler stressed the need
legislation within the context of the

prostitution,

it

for

women's minimum wage

motherhood argument and the

also included statistics that related

contribution to the family income.

Whether

women's

vital

single or married,

fear of

economic

women

increasingly found themselves responsible not
only for themselves, but for
their

aged parents,

demand

a family

invalid

wage

reformers they quoted

for

in

husbands, and children. Yet reformers

women. Goldmark and

failed to

Frankfurter, and the

the brief, concurred that society would benefit

if

413; testimony of Mary K. Simkhovitch, director of Greenwich House in New
York City, pages 414-415; and testimony of Frederick H. Whiten,
General
Secretary of New York's Committee of Fourteen, pages 416-417.
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-en

received a fan^ily

becan^e

decent

reality,

living

wage and

wo^n

reformers stressed that

the family, or of men's
and

The

Sleltler brief

substantial

economic

women's

showed

many

responsib,lities.

economic contributor

reformers' conception of

roles within

that both single

it.

and married

working

money.'" According

women who

practically

all

their

support families

in

live at

wages

to

one study, "Of the 75

either to

which there

for 'pin-money'

and

had

to

women
80 per

work(ed)

cent, of

home, an overwhelming proportion
contribute

is

Edwin O'Hara accused employers
working

women

Federal and state government
studies

"proved that only a negligible
proportion of wage-earning
for 'pin

Un.i, ,ha, goal

should at least receive a

role as a vita,

with

fit

,he work force.

women

wage. Women's emerging

to the worRing-class family
did no,

,ef,

supplement the family income, or to

no male wage earner.""

of telling "threadbare tales
about

girls 'living at

wage." He explained how "the

Reverend

home' not needing

old theory that a

women

a living

woman's wage was merely

supplemental to the family income has lingered
on to the grave

injury of

thousands."'^

Some
women,

71

reformers recognized the growing economic
responsibilities of

reporting that

many women

did support families.

Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon

Minimum Wane

Although they

Ca«;p<;

^^v- Edwin V. O'Hara, A Living Wage bv Lftni.^lminn
1916, pages 20-21. In Frankfurter and Goldmark. Oregon
Cases, page 291
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page 290

Salem, Oregon,
Minimum Wa np

called for
for

wages

to

meet these needs, they never
demanded

women. They seem

to

have been unable

with the gender assumption that
men, not

income.

Frederic C.

Howe, Commissioner

called attention to the reality
that

expect to

live off of

because "society

to reconcile the

women, provided
of Immigration

in

Women

has destroyed

their

needed

a

wage

economic

fact

the primary

New

many working-class women

men's wages.

itself

a family

York

City,

could not

minimum wage,

former status, their former

security. "^^

Other reformers, although never
for

women, were more conscious

explicitly

demanding

themselves as well as family members. This economic
tradition of their

Kleeck documented that many
needs.

She was shocked

regard the low

''^

wages

of working

NYFIC, 4th Report, vol

II,

NYFIC, 4th Report, v

II,

women
reality

supported

was

economic dependence. "^^ Mary Van

women

at "the

wage

of middle-class assumptions about family

economies. Irene Osgood Andrews asserted that many

"beclouded by the

a family

took care of their families' financial

complacency with which many persons

women

.

.

.

[which] ... are a prime cause

page 708.

1915, page 508. "The Relation of Irregular
Employment to the Living Wage for Women," by Irene Osgood Andrews,
Assistant Secretary, American Association for Labor Legislation.
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Of poverty, preventir^g
decent and

which depend wholly
In

or

her study of the bookbinding
trade,

of the burden of [family]
support"
"interested

in

the protection of

living in

thousands of

fell

Van Kleeck found

needed wage

a

man

women

or a

that

workers by wage

legislation

a social

is

woman." Yet she argued

that

received did not cover the economic
responsibilities they faced.

"were either incapacitated or

Van Kleeck
the

wage

.

.

dead and unable

the families' sole

also observed

women

and to home

men." For example,
boys to save

their

life is

if

how

gender

means

role

fathers

of survival.^«

expectations differentiated

She wrote

something quite different from the position of

many

rather than contribute

Women

parents allowed grown

them

to the family

and establishing homes of

"starting out

Mary Van Kleeck.

If

workers with reference to the support of

finances permitted,

wages

soon they would be

women

to contribute to support-

earning responsibilities of male and female
children.

that "the position of
families

.

became

often

menace

more urgently than men because the
wages women

legislation

women's wages

"much

upon women. Van Kleeck was

because they are underpaid workers
and underpayment

whether the worker be

fa milies

upon women's earnings.-^

part

in

wholesome

their

because

own."

the B ookbinding Trade (Philadelphia: Russell
Foundation Publication, 1913), page 86. In Frankfurter and Goldmark,
in

.

Sage
Oregon Minimum Wage Cases pages 141-142.
,

Mary Van Kleeck,

Women

in

Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon

the Bookbinding Trade

Minimum Wage
156

pages 86-87.
Cases pages 141-142.
,

,

In

Eventuanv, boys had ,o establish
their
society expected

was assumed

girls to

go from

own .dependent homes.

their father's to
their

Since

husband's house

they needed no nest egg
for future independent

living.

it

Thus

if

the father had no income,
"the support of the
younger children, the support
Of the mother of the
family or the incapacitated
father fell very largely
upon
the

women

workers."''^

Investigators concluded that
the

•are looked

wages

of girls and

upon as family property."™
Workingwomen

economic need as the compelling
reason
industrial jobs

for gainful

young women

cited family

employment. They took

because they had to support
themselves, "to eke out the

earnings of other members of
the family or because through
accident or

chance the

entire

burden of supporting the family
ha(dl

They worked because
did not earn a family

deserted,

77

women

their fathers or

wage.

solely

Mary Van Kleeck,

Cases page 304^"

In

upon them."

husbands, for one reason or another,

"Women who

are

widowed, divorced or

dependent upon themselves,

girls

whose

fathers

Public Hearings, NYFIC, 4th Report,
vol V 1915
'"^ frankfurter and Goldmark,
Oregon Minimum w.r, ;

Bulletin of the United States

Worrien

fallen

Bureau of Labor Statistics, Number 175
Industry Series: No. 5 December, 1915.
Summary of the Rp pnrt nn
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have died or are

are

ill,

among

this great

army

of workers

no small

in

numbers."''^

As the above testimony shows, some reformers

women's economic
family wage.

did

acknowledge

contribution to the family warranted the

payment

that

of a

Although they moved away from maternalist
arguments, they

continued to struggle with
precluded long-term

demanded women

wage

their middle-class definition of

womanhood

that

earning, and the working-class reality that

earn wages.

They

failed to define

women

as

"breadwinners" or even as workers, even though studies
showed that

working class
their married

women

life.

remained waged laborers

for increasing

amounts

Mary Van Kleeck, however, discussed women's economic

contribution to the family without relying on maternalist
arguments.

discourse on

of

women's minimum wage

Her

legislation represented the radical

end

of this spectrum.

Most reformers, however,

failed to

analyze

women's economic

predicament as astutely as Van Kleeck. Intent on securing minimum wage
legislation for

related

women, they continued

good wages

nation's health.

to

women's

Because they

wage, reformers, perhaps

to

employ maternalist arguments

health, children's health,

failed to claim that

unwittingly, validated

that

and indeed, the

women needed

a family

business's devaluation of

Frankfurter and Goldmark, Oregon Minimum Wage Cases page 301 from
Fourth Report of the new York State Factory Investigating Commission 1915,
Vol. 1. Report of Commission, pages 36-37.
,

,

.
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single

and married wonnen's work by paying
them

restricting

them

women who

to the worst jobs.

needed wages

emphasize the "pernicious

to cover family expenses,
reformers

effect

on

legislation.

Although

support for minimum wages

this

for

many working women needed

.

.

.

continued to receive a

lot

the "public purpose" of

-

When

women,

it

failed to

expose the fact that

family wages.

of attention

in legal

legislation

twelve states, and "proposals

would have

.

Stettler brief so that

and reform journals

wage

in

.

.

New

had been

in

the

case, Adkins v Children\s

Adkins went before the United States Supreme Court

1922 minimum wage

Legislatures of

minimum

popular argument assured widespread

years leading up to the next major minimum
"^Q^P'^^'

tended to

health and morals," that inadequate

The reform community vigorously supported the
it

wages and

Rather than highlight the predicament
of

wages had on women and focused on

wage

less than living

effect for about ten years

in

in

for similar legislation [were] before the

York, Ohio and Missouri. "^° The court's decision

a great impact.

lent their research expertise

Once again the
and

National Consumers' League

financial support to the case.

National Consumers' League Research Secretary, Mary

Frankfurter to head the project that produced a brief

This time the

Dewson

built

joined Felix

on the Muller and

and Mary Dewson, District of Columbia Minimum Wage
Cases October term, 1922, (New York: Steinberg Press, 1923), pagevii. The
states with minimum wage legislation were AZ, ARK, CA, CO, KS, MA, MN,
ND, OR, UT, WA, Wl.
Felix Frankfurter
,
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Stettler arguments.^^

As

a result, the

the strategy that had worked
Yet,

occurred

in

accelerated

between

1917 and Adkins

Stettler in

trends

in

political,

women's work

to

venture far from

in

1923 many changes had

and social status. World War
force patterns.

conditions stemming from the international

unprecedented opportunity

brief did not

the past.

in

women's economic,

new

Adkins

crisis

choose jobs that

gave

fit

I

Economic

women

an

their personal lifestyles.

As Maurine Weiner Greenwald has documented, the psychological
and
substantive changes resulting from

them

to actively search out

policies

new

women's wartime experience encouraged

job opportunities, to

demand

better labor

from government, improved work conditions and higher pay from

employers, to

join trade unions,

and to demand better treatment from

employers, male co-workers, and unions.

At the same time, the National Women's Party stepped up

campaign

to secure the vote.

As Nancy Cott has

related, these

its

women

"picketed" the White House and publicly chastised President Wilson for

attempting to secure

liberty

abroad when America

still

denied

women

their

The Stettler decision resulted in a divided court and Stettler v O'Hara 69
Oregon 519 (1914) was therefore allowed to stand. Brandeis disqualified
.

himself since he had begun working on the case. But this precluded "the
rendering of an opinion and the analysis of the arguments for and against such

enactments."

Maurine Weiner Greenwald, Women, War, and Work (Westport, Conn.:
Greenwood Press, 1980), page 45.
.
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The National Women's Party simultaneously

rights.

to

remove

all

discrimination based on sex.

Amendment, which spearheaded

called for legislation

Although the Equal Rights

the "equality versus difference" debate,

profoundly divided feminists and reformers,
these public debates, as well as
ratification of the Nineteenth

themselves as independent
wives, and mothers.

changes on

Amendment, encouraged

Young women

articulated these political

new

to think of

a political,

and economic

attitudes toward personal

appearance, public smoking and sexuality. The "New
in

women

citizens rather than exclusively as daughters,

a popular level through

expected autonomy

all

Woman"

or "flapper"

economic, and social sense.

Given these radical changes

it

is

Dewson engaged few new arguments

surprising that Frankfurter and
for

Adkins

They had witnessed

.

considerable success with their maternalist argument and they expected
that
a rehearsal of

War

I,

it,

would be

to write a

1

coupled with evidence pertaining to lessons from World
sufficient to

106 page

government reports

brief, in

win the case. They collected enough evidence

which they quoted from books,

that justified

women's wage

articles,

and

legislation in order to

protect

women's maternal

qualities

women

as for the nation.

Adkins did contain more testimony refuting the

pin

money

and morals, not so much

theory, thereby further validating

Nancy

Cott, Grounding of

women's

claims that they

Modern Feminism page 59.
,
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for individual

worked out

some

of financial need.

women's wages

families,

Frankfurter and

wages and
Indeed,

They

Dewson

also included data confirming that for

constituted the family wage.

placed

much

health within the context of

much

war and future

in

to

Congressman Augustine Lonergan

battlefield

women

A

working

in

the

war

industries.

of our land

safeguard them

is

living conditions.

is

.

.

.

to provide for

and strong and healthy

robust citizenry meant "national

strength," and this could be conserved only

women

of

order to win wars and remain powerful the United
States

needed strong and healthy men on the

of the

national security.

of the testimony from the late teens reflected
war-time fear

and consciousness. According
Connecticut,

of their information linking

"if

the health and moral welfare

safeguarded, and one of the surest ways to

wages

for

women

that will guarantee

good

"^"^

Whereas Lonergan worried about the

collective health of

women

wartime workers. Frankfurter and Dewson also highlighted those who
regarded women's unified responsibility to the nation as the

and

raise healthy children.

The

idea that inadequate

ability to

bear

wages threatened

the

nation loomed greater than before the war, and saving American

motherhood became almost

a

war

cry.

According to Dr. W.C. Woodward,

65th Congress. 2nd Session. Congressional Record. Vol. 56. Pt. 12.
Speech of Hon. Augustine Lonergan of Connecticut before the House on the
District of Columbia Minimum Wage Board Bill. August 26, 1918. page 604.
In Frankfurter and Dewson, District of Columbia Minimum Wage Cases page
400.
,
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the Health Commissioner of the
District of Columbia,

would "assure the

legislation

is

lacking

not a

.

after

relies for its

is

going to develop into the best

girls

... A

who

girl

is

woman." Woodward

could best "serve the State," by choosing
a sound husband,

all it is

on marriage and the bearing of offspring that the
race

continuance

legislation

meet the

development of young

bread and butter and clothing and a roof over
[her] head ...

women

"because

wage

.

who

girl

believed

.

full

minimum wage

in

a proper form."

For him,

would help assure that "we

perils that

confront us

in

shall

the future ...

to-day with respect to the need of the individual

beyond that need and face the

fact that

we

acting for the Nation, and the Nation needs

women's minimum

be able as a Nation to

We

have heard

woman;

but

a great deal

we must

are acting for the race,
all

these

women

we

to be kept

go
are

in

the best possible condition. "^^

The war experience
their

wages

also reinforced the fact that

many women used

to support parents, children, and even husbands.

reformers, doctors, factory inspectors, and
that Frankfurter and

Dewson

cited

in

they never advocated a family wage

women's

Yet the

labor representatives

the brief continually skirted the issue:
for

women, even though they

testified

House of Representatives. 65th Congress, 2nd Session. Hearing before
the Subcommittee of the Committee on the District of Columbia on H.R.
10367. Providing for the Establishment of a Minimum Wage Scale in the
Columbia

Women

and Children. April 16, 1918. Statement of
Dr. W.C. Woodward. Health Commissioner of the District of Columbia, pages
29-30. In Frankfurter and Dewson, District of Columbia Minimum Wage Cases
pages 391-392,
District of

for

,
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that families suffered because of
that

men needed

a family

wage

husband, father, provider.

women's low wages. They maintained

in

When

order to

fulfill

their

gender duties as

they recognized those

women who

supported dependents, they depicted them as unfortunate.
These

women

had no male support and therefore carried the extra
burden of waged

Some man

in

the family had failed to support his wife and children,
either

through sickness, laziness,
these circumstances,

abandonment,

irresponsibility,

women

economic contributions

Dewson spent
wage and
Stettier,

less time

instead

to the family

documenting why

showed

women

workers made

economy. Frankfurter and

women needed

the inadequacy of

In

short,

many

black and ethnic

needed higher wages actually earned the
Frankfurter and

how much

women's

families

Dewson presented

women

the

minimum

actual wages.

Unlike

workers

statistics that

lived with family but

lived

desperately

demonstrated

depended on women's wages. They

600 women interviewed

who

least.

investigation of the District of Columbia's working
of

Given

Adkins determined that wages varied according to race and

ethnicity.

31%

or death.

had to earn adequate wages.

Adkins devoted many pages to proving that
significant

labor.

just

referred to an

women, showing

that

alone and supported themselves,

supported themselves, and

finally that

21% were

55%
not

United States Department of Labor. Women's Bureau. Bulletin No. 22.
Women in Georgia Industries. January 1922. In Frankfurter and Dewson,
District of

Columbia Minimum

Wage Cases pages 736-744.
,
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only self-supporting but had "others dependent
upon them."^^ The

Arkansas Bureau of Labor

had similar conclusions.

Statistics

hundreds of female workers we have interviewed

who

found one

is

not either dependent upon her

in

"Of

four years,

own

everywhere are

realizing the individual

and demanding that
earn their

living

be

it

made

whom

not

a father

men and women

and social menace of the low wage

possible for able-bodied, willing

How

by their day's work."

we have

support or has others

to support, ofttimes aged parents, invalid relatives
or children

has deserted." The Bureau asserted that "[t]hinking

the

all

could

women

women

to

workers,

"potential mothers of another generation," be expected to live on $3.00,

$5.00 or $7.50

a

week?^^

The argument

for the

Adkins

brief

is

unsatisfying because

it

does not

resolve the tension due to unacknowledged competing gender ideologies.

Inherent

in

men were

the maternalist discourse

a middle class ideology that

assumed

the primary breadwinners, while conceding that working-class

women would

have to earn wages sometimes.

presents the working-class

®^

is

reality that

But

much

of the evidence

many women needed

better

wages

Congress, Second Session.
Report No. 486.
Minimum Wage. Submitted by Mr. Mollis, from the Committee on the District
of Columbia, page 5. In Frankfurter and Dewson, District of Columbia Minimum
Wage Cases vol 2, pages 688-689.
Senate.

Sixty-fifth

,

1917-1918,
"Need of Applying Minimum Wage and Maximum Hour Law to All Female
Workers," pages 15-16. In Frankfurter and Dewson, District of Columbia
Minimum Wage Cases page 876.
Arkansas Bureau of Labor

Statistics. Third Biennial Report.

,
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due to

their vital contributions to the family

class based: the image of the

having a family did not

fit

woman who

economy. The tension was
might work a few years before

with the image of the

throughout her childbearing years and

On

after.

woman who worked
the one hand they

presented the motherhood argument as the heart of
the issue. Yet they also
cited reports that proclaimed:

significance.

For

it

is

"women wage

earners have a double social

being found that they contribute a by no

insignificant proportion of the family

wage

in

many cases

support of a good-sized family, while at the same time

means

being the entire

fulfilling their

other

age-old function of home-keeper."^^ Thus they grappled with
two images
of the working

woman, one

and morals

motherhood, and the other that acknowledged her

for

that emphasized the need to protect her health
role as a

family breadwinner.
In

essence,

Dewson and

class-less, construction of

essentialist

Frankfurter supported a gendered, albeit

minimum wage

view that connected

all

legislation,

women

to

depending on an

motherhood.

In

contrast.

Justice Sutherland, writing the opinion of the Court, believed that gender,

(and for that matter class) should have no bearing on law.

Adkins

brief asserted that

District of

Congress had responsibility

For example, the

for "the welfare of the

Columbia," and therefore had "to protect the

women and

minors

United States Department of Labor. Women's Bureau. Bulletin No. 17.
Women's Wages in Kansas. May 1921, page 53. In Frankfurter and Dewson,
District of Columbia Minimum Wage Cases
page 880.
,
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of the District from conditions
detrimental to their health and
morals,
resulting from
living.

wages which

-0

are inadequate to maintain
decent standards of

Frankfurter embraced the motherhood
argument and

reminded the court

that, "the health of the race

preserving the health of

women,

conditioned upon

is

the future mothers of the Republic.

Justice Sutherland denied any connection
between

and

their health

even frugal

women's wages

and morals. He ignored evidence that
documented

women

instead declared the

could not

amount

live off

of

the average

money

"^^

how

woman's wage and

sufficient to

keep a

woman

in

good

health "will depend on a variety of circumstances:
the individual

temperament, habits of
and whether the

woman

economy,

practice

contrary habit the

lives

a given

"It

care, ability to

will

will

who do

^°

pages

not; nor

is

who

women

women who work

for others

there ground for distinction between

safeguard

No

are poorly paid ...

Frankfurter and Dewson, District of Columbia
iv,

To those who

be wholly inadequate. "^^ As to morals,

cannot be shown that well paid

can be made between

intelligently,

afford comfort, while to those of

morals more carefully than those

distinction

buy necessaries

alone or with her family.

sum

same sum

Sutherland asserted,
their

thrift,

and those

women

and men,

Minimum Wage Cases

,

xxiv.

Frankfurter and Dewson, District of Columbia Minimum
page 1053. Also see, Kansas. Industrial Welfare Commission.
Report. 1915-1917, page 9. Cited in their brief on page 406.

Adkins v Children's Hospital 261 U.S. 525, page 555.
.
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Waoe Cases

,

First Biennial

for, certainly,

men

require

if

Dewson and

Frankfurter argued that "the
political equality of

because

"the Nineteenth

Amendment

women."

If

did not

likely that legislation "will

them.

In his

or

Muller allowed a regulation of hours based
on

because of the preponderance of evidence
Taft believed that

Justice Taft argued that

change the physical strength

health and morals then the Court
should grant

morals.

an

is

Justices Taft, Sanford, and
Holmes agreed

their dissenting opinions.

in

women

had no effect on women's wages
or

it

responsibilities.-

with this statement

limitations of

to preserve their morals

attempts to keep the issue focused
on gender difference,

irrelevant factor,"

motherhood

minimum wage

require a

to preserve their honesty. "^^

it

in their

wonnen

linking

women's enhanced
be

in

dissent. Justice

women wage

legislation

good wages

political

to health

power made

it

and

more

accord with their interests as they see

Holmes reaffirmed Muller asserting that
.

the Court "will need more than the Nineteenth
that there are no differences

Amendment

between men and women,

cannot take those differences

to convince

me

or that legislation

into account. "^^

Adkins V Children's Hosp ital. 261 U.S. 525, page 556.
Frankfurter and

page

Dewson,

District of

Columbia Minimum

Ixv.

Adkins v Children's Hospital 261 U.S. 525, page 567.
.

Adkins v Children's Hospital 261 U.S. 525, page 570.
.
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Wage Cases

,

In

it

contrast, the Court denied the
existence of gender difference

referred to workers' right to
freedom of contract.

argued that

this "right

is

Justice Sutherland

as essential to the laborer
as to the capitalist, to

the poor as to the rich.-

Furthermore, he believed that
protection of the

right to contract served the
general welfare better than assuring

minimum wages through

legislation.-

and

Amendment,

civil

it

is

status of

women,

almost,

Thus the Court, invoking the

Adklns unconstitutional.
significant factor

that

culminating

women

in

It

women

use the

advantage.

the Nineteenth

if

not quite, to the vanishing

laissez-faire philosophy,

legislating

minimum wages, and chose

instead to argue

In

failure to

acknowledge the class-based

prevented them from clearly articulating a pro-minimum

that accounted for conflicting gender ideologies.
ratification of the

Nineteenth

Amendment

simply stating that the vote had no significance

.

Adkins v Children's Hospital 261 U.S. 525, page 561
.

Adkins v Children's Hospital 261 U.S. 525, page 553
,
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They

also

to their

Adkins v Children's Hospital 261 U.S. 525, page 546

99

found

could not have their freedom of contract denied.

wage argument
failed to

the contractual,

refused to acknowledge gender difference
as a

Yet Frankfurter and Dewson's

needs of

in

in

to

not unreasonable to say that these
differences [between

men and women] have now come
point."^^

workers

He wrote, given "the great - not

say revolutionary - changes which
have taken place ...
political,

when

in

the context

of

women-s wage

legislation,

issue against thenn.

women

enabled

,hey allowed the Court to
use the suffrage

They should have argued as Taft

to specify exactly

testimony provided

in

Their construction of

the brief,

women

quality of maternalism, kept

did; that the vote

what they needed. Based on
the

women

clearly

needed

minimum wage.

a

as a cohesive group, defined
by the essentialist

them from recognizing

the class-based needs of

many working women.
1930, Victor Morris

In

judgement of

Supreme
modern

Stettier in the

Court.

waged work

Oregon court and Adklns

He asserted

industrial conditions

tried to explain the difference

that the

in

many working-class women had

with family work.

In

any special labor

who

political

determined that

all

female, needed labor legislation not only to compete
labor market, but to provide a decent

100

(New

life

Supreme

status" disqualified
will

analyze the

workers, male and

in

America's industrial

for their families.

Victor P. Morris, Oregon's Experience With Minimum
York: Columbia University Press, 1930), page 38.
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combine

new economic

The next chapter

legislation.

thought of Mary Van Kleeck,

to

contrast, the United States

regime" and instead decided that women's
"new
for

the United States

Oregon Court understood that under

Court refused to consider "the complex
character of the

them

between the

Waoe

Legislation

.

CHAPTER 4

FROM "PROTECTION" TO "INDUSTRIAL DEMOCRACY":

MARY VAN

In

KLEECK'S CONCEPT OF THE STATE

1923, when the United States Supreme Court ruled that the
state

could not set

women's wages because

of

women's new

equal citizens, those proponents of minimum

wage

supported women's suffrage, found themselves

argument that the

state had to protect

motherhood had worked
be less

'

well

reliable in the future.^

Muller V Oregon

in

women's

in

formal status as

legislation,

a quandary.

who

also

Although the

health and morality for

Muller and Stettler. Adkins signalled

it

would

Supporters of labor legislation clearly needed

208 U.S. 412 (1908):

O'Hara 243 U.S. 629
(1917); Adkins v Children's Hospital 261 U.S. 525 (1923). On the language of
maternalism see, Seth Koven and Sonya Michel, "Gender and the Origins of the
Welfare State," Radical History Review 43 (Winter 1 989): 112-11 9, and their
"Womanly Duties: Maternalist Politics and the Origins of Welfare States in
France, Germany, Great Britain, and the United States, 1880-1920," American
Historical Review 95 (Winter 1990): 1076-1108. They call reformers who
worked to make the state take an interest in maternal and child care
maternalists. While Van Kleeck cared about these issues she also promoted a
broad range of other worker-related issues. Many scholars have documented
the way female reformers have brought formerly ignored concerns to public
light without subsuming them under the title of maternalists. See, for example,
Ruth Bordin, Women and Temperance: The Ouest for Power and Libertv. 1 8731900 ): Mari Jo Buhle, Women and American Socialism. 1870-1920 (Urbana:
University of

Stettler v

1981); Barbara Leslie Epstein, The Politics of
Domesticity: Women, Evangelism, and Temperance in Nineteenth-Century
America (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1981); Estelle B.
Illinois

Press,
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arguments

reflective of

feminists rejected the
legislation

would

women's new

Mite

alleviate

status as

full

citizens.

Already some

argument, choosing instead to argue
that labor

women's "double burden" and thereby

bring

them

closer to equality with men.^
Yet reformers also had to account
for

working-class

women's emerging

contributors, and at times,

role in the family as

major economic

primary breadwinners. They clearly
had to

reconcile their maternalist discourse,
that invoked a middle-class version
of

motherhood, with an evolving working-class
conception
included recognition of mothers'

vital

of

motherhood, that

economic contribution

to the family.

This chapter analyzes the thought of Mary
Van Kleeck, especially

during the years surrounding World

War

I

and the Nineteenth Amendment,

tracing the development of her innovative
arguments to support not only
labor legislation, but

demands

for a

new

state.

A

close reading of

Van

Kleeck's work reveals that the use of a maternalist
discourse to legitimize
legislation,

although not abandoned, would no longer stand as the

hegemonic

rationale for

women's

labor legislation.

Instead,

Van Kleeck

Freedman, Their Sisters' Keepers: Women's Prison Reform in America. 18/}n1930 (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1981); and Paula Baker, The
Moral Frameworks of P ublic Life: Gender. Politics, and the State
York. 1870-1930. (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991).

in

Rural

New

Sybil Lipschultz, "Workers, Wives, and Mothers: The Problem of Minimum
Wage Laws in Early Twentieth Century America," (PhD diss.. University of
^

Pennsylvania, 1986) and "In Defense of Industrial Equality: Feminism and the
Supreme Court in the Twenties," Legal History Program Working Papers series
,

2, Institute for Legal Studies, University of

October 1988.
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Wisconsin, Madison

Law

School,

argued

for "industrial

democracy"-the

democracy" must be applied

management

belief that

to industry.^

American

"ideals of

Van Kleeck wanted

to transform

practices so that American workers
shared equally

in all

decisions and profits.

Van Kleeck's concept

of industrial

democracy placed her outside

of

the equality versus difference debate then
occupying the opponents and

proponents of women's labor legislation/ Those
feminists
protective legislation argued that
if

women would

who opposed

only gain equality with

men

gender difference had no bearing on law. Reformers
who supported

protective legislation and the arguments presented
Stettler,

legislation.

difference and equality.

out of

specific

all

policy

work place

Van Kleeck

.

rejected the opposition

Unlike feminists

who wanted gender

Bunting

.

minimum wage

between
distinctions

making decisions, Van Kleeck publicized the genderinequities that

women

faced.

biologism of difference that reformers highlighted

^

Muller

and Adkins, believed that awareness of gender difference
prompted

acceptance of

left

in

cases.

Yet she also rejected the
in

shorter hours and

Instead she focused on the social construction of

Mary Van Kleeck,

"Suffragists and Industrial Democracy," Address to the
Jubilee Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, St.

March 1919,
Publishing Co., Inc.), page 12.
Louis,

Missouri,

Joan Wallach
Columbia University
the Difference

,

(New

York:

National

Woman's

Suffrage

Gender and the Politics of History (New York:
Press, 1988), pages 168-169. Martha Minow, Making All
Scott,

.

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1990).
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difference.

worked

She demanded

at the

women

women

and men

in

women

women

the workplace and therefore, the
inclusion

in

her plans for industrial democracy.

Mary Van Kleeck began
organization of American

to develop her critical

life in

view of the economic

the early twentieth century.

representative of those reformers

who

Her career

is

studied the labor and living conditions

of the working class and tried to improve
them.^

community

because

worst jobs. This philosophy permitted her
to move toward a

non-gendered view of
of

labor legislation for

Van Kleeck found

a

of female scholars and students at Smith
College, from which

she graduated

in

1904.

After leaving Massachusetts she

became

a Fellow

of the College Settlements Association, and then
the industrial secretary of

the Alliance Employment Bureau, where she investigated
industrial

conditions

in

New

York

City.

In

1909 she became the

director of

See especially Estelle Freedman, "Separatism As Strategy: Female
Institution Building and American Feminism, 1870-1930," Feminist Studies
5,
no. 3 (Fall 1979): 512-529; Kathryn Kish-Sklar, "Hull House in the
1890s: A
Community of Women Reformers," Signs 10 (Summer 1985): 658-677; Susan
Ware, Beyond Suffrage: Women in the New Deal (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 1 981 ); and Blanche Wiesen Cook, "Female Support Networks
and Political Activism: Lillian Wald, Crystal Eastman, Emma Goldman," Crvsalis
3 (1 977): 43-61 Many prominent women asserted that female reformers had
to play a critical role in the creation of a state more sensitive to the needs of
all Americans.
See for example the articles by Jane Addams, Elsie Clews
Parsons, Mary Ritter Beard, Neva Deardorff, and Florence Kelley in "Women in
Public Life," The Annals American Academy of Political and Social Science
(volume LVI, November 1914). For a short biography of Van Kleeck see
Barbara Sicherman and Carol Hurd Green, eds.. Notable American Women: The
Modern Period (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
.

.

1980).
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investigations

in

the Department of

Foundation, a position she held
In

1

Women's Work

at the Russell

Sage

1948.

until

91 7 President Wilson asked her to direct the

Women's

Division of

the Ordnance Department, and then, from
1918-1919, she ran the
in

Industry Service.

The government created both agencies with the

intention of increasing the
to set

Women

work standards

for

number

of

women

at

work

for the

war

effort

and

such women.^ Government service provided Van

Kleeck with an excellent opportunity to directly
influence state and federal
labor legislation.

exclusively on

Although the government hired Van Kleeck to focus

women's work

issues, she gradually

indeed her recommendations for

expanded her scope, and

legislation, to include the entire

working

class.

When Van

Kleeck began her work for the

Ordnance Department she determined
wartime production with the need

As more men

overseas,

left for

workers would have

it

Division of the

that she had to balance the needs of

to maintain

became

to sustain the

Women's

war

working women's labor laws.

increasingly clear that

effort at

home.

In

women

the articles

Van

Kleeck wrote during her tenure with the government she always included

^

"Mary Anderson

--

Her

Life

and Work,"

[early 1920s], in

Mary Anderson

Papers, Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College (microfilm edition of the Papers
of the Women's Trade Union League and Its Principal Leaders, Anderson
Papers, Reel 4, Frame 671.
Mary Anderson, Woman At Work: The

Autobiography of Mary Anderson as told to Marv N. Winslow (Minneapolis,
University of Minnesota Press, 1951), pages 85-87.
.
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explanations for her recomnnendations for
stated,

"it

in

standards.

As she

has been the policy of the government
to oppose short-sighted

attempts to relax labor laws.

days

women's work

the

week tend

Long hours of work and employment seven

to decrease rather than increase
production."^

As the government, and most Americans, geared
up

for

war and

focused on victory. Van Kleeck made connections
between the concept of
efficiency and the security of the nation.

The Ordnance Department's

to the Taylor Society, an organization devoted
to

encouraged

management

reform,

growing awareness of the "compatibility between

a

ties

efficient

production and good working conditions."^ Van Kleeck
related war

production to worker efficiency and factory efficiency.
efficiency of

women's work"

to the "successful

First

she linked "the

conduct of the war." She

asserted that

"in

women must

be assured proper hours, adequate renumeration and

wholesome

order to secure their fullest working capacity, wage-earning

conditions of work."^

Unlike Goldmark,

who focused on

connections between over-worked mothers and the health of future

^

Mary Van Kleeck, Suggested

to be issued by the

War Labor

Draft of Statement on Night

Policies Board,

September

Work of Women

1918, page 1.
Mary Van Kleeck Papers. Sophia Smith Collection Smith College, Northampton,
MA (hereafter SSC ). Box 72, Folder 1133.
6,

.

Maurine Weiner Greenwald, Women. War, and Work: The Impact of World
War on Women Workers in the United States (Westport, CT.: Greenwood
Press, 1980), pages 58-59.
^

I

.

Mary Van Kleeck, "Committee on Women in
1917, page 1 Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC, Box
^

.
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Industry,"

December

72, Folder

1 1

22.

10,

generations.

Van Kleek argued

that over-worked

women would

ultimately

hinder wartime production.

Van Kleeck
expected

also wrote of efficiency

industrialists

efforts to

and

produce more

She hoped that

factories.

management experts

scientific

efficient

terms of the factory.

in

to

She

combine

their

machinery as well as more productive

for the duration of the

war employers would

voluntarily implement her proposals,
perhaps as a patriotic gesture.

Relying

on health reports, Van Kleeck noted the
indisputable relationship between
shorter hours and higher worker productivity.

In short, efficiently

factories and machines would conserve working

run

women's energy and

thereby increase their capacity to produce.

Van Kleeck asserted

that the "federal

operate with employers and workers

measures

in ail

program of production

men workers.

employers and male workers would soon be forced
formerly male-dominated jobs.

to co-

constructive and patriotic

to carry out the greatly increased

face of a rapidly decreasing supply of

government stands ready

Van Kleeck knew

In

the

other words,

to accept

that

in

women

women

into

could do the

work, yet she feared that employers would exploit the wartime emergency

and attempt to

men. With

hire

this in

women

for longer

hours and at lower rates of pay than

mind, she explained her work standards.

First,

women

Mary Van Kleeck, "The Government and Women in Industry," August
1918, page 6. Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC Box 26, Folder 504.
.
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needed equal pay

for equal

work.

the present problenn of labor
to

pay

Each

man

women

woman

the

wages

of

in

She saw

this issue as "the

the war," because

men,

worker needed the equivalent of

drafted increases the dependence of
the

earnings of

women." Low wages

for

the possibility that the wages would

women

fail

when employers

women

hurt both

it

a

refused

and men workers

man's wage because "every

homes
hurt

to rise

very center of

of the country

men because

even

after

men

it

upon the

left

open

returned to

those jobs.^^

Van Kleeck demanded
interests of production. "^^

the "observance of state labor laws ...

However,

in

some

in

the

instances she urged the

industry to change so that a particular labor law
would

For example, she advised that, rather than exclude

become unnecessary.

women

from hazardous

occupations, the owners of chemical industries should
make their factories
"safe for

men

as well as for

slow down and

all

women. "^^

workers would

profit

In this

way

production would not

from a healthier work environment.

Mary Van Kleeck, "The Government and the Women in Industry,"
August, 1918, page 5. Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC, Box 26, Folder 504^

Mary Van Kleeck, "The Government and the Women in Industry,"
August, 1918, page 1 Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC Box 26, Folder 504 and
by Van Kleeck, Storage Bulletin No. 9 on the Employment of Women in the
Storage and Warehousing Depots of the United States Army, October 24,
1917, front page. Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC, Box 72, Folder 1 1 25.
.

,

13

Mary Van Kleeck, "The Government and the Women in Industry,"
August, 1918, page 4. Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC Box 26, Folder 504.
.

Mary Van Kleeck, "The Government and the Women
August, 1918, page 4. Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC, Box 26,
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in

Industry,"

Folder 504.

Yet Van Kleeck remained staunchly

in

favor of other labor laws.

For

exannple, she insisted that state
hours laws, especially those
pertaining to

women's

night work, remain intact, with
exceptions

necessity of

it

been introduced as
actual motherhood.

measure

a

to protect

women's

Reformers had argued that

if

the streets to and from work.

responsibilities.

therefore

at night they

women worked

Given

became

in

came home

this reality,

women

to

through

the workplace and on

Furthermore, studies had
still

originally

morality and potential or

the night they would be exposed
to immorality both

women worked

only "where the

demonstrated.- Night work laws had

fully

is

made

shown

that even

if

household and childcare

night workers got no sleep, and

Although Van Kleeck never highlighted those

sick.

arguments, she also never put forth any alternatives.
She merely warned
that night

work

for

women

some exceptions would be
requests that

came

had to be avoided
necessary, yet

to the Secretary of

at

made

all

it

costs.

She knew that

clear that

War would be

employer

referred to her for

recommendation.^^

Mary Van Kleeck, War Labor Policies Board, "Report on Night Work "
September 6, 1918, page 2. Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC, Box
72, Folder
1 133. It is interesting to note that
in a draft of this statement Van Kleeck had
included the statement "unregulated night work for women is
harmful because
bad effect on health, morals, family life and the welfare of children."
She
left it out of the final draft. See "Suggested Draft
of the Statement on Night
Work to be issued by the War Labor Policies Board," page 1. Box 72 Folder
1133.
of

its

1

6

Mary Van

"The Government and the Women in industry,"
Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC Box 26, Folder 504.

Kleeck,

August, 1918, page

4.

.
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van Kleeck tended

to

eschew arguments

that relied on the maternalist
argument.

Given

for

this,

women's work standards
it

is

surprising that

Kleeck did, on occasion, use gender
stereotypes to recommend
certain jobs.

women

Van
for

For example. Van Kleeck linked
army supply depot work with

women's domestic
The supply depot

chores.

the soldier's professional shopper
and housekeeper It
looks after all h.s needs, from water
wagons to tooth brushes Inlts
essence, it is the age-long responsibility
taken by women. In the inspection
department, again, women could certainly
be trained to do the work
example, one man was examining khaki
breeches. He unfolds each pair and
makes sure that there are no rough edges at the
seams, that the bind'g at
the knees is neat and firm, and that all
the metal holes for lacing are in
place, and in a straight line. Essentially
the same function is performed
every time a house wife looks over the
week's laundry to find out how much
mending is necessary. '

What

is

should be

made

of

Van Kleeck's depiction

of these female

workers? Her characterization of them as wives
and mothers who happen
to

work

is

vastly out of step with her overall concentration
on

standards that promoted productivity and worker efficiency.

was
her

more jobs

to secure

comments

States Army.

to

for

Clearly her aim

women. Furthermore, she may have

meet what she perceived

tailored

to be the prejudices of the United

Nevertheless, she reinforced the notion that

naturally suited

work

some

jobs

women.

Mary Van

Kleeck, Storage Bulletin No. 9 on the Employment of Women
in the Storage and Warehousing Depots of the United States Army,
November
24, 1917, page 13, SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 72, Folder 1125.
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Van Kleeck had

long believed "that industrial
relations and labor

conditions are properly and inevitably
subjects of governmental concern."

As the war emergency elevated production
demands Van Kleeck wanted
government

to

enhance

its

role as negotiator

between

and

capital

labor.

She

asserted "that the productive efficiency
of a nation at war depends upon

those standards of wages, hours, and working
conditions

movement and
to assess

for

which the labor

the reformers have long sought recognition. "^«

women's

labor standards than working

women

Who

better

themselves? Van

Kleeck proclaimed that the war had made the
country aware of working

women's

women

appointed to

merely interesting

government
.

.

She remarked

potential.

in

that, "[t]he record

official positions in

women

It

is

their ability to deal with labor

of the nation's best interests. "^^

prophetic. "^^

with experience

for the first time into the service of the federal

demonstrated

trade union

the Federal government

the history of the war.

called "trade union

made by

in their

is

not

The

own

trades

.

government and they have

problems from the point of view

And so with

input from working

women,

Mary Van Kleeck, "Women Workers During Reconstruction," Statement
at the American Association for Labor Legislation Conference, December
28,
1918, page 3. SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
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Mary Van Kleeck, "Women Workers During Reconstruction," Statement
at the American Association for Labor Legislation Conference, December 28,
1918, page 2. SSC Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
.

Mary Van Kleeck, "Women Workers During Reconstruction," Statement
at the American Association for Labor Legislation Conference, December 28,
1918, pages 2-3. SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
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the Service proposed specific
standards that she hoped the rest of

government would back, and

recommended "an
half-holiday;

that employers

would accept.

In all

she

eight-hour day and a forty-eight hour
week; Saturday

one day

rest in seven; three quarters
of

periods; no night work; equal pay
for
rate to cover the cost of living for

an hour for a meal; rest

men and women;

a

minimum wage

dependents and not merely

for the

individual; safe

and sanitary working conditions; prohibition
of women's

employment

in

occupations especially hazardous to them, such
as certain

processes

lead industries; prohibition of industrial

in

of workers

in

homework;

participation

enforcement of standards and establishing good working

conditions; establishment of personnel
departments and appointment of

women

to supervisory positions. "^^

The work standards
the

Woman

any

particular

in

that

Van Kleeck recommended under the guise

Industry Service reflected general health concerns,
rather than

needs of women. She promulgated these standards not

because the nation needed

to

ensure healthy motherhood but because the

nation needed efficient, healthy workers.

Indeed as Mary Anderson

proclaimed

Van Kleeck believed working

in

of

her autobiography, she and

Mary Anderson, Woman At Work pages 97-98.
Report of the
Committee on Industrial Standards of the Committee on Women In Industry to
Samuel Gompers, Chairman, Committee on Labor, Advisory Committee of the
Council of National Defense, n.d., pages 1-2, SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers,
Box 72, Folder 1 122.
,
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women

represented the "forgotten men"
of that time

like unskilled,

low paid men,

women

unions, employers, or the state.

-

workers received no recognition
from

field

Many war

had dismal standards that owners
neglected

to upgrade.

most

and assembling, worked
of other
life

work

for

in

factories, especially

the

TNT

in

related industries

Dangerous

where women

factories, loaded shells,

heavy machinery and guns."

threatening conditions

that to

inspectors to travel to factories
and

urge employers to improve work
conditions.

in

other words,

Van Kleeck and Anderson wanted

change. Van Kleeck directed her

conditions prevailed

In

the factories.

Field

"did grinding

and did

all

kinds

workers regularly found

Unregulated levels of metallic

dust and chemicals convinced Van Kleeck
and Anderson "that the important
thing for us to do

was

not so

much

regulate instead the conditions of

should not be employed

made

in

regulate

employment

any industry,

or

for

men

all

workers

.

.

either, until the

.

as to

[W]omen

work

is

safe."^^

This recommendation confounded
Policies Board, including

improve conditions

up "a

women\s employment

list

for

of industries

Frankfurter

assumed

all

in

chairperson Felix Frankfurter.

of the

War Labor

Rather than

workers. Frankfurter wanted the Service to draw

which

women

should be employed." Whereas

that the labor force would remain sex-segregated due

Mary Anderson,

" Mary

its

many members

Anderson,

Woman

At Work page 94.

Woman

At

,

Work page
,
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96.

women's

to

wanted

to

special needs,

Anderson explained that she
and Van Kleeck

improve safety conditions

work everywhere. They argued

women

of

factories so that

that the safe

worsen could

work conditions afforded

should be granted on the
basis of social welfare
and should,

therefore, cover the entire

women

for

in all

in

argument

won him
industries

work

force.

They reiected

favor of broad workplace
improvements.

to persuade Frankfurter,
but

over.

They declared

their

where good conditions

women would

special considerations
It

took a great deal

Anderson and Van Kleeck

standards and announced that

prevailed "increased

finally

in

those

employment of

be desirable. "2'*

Although Van Kleeck and Anderson
convinced Frankfurter, the War
Labor Policies Board continued to
disappoint them. According to
Van
Kleeck, the Board enunciated four
main goals that reflected a
commitment to
social welfare: a living

wage, the eight-hour day, the

employers to organize and bargain
equal pay for equal work.

Board had no
for allowing

strict

However,

enforcement

its

practice

in

its

its

it

right of

did poorly

women

to

because the

"cheap labor supply." She wrote, the

principle in theory, but

proceeded on the premise that

and the

workers and

Van Kleeck condemned the Board

policy.

employers to maintain

Board "stuck to

collectively,

right of

right

in

practice

it

many

hand knew not what

Mary Anderson, Woman At Work pages 102-103.
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times

its left

hand

did,

and compromise and even
contradiction ensued,"- The
Board allowed

a "double standard of

example, the General

minimum wage
Electric

rates based on sex

Company,

the St, Louis Car

.

.

.

at, for

Company, and the

Wisconsin Worthington Pump Company."Van Kleeck believed that the
efforts of the

War Labor

Policies

have been more vigorous

"if

Board on behalf of

women

there had been even one

workers would

woman member

the Board to represent the ten or
twelve million working

women

on

of the

country."" Indeed, Van Kleeck became
increasingly disappointed with

government's
to

all

failure to

see labor legislation as a matter of
social welfare due

workers.

Van Kleeck wanted
permanent national
of

women

the

Women

infrastructure that

and also expand

their

in

Industry Service to

become

a

would document employment trends

employment

opportunities.

She hoped that

an "expression of community interests through
federal and state labor

departments" would lead to the "recognition that women,

have a

25 n

living

wage.-^^ She wanted

women

Women

to receive

and the War LaborBoard,"n.d.,
Van Kleeck Papers, Box 72, Folder 1 134.
26

men, must

"wages based on

1919, pageS.

SSC Mary

II

'Women and the War Labor
Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 72,
27

Circa

like

II

Board," n.d., circa 1919, pages 6-7.
Folder 1 134.

SSC

Women

and the War Labor Board," n.d., circa 1919, pages 16-17.
SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 72, Folder 1134.
Outline of an address given to the Consumers' League of Eastern
Pennsylvania, January 22, 1919, Philadelphia, PA, page 1. SSC, Mary Van
Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
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occupation not sex."

economic power
of a

[for]

In

her opinion, "justice

working women."

women's work bureau

in

the

in

wage

bargains [meant]

Van Kleeck urged the organization

War Department, which would perform

the

following functions: cooperate with
other employment agencies dealing
with

women

workers; determine and safeguard

women

hours, wages, and

conditions of employment; and "develop
a force of trained

supervisors

Government

in

plants."^^

women

Many working women's advocacy

groups embraced the standards, some
employers adopted them

and many states used the guidelines

Van Kleeck hoped

move women

into

good paying

organized labor and
jobs to

make way

celebrated

many

at

to craft legislation.

wartime emergency as an opportunity to

jobs.

politicians

She feared

that

contribution to the

war

In

women

their productive role as workers.

In

women

effort

and even

Van Kleeck

in sight,

deserved legislation

in

their ability to

exchange

her opinion, labor legislation

matter of social justice for women: the state should guarantee
shorter hours, decent wages, and safe work conditions
patriotic productivity.

in

Bulletin No.

for

became

a

women

exchange

Labor feared both unemployment and

Mary Van Kleeck, Storage

leave their

the midst of crisis, the nation

male-dominated jobs. With victory

seized on the argument that

once the war ended

would demand that

for the returning soldiers.

women's

perform well

to use the

voluntarily,

for their

wage

9 on the Employment of

Women

the Storage and Warehousing Depots of the United States Army, November
24, 1917, pages 1 9-20, SSC Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 72, Folder 1 1 25.
in

.
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reductions, and according to

Van Kleeck,

excluding wonnen from the work force.
activities of federal, state

and

local

labor

hoped to ward

off both

by

Van Kleeck wanted "the

agencies" to concentrate on expanding

opportunities and ensuring equity for workers.

As the war began

to

wind down, Van Kleeck's argument that labor

legislation increased efficiency

that
In

women

and men deserved

began

legislation

1919, she declared, "This demand

the part of workers

is

to shift to the

based on

for shorter

not to be tested merely

be regarded as expressing a fundamental need

and

share

for a

in

higher standard of

rounded

life:

participation

serving

in

production which
life."^^

time and
in

the

make

radical

demand

their rights as

workers.

hours and larger wages on

terms of efficiency.

It is

to

for leisure, for citizenship,

possible the attainment of a

Labor legislation would assure workers a well-

money

economy

the war and

will

in

more

now

for social pleasure, political

as consumers.

involvement, and

Men had proven

their patriotism

deserved the chance to partake more

fully in all

Mary Van Kleeck, "Women Workers During Reconstruction," Statement
at the American Association for Labor Legislation Conference, December 28,
1918, page 4. SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
Mary Van Kleeck, "Women Workers During Reconstruction," Statement
at the American Association for Labor Legislation Conference, December 28,
1918, page 8. SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
Mary Van Kleeck,

"Suffragists and Industrial

Democracy," Address

to the

Jubilee Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association," St.
Louis, Missouri, March 1919, (National Woman's Suffrage Publishing Company,
Inc.,),

page

8.
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aspects of

Women

life.

had proven

wheels of industry turning.

economic and

political

recognize

women

happened

to work.

as

full

interest

in

sense.

they deserved recognition

as productive workers, rather than as

And

women wage

home,

study

women

earners.

demands

women

declined, so too did

Many Americans expected women

workers and to promote

Yet,

Van Kleeck continued

legislation.

to

to

Her recognition of wage-

as competent, independent, producers, rather than as

daughters and mothers, allowed her to argue that

the

women who

the federal government had to acknowledge

or at least to their old jobs.

women

legislation to

an

in

Industry and organized labor alike had to

the war ended and production

return

earning

In particular,

by keeping the

and grant them suffrage.

citizens

When

their patriotism

like

men,

women

deserved

develop other pursuits. Indeed, Van Kleeck believed that since

war had proven the beneficence

of labor legislation for

women who

supported entire families, she proposed that the wartime standards be

extended to men workers. Moreover, she hoped that peace would bring
about a reevaluation of the
In short,

entire organization of

economic

she asserted, "the maintenance of standards

any one group.

It

is

is

life in

America.

not the concern of

a national necessity."^'*

See David Brody, Labor in Crisis: The
J.B. Lippincott Company, 1965).

Steel Strike of

1919

.

(Philadelphia:

Mary Van Kleeck, "The Government and the Women in Industry," August
1918, page 1. Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC, Box 26, Folder 504.
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In

December 1918,

at

an Annerican Association for Labor Legislation

conference, Van Kleeck disclosed her plans to promote
industrial democracy

through "a

new

formulation of standards."

unleashed a "new

spirit"

She believed that the war had

throughout the country, and that rather than look

toward peacetime "restoration" of the country, workers would
demand
"reconstruction" of the country more

in

tune with their interests.

Van

Kleeck did not propose that the state protect workers; instead she
called
"a fairer share for labor

than reward

Van Kleeck

is

in

determining

its

own

conditions.

the definition of industrial democracy. "^^

Power

In this

tried to negotiate

rather

context.

rejected the return to laissez-faire industrial relations.

recognized the inherent inequality that individual workers faced

for

She

when they

terms of labor with employers. Yet she also rejected

paternalism, arguing that workers did not need the state to take care of

them.

Instead she called for the organization of

all

workers so that as a

united force they could negotiate with employers.

Van Kleeck conscientiously moved toward
workforce.

She demanded an eight-hour day and

"the establishment of

wages on

a

non-gendered view of the

a forty-eight hour

week,

the basis of occupation and not on the basis

Mary Van Kleeck, "Women Workers During Reconstruction," Statement
at the American Association for Labor Legislation Conference, December 28,
1918, page 1. SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
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of sex."^^

ardent

She pointed out

demands

new

that the

of working

state she envisioned paralleled
the

men and women. She warned

her audience,

"[w]e cannot talk today about labor
legislation and use the same language

we

that

used a year ago" because workers had

Women

state.

new demands

of the

workers, "who have had the least power"
would begin "a

wide-spread challenge of existing conditions
and forms of government."^^

She

called attention to the similarity

powerless men.

between powerless

female workers to exercise

dependence,

legislation

develop

own

.

.

free male and

Rather than promote
to

independence.
a political

She described the "new

.

would

would emancipate workers and allow them

position of the individual

democracies

Legislation

their citizenship.

Van Kleeck emphasized both
citizenship.

and

Both deserved state intervention on their behalf
because of

their productive contribution to the nation.

their

women

in

spirit"

and an economic aspect

as "a

new

to

appreciation of the

society, and a protest against those practices

which gave a wholly

selfish political influence to

in

an

^®

Mary Van Kleeck, "Women Workers During Reconstruction," Statement
at the American Association for Labor Legislation Conference, December
28,
1918, page 5. SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.

Mary Van

Kleeck,

"Women Workers

During Reconstruction," Statement
at the American Association for Labor Legislation Conference, December 28,
1918, page 1. SSC Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
.

Mary Van Kleeck, "Women Workers During Reconstruction," Statement
at the American Association for Labor Legislation Conference, December 28,
1918, page 1. SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
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economic power gained through
workers or of the community

failure to

recognize the interests of the

the conduct of industry. "^^

in

believed everyone required individual
political rights.

women

gained the vote they would acquire a

the state, which would also free

women

from

new

Van Kleeck

For example, once

political relationship to

their political

dependence on

men.
While Van Kleeck valorized

worker unity and organization
of

futility

one worker

for

political

economic purposes. She saw the inherent

trying to fight against an industry or

thus proposing legislation as another

She believed

Woman

she believed a

truly

Suffrage Association

in

a

would also benefit
in

opposition to

democratic nation would put the

speech before the National American

which she urged suffragists to

democracy with the same

fight for

vigor that they fought for political

democracy. Van Kleeck asserted that

women

to unite the interests of workers.

interests of the majority before those of the minority.

1919 Van Kleeck gave

industrial

even an employer,

Her association of workers and community,

capital, indicates that

In

way

that the benefits accrued from legislation

the community.

economic

independence, she stressed

just as suffrage

an "enlargement of opportunity"

in political life,

democracy would enlarge women's opportunities

39

Mary Van Kleeck, "The New Spirit
Consumers' League of Toledo, Ohio, May
Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
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would guarantee

in

so industrial

economic

life.

Whereas

Industry," Address given for the
3, 1919, page 10. SSC, Mary Van

in

suffrage would remove men's unequal
advantage

would remove
Kleeck, the

capital's unequal

movement toward

advantage

industrial

in

in politics,

legislation

economics. According to Van

democracy would "remove the very

disturbing impression that this unequal economic
advantage has undue

weight

in

our

political life

and undue influence

Van Kleeck beseeched

in

our public thinking.

her audience to exhibit the

same

support for industrial democracy" that they had "exhibited
Fearing that class interests might cause

some

"united

for suffrage."'*^

suffragists to disagree with

her vision of industrial democracy, she implored them
to look at the situation

from the worker's viewpoint. Unlike men who had no personal memory
of
the struggle for

political suffrage,

kinship of the present

movement

movement

to extend to

all

women

"could appreciate the spiritual

for greater

democracy

citizens participation

linked the discrimination that

women

in

industry with the

in political life.""*^

had experienced

discrimination that workers experienced

in

economic

She

in political life

to the

life.

Mary Van Kleeck,

"Suffragists and Industrial Democracy," Address to the
Jubilee Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, St.
Louis, Missouri, March 1919, (New York: National Woman's Suffrage

Publishing Co.,

Inc.),

page 12.

Mary Van Kleeck,

"Suffragists and Industrial

Democracy," Address

to the

Jubilee Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, St.
Louis, Missouri, March 1919, (New York: National Woman's Suffrage
Publishing Co., Inc.), page 4.
'^^

Mary Van Kleeck,

"Suffragists and Industrial Democracy," Address to the

Jubilee Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, St.
Louis, Missouri, March 1919, (New York: National Woman's Suffrage

Publishing Co.,

Inc.),

page

5.
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Van Kleeck's focus on
concern that although the
Association might

would
their

fail

women

of the National

feel political kinship

War

the

ways

for

women/^ As

in

came

stance and their

I

women

American

with working-class

to extend that unity into the

pro-World

nation

the "spiritual kinship" of

Woman

women

Suffrage

they

economic realm. Clearly aware of
liberal individualism,

which the war economy could have produced
production demands rose and

women

to realize (temporarily, at least) that

successfully at a wide variety of jobs,

indicates her

many

of

she highlighted
lasting benefits

responded, the

women

could work

which had been exclusively

male occupations. The war emergency "demonstrated the importance
nation of

women's

women's proper

women

work.""^^

role

to the

But with peace, the old stereotypes about

began to reemerge. To Van Kleeck's dismay, men and

could be found

who

thought working

women

should return

home

or

to their old jobs."^^

'^^

See Nancy

The Grounding of Modern Feminism (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1 987), pages 59-61 for details on National American Woman
Suffrage Association's pro-war, even jingoistic, stance. Because of this many
Cott,

.

,

pro-suffrage, pacifist and socialist women joined the National Women's Party.
Although the two groups were at odds over the war, would argue that they
both embraced "the language of liberal individualism." See Cott, page 125.
I

'^'^

Mary Van Kleeck,

"Suffragists and Industrial Democracy," Address to the
Jubilee Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, St.
Louis,

Missouri,

Publishing Co.,

March

Inc.),

page

1919,

(New

York:

National

Woman's

Suffrage

5.

See Maurine Weiner Greenwald, Women, War, and Work page 233, who
,

confirmed that rather than increase opportunities for women workers, the
World War economy actually "accentuated certain trends already apparent in
I

women's employment

patterns."
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Yet,

Van Kleeck surmised,

women

assure

in

an industrial democracy the state
would

reasonable working hours, wages, and
conditions of

employment because women had confirmed
economic

role.

their abilities

Instead of favoring the restriction of

Kleeck envisioned an "enlargement of
opportunities

and

women
for

their vital

workers. Van

women,"

in

conjunction with the state's commitment to
establish "healthful conditions
for both

men and women. "^^ She reminded

because they are

women

that legislation

are low-paid workers, because they

nnethod

is

used."^^

She

necessary.

It

"it is

is

not

because

work under adverse conditions

Van Kleeck construed

industrial justice for workers.

"restriction put

is

her audience:

women

that this

labor legislation as a matter of

did not see labor legislation as a

upon the workers, but

[as] a restriction

upon the adverse

conditions as sets free the best capacities of the workers,
both as workers

and as

citizens.

"'^^

She beseeched her audience

to consider the

woman

Mary Van Kleeck,

"Suffragists and Industrial Democracy," Address to the
Jubilee Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association,
St.
Louis, Missouri, March 1919, (New York: National Woman's
Suffrage

Publishing Co.,

Inc.),

page

6.

Mary Van Kleeck,

"Suffragists and Industrial Democracy," Address to the
Jubilee Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, St.
Louis, Missouri, March 1919, (New York: National Woman's Suffrage

Publishing Co.,
'^^

Inc.),

page 10.

Mary Van Kleeck,

"Suffragists and Industrial Democracy," Address to the
Jubilee Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, St.

Missouri, March 1919, (New York: National Woman's Suffrage
Publishing Co., Inc.), page 9. Van Kleeck is clearly espousing different reasons
for women's labor legislation than other proponents of legislation who,
Louis,

according to Nancy Cott, "saw

women

as overburdened and vulnerable." The
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question and the labor question together, and
to remember that "progress
for

women

industrially

and economically cannot be gained apart from
the

progress of the labor movement as a whole. '"^^

The

radical nature of

sharper focus
ideas of

1920

when they

Van Kleeck's views

are

Mary Anderson, the

to 1944.^°

examined

in

relation to the

director of the federal

come

more mainstream

Women's Bureau from

tamer form of capitalism.

a

1920, Anderson hypothesized that "woman's future position
looked bright.

permanent

in

She believed

that Congress had recognized

United States Department of Labor. "^^

every

in

belief "that the

man and woman

Mary Van Kleeck,

.

Women

Women's Bureau

.

.

.

would do

the United States, because

uroundinq ot Modern Heminism
page 138.

as
in

of the

Anderson's enthusiasm stemmed

Women's Bureau

in

In

industry"

women

American industry since they had "converted the

Industry Service of the war into the permanent

from her

into

While Van Kleeck boldly endorsed socialism as the
key to

democracy, Anderson supported

industrial

of the state

(New Haven: Yale

"Suffragists and Industrial

it

a great deal for

was

a matter of

University Press, 1987),

Democracy," Address

to the

Convention of the National American Woman Suffrage Association, St. Louis,
Missouri, March 1919, (New York: National Woman's Suffrage Publishing
Company, Inc.), page 10.
^°

See Barbara Sicherman and Carol Hurd Green, ed., Notable American
Women. The Modern Period (Cambridge: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University Press, 1980), pages 23-25.
.

Mary Anderson, "Woman's Future Position
Industries (1920), in Mary Anderson's Papers, Reel
,
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in

4,

Industry,"

Frame 723.

American

public record that

women

in

industry were an important asset
to the nation

and that the federal government was ready
well-being."

Much

to her satisfaction,

"rebuilders" of post-World

War

I

to

assume

responsibility for their

Anderson claimed that the

America would "be both men and women."

Furthermore, she believed that "the cream of
the jobs

may

as naturally be

[women's] as the men's.""

Van Kleeck saw
workers

way

in their

legislation as a

meaningful

relations with employers.

move toward empowering

Anderson saw

to maintain the interests of both capital and labor.

on gaining equal pay

women

into

for equal

only a

first

step.

pie,

Anderson focused

work, shorter hours, and the entrance of

more male-dominated

piece of the economic

legislation as a

jobs.

She wanted

women

to gain a larger

and while Van Kleeck agreed, she saw that as

Van Kleeck assumed

and implored middle class suffragists

that class interests divided

to consider the

women

working class

perspective, and to therefore support labor legislation as a matter of equal
justice.

In

contrast, Anderson believed that "since

electorate they feel a solidarity which binds

"Mary Anderson - Her

Life

and Work,"

[women] have become an

them together

.

.

[early 1920s], in

.

into a

Mary Anderson

Papers, Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College (microfilm edition of the Papers
of the Women's Trade Union League and Its Principal Leaders, Anderson
Papers, Reel 4, Frame 672. Mary Anderson, Woman At Work page 113-115.
,
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universal union."

She assumed

that

"women,

as a body" would support

legislation.^^

Van Kleeck wanted hours and wage laws

knew

that they

for

row about

a

power

Effective laws
relations

legislating shorter hours

economic

is

Hours and wage laws stood

it."

unbridled capitalism.
restructuring

position and

in

power

of

the reason you usually

at the very core of

would put the state

in

charge of

favor of labor rather than business.

By

and minimum wages workers gained "a measure of

economic power. "^"^

Van Kleeck demanded

"labor legislation for adults."

expected the state to "set up the planks of

program

a

opportunities and insuring economic independence to
industry. "^^

workers because she

would fundamentally recast "the economic balance

as between the employer and employee, and that

have

all

In particular,

she

for enlarging

women

in

State recognition that workers deserved labor legislation on

the basis of their worth to the nation, rather than on the pretense that

workers, namely

women

and children, needed

protection, gave workers a

new sense

of

legislation as a

power

means

vis-a-vis capitalists.

some

of

"It is

Mary Anderson, "Woman's Future Position in Industry," September,
1920. Mary Anderson's Papers, reel 4, frame 723-724.
Mary Van Kleeck, "What
January 1922, page
Papers, Box 26, Folder 506.
Signal

.

6.

are

Women

In

Industry Laws?", The Union

Sophia Smith Collection

.

Mary Van Kleeck

Mary Van Kleeck, "In Behalf of Labor Legislation for Women," circa
1923, pages 1 and 3. Mary Van Kleeck Papers, SSC Box 24, Folder 488.
,
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not the picking out of wonnen as weaklings
which leads to labor legislation
for

in

them," she announced, but the fact that
business concentrated

women

the most dangerous and exploitative
jobs.^^

Van Kleeck

believed

business world never

let

many women had

them

use.

skills

that the male-dominated

She thought that

approach prospective employers and say, "We have

women

skill

should

to offer you.

We

have made good, but we must have work under
conditions which the state
has found good

women
job."

for society."

She castigated business

"be free from labor legislation

in

To those who would throw out

all

"through 50 years the employment of

for

demanding

that

order to get an opportunity for their
legislation

women

Van Kleeck remarked,

has steadily increased

in this

country; conditions have improved; and hours have been greatly
shortened.

The burden

of proof

is

squarely upon those

who would

repeal or prevent the

further extension of these laws."^^

Van Kleeck saw

great potential

in

the "activities of state and federal

labor bureaus [to alleviate] industrial unrest. "^^

government

hire officials

because of

She demanded that

their expertise, not their political

Mary Van Kleeck, "In Behalf of Labor Legislation for Women," 1923,
page 5. SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 488.
Mary Van Kleeck, "On Behalf of Labor Legislation for Women," 1923,
pages 2,3, 8. SSC Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 488.
.

Mary Van Kleeck, "Can Governmental Labor Bureaus Affect the Causes
of Industrial Unrest?" Address at the Conference of Association of Government
Labor Officials, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, May 24, 1922, page 1. SSC, Mary
Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
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affiliations.

In this

way

labor bureaus could effectively

"influence

legislatures to see the importance of
this kind of governmental activity."^^

Van Kleeck observed

that capitalists

would use

scientific

increase profits without any concern
for workers.

envisioned a state

in

In

management

to

contrast, she

which experts would reconstruct the
workplace

in

the

interests of labor.

"We need

a larger vision," claimed

can do."«° Van Kleeck wanted the nation
with decision making

in

the hands of the

than make labor compromise

its

Van Kleeck,

"of

what government

to function as a real

many and

collective health

democracy,

not the few.

and welfare

at

Rather

work. Van

Kleeck wanted progressive voices from the "community"
to demand that
capital

change work conditions

power

to balance

phase of

to suit labor.

She wanted "[Community

machine power."^^ Van Kleeck saw

industrial organization ... not as a

a political theory of

"[t]his

important

problem of management, but as

whether government should

interfere in industry,

and

a

Mary Van Kleeck, "Can Governmental Labor Bureaus Affect the Causes
of Industrial Unrest?" Address at the Conference of Association of
Government
Labor Officials, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, May 24, 1922, page 2. SSC, Mary
Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
^°

Mary Van Kleeck, "Can Governmental Labor Bureaus Affect the Causes
of Industrial Unrest?" Address at the Conference of Association of Government
Labor Officials, Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, May 24, 1922, page 9. SSC Mary
Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder 487.
.

Mary Van Kleeck, "Economic Reasons

Women

Industry Laws," an
address before the National Federation of Business and Professional Women's
Clubs, January 1922, page 3. SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder

487.
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for

In

social philosophy as to

whether the

be free to choose the conditions of

individual

employer and employee must

his contract."^^

A

mutually beneficial

contract, for example, had to be seen
"as part and parcel of the problem of

successful

want

management

"[t]he

problems of

were the avocation

of a

of industry

women

country."

women,

Van Kleeck

did not

industry" singled out "as though they

few employers with

contrary, she argued that

permanent labor

in

in this

like

a social interest."

On

the

men, should be considered part of the

force.

Mary Van Kleeck, "What

Women," address

Industry

Can Do

to Raise Standards of

Work

for

Conference of Women In Industry, under the auspices
of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry, Harrisburg, Pa.,
December 8, 1925, page 4. SSC Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder
488.
at the

.

®^

Mary Van Kleeck, "What

Women," address

Industry

Can Do

to Raise Standards of

Work

for

Conference of Women In Industry, under the auspices
of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry, Harrisburg, Pa.,
December 8, 1925, page 12. SSC, Mary Van Kleeck Papers, Box 24, Folder
488.
at the
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CHAPTER

5

CONCLUSION

Mary Van Kleeck's

vision of industrial

democracy suggests

solution to the problem of difference and
equality
legislation.

embedded

in

a radical

protective

Although she had moved beyond focusing on gender
difference

as the basis for labor legislation, most reformers,
legal scholars, and
feminists did not.

Van Kleeck had

originally identified herself with

those

reformers and feminists from the National Consumers' League,
the National

Women's Trade Union

League, and the

keeping women's protective

Women's

legislation.

She

Bureau,

who

favored

clearly rejected the "equality"

arguments of those who favored an Equal Rights Amendment. Yet, by the
twenties, she also rejected the

Kleeck wanted to

shift the

rigid

"difference" argument.^

Instead,

Van

focus from sex-specific legislation to working-

class legislation.

See Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the Politics of History (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1988), page 167, and Martha Minow, Making All
the Difference: Inclusion. Exclusion, and American Law (Ithaca: Cornell
^

.

.

University Press, 1990).
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Van Kleeck's perspective makes
legislation

designed

anti-legislation

for the entire

argument

that

a

good deal of sense. Labor

working class would have eliminated the

women

could no longer be singled out for

protection because they had the right to vote.
reunite feminists and reformers

benefit

more from formal

who

It

would also have helped

fought over whether

women would

equality or actual protective labor legislation.

Although pro-business opponents of any inclusive labor

have opposed

to

this incursion into the

would

freedom of contract, with hindsight we

know

that this concept

came

to accept the government's role

was

legislation

swiftly losing status, especially as the judiciary
in

regulating

Throughout the twenties, and indeed

until

economic

affairs.^

the enactment of Title VII

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the courts continued to rely on the genderspecific reasoning found

Reformers and

for

all

the Brandeis briefs for MuHer and Bunting

legal scholars

sex-specific legislation.

designed

in

used traditional gender assumptions to

.

justify

Although they hoped one day to see legislation

workers, the very focus and boundaries of their arguments

curtailed this possibility.

Their focus on differences

between men and

June, 1933, Congress passed the National Industrial Recovery Act,
which included Section 7(a), guaranteeing labor's right to organize and bargain
collectively. The NIRA also established codes fixing minimum wages, maximum
hours, and child-labor prohibitions. Also see West Coast Hotel v Parrish 300
U.S. 379 (1937), in which the Court argued that freedom of contract was not
a fundamental constitutional right. See, Judith Baer, Chains of Protection
(Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1978), page 99.
^

In

.

.
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women

caused them to

reify social differences as

if

they were biologically

predetermined.

As the depression took

hold of the country

shifted from legislating shorter hours
and
a job.

Ironically, the

kept most

women

in

As

became

the 1930s, attention

minimum wages

to merely holding

sex discrimination and restrictive
legislation that had

low paying, low status jobs enabled many

continue working throughout the 1930s,
even as
fired.

in

Alice Kessler-Harris affirms, at the

men were

same time

that

women

laid off

to

and

some women

the sole support of their families, society
also criticized them for

allegedly stealing jobs from

The depression years
specific labor legislation.

unemployed men.^
also witnessed the beginning of the end of
sex-

1933, the National Recovery Administration

In

established codes for the abolition of child labor,

maximum

hours without regard to sex.

In

West Coast Hotel

(1937), the United States Supreme Court

fully

government

In

to regulate

women's wages.

minimum wages, and
v Parrish

recognized the right of

overturning Adkins the Court
.

established the right of government to regulate work conditions over the

concept of freedom of

^

contract.''

Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to

One year

later.

Congress passed the

Fair

Work (New

York: Oxford University Press,
Benefits of Labor Segregation in a Decade of
.

1982), Chapter 9, "Some
Depression," pages 250-272.

Judith Baer, Chains of Protection
1978), page 70.
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.

(Westport, CT:

Greenwood

Press,

Labor Standards Act, which empowered
Congress to set a national minimum

wage ($0.25 an hour

increasing to $0.40 cents by 1945)
and a forty-four

hour week (decreasing to forty by 1941).^

Although the
federal hours and

difference

Labor Standards Act, by granting

Fair

wage

it

did not.

Kennedy Administration appended

to

Next, Congress passed the

"differential

pay

for

men and women

women began

Civil

to hire

to be

them because

1964

Rights Act of

The National Organization

Equity Action League, encouraged by Title

end sex discrimination

in

VII,

Women

of

and

joined the fight

employment, and by 1972 they had gotten

every state legislature to abolish sex-specific protective

George Martin,

of

of

that included

which prohibited employers from discriminating on the basis

Women's

^

1963, when the

until

But the act excluded farm and domestic workers,
and gave

religion, race, ethnicity, or sex.^

the

not

no recourse against employers who refused

their sex.

Title VII,

was

at equivalent jobs," that discrimination
against

addressed.

women

It

the Equal Pay Act to the Fair Labor

Standards Act, and thereby prohibited

working

workers a

law, should have eliminated the use
of sex

labor legislation,

in

all

Madam

legislation.^

Secretary: Frances Perkins

(Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1976), Chapter 29, "Three Acts to Aid Labor," pages 378-395,
especially page 392.
®

^

Kessler-Harris, Out to

Work page 314.

Kessler-Harris, Out to

Work pages 314-315.

,

,
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.

Yet sex discrimination

have ruled gender-specific

in

employment

Although the courts

exists.

still

legislation unconstitutional,

women

still

earn less

than men, and continue to be excluded
from many jobs, especially those
with the highest pay and the most prestige.

dominant gender ideology

still

ties

women

as mothers and wives and assumes that

This point

EEOC, using

was

highlighted

in

large part this

to their biological

all

EEQC

In

women

v Sears.

have

is

because the

and social

common

roles

interests.

Roebuck and Cn. .^ The

historian Alice Kessler-Harris as an expert
witness, claimed that

Sears discriminated against

commission sales

jobs.

women

because they

failed to hire

them

in

Sears countered with historian Rosalind Rosenberg

as their expert witness, that

women

did not

want those jobs because they

required an "aggressive" personality, "risk-taking,"

field

work, and irregular

hours. ^ Sears used prevailing views of male and female roles
and asserted
that categorical differences exist between the sexes.

The EEOC

argue that although differences do exist between the sexes,

negate the
market.

possibility that

women wanted

Whereas Sears assumed

roles, the

EEOC

that

all

equality with

women

men

this

in

tried to

does not

the labor

have the same gender

asserted that class exigencies affect gender role decision-

making. The judge accepted Sears's analysis because he analyzed the case

^

U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. Eastern Division.
EEOC v Sears. Roebuck and Co. Civil Action No. 79-C-4373.
.

®

Joan Wallach

Scott,

Gender and the

205

Politics of History

,

page 173.

in

He refused

"either/or terms."

wanted commission

sales jobs.

to consider that

He assumed

that the

gender roles applied to working-class women.

were unchanging and
The Sears case

some women may have
dominant culture's

He presumed that those

roles

universal. ^°

need to

illustrates the

reject the equality

versus

difference dichotomy and instead incorporate an allowance
for difference

our definition of equality. The recognition that almost as
exist within

one sex as

between the sexes would

exist

many

in

differences

lead to a rejection of

the static and ahistorical definitions of gender roles and emphasize
instead
that competing gender ideologies exist simultaneously and that
those

ideologies are constantly
roles

in flux.

would help put an end

An awareness

to the use of "fixed

that class mediates gender

gender categories as

normative statements that organize cultural understandings of sexual
difference.

"^^

some

This dissertation offers

remains a compelling issue

for

historical perspective

American society today:

equality and deal with differences.

on

how

it

problem that

to affirm

Although reformers' reliance on a

gender-specific discourse secured shorter hours and better

workers,

a

wages

for

also reaffirmed certain assumptions about proper roles for

and women, and contributed

men

to the gender-segregated labor market.

See Martha Minow, Making

All

the Difference

Joan Wallach Scott, Gender and the

206

,

page

3.

Politics of History

,

page 175.

Reformers' attempts to deal with differences
that, on the one hand, inhibited
"real," "lived" equality,

ended up reinforcing

gender-specific legislation

ago,

women

was

inequality.

stricken from the law books

continue to confront discrimination

assumptions about biology and

embedded with

Even though

traditional

in

gender

twenty years

the workforce based on

roles.

Indeed, a discourse

sex-specific assumptions remains a potent
force

workplace today.
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